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This edition of FNG Research is looking to the past, present and future. The future is opened 
up in two major research projects – ‘Gothic Modern’ and ‘Pioneering women artists’. The two 
initiators of the Gothic Modern project, Chief Curator, Dr Anna-Maria von Bonsdorff, from the 
Ateneum Art Museum and Dr Juliet Simpson, Professor of Art History at Coventry University, 
are spearheading an international endeavour to rethink the development of a specifically 
Nordic Modernism at the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century, having 
its inspiration in the northern Gothic and Renaissance. The project is concentrating on 
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illuminating the Gothic as a core fascination for late 19th- and early 20th-century art that 
crossed cultural borders, transcended nationalism and straddled war and its aftermath. The 
sources of inspiration for artists of that time can be traced to some exhibitions and to specific 
artists, such as Lucas Cranach and Hans Holbein. 

Influences were also a political issue, as shown by Dr Krista Kodres, who in her article 
sheds light on the Estonian historiographical undertones shaping the understanding of 
Gothic art and architecture in Estonia. In her article, which is an extended abstract of her 
lecture given at the Gothic Modern knowledge sharing workshop in March of this year, she 
is asking how in different periods art-historical writing has formulated the understanding of 
cultural heritage. The basic question she asks is whether the artistic results of medieval and 
Renaissance art were nationally unique, or were they just copying the ‘trend-setting centres’, 
located mainly in German cities. The aim of some local art historians in Estonia was to 
demonstrate that the Baltic-Nordic region created its own independent art forms, an idea that 
challenged the view that Hanseatic German art was the predominant influence in this region. 

Dr Anne-Maria Pennonen presents the recently launched international research project 
concerning women artists in the mid-19th century from Finland, Nordic and Baltic countries 
and Germany. What were the routes of inspiration for these artists, where did they study and 
what kind of networks did they form during their years of study?

In this issue we also present the results of a three-month research internship at the 
Finnish National Gallery undertaken by MA student Emmi Halmesvirta, who examines a 
much more recent artist, namely Juhana Blomstedt (1937–2010). Halmesvirta took as her 
starting point the archive material and sketches in the Finnish National Gallery collection 
related to Juhana Blomstedt’s career in the period 1970–80. Blomstedt’s art-theoretical 
thinking during the 1970s seems to revolve around questions of form, content, expression, 
abstraction, subjectivity, truth and optics. In his art he was somehow distancing himself from 
the high modernist demand for purity, even if his art could be categorised as being part of the 
constructivist tradition. 

The Director of the Sinebrychoff Art Museum Kirsi Eskelinen writes about the 
provenance of a painting by Jacopo Bassano (c. 1510–92), Virgin and Child with John 
the Baptist and St Anthony the Abbot, which is housed in the museum’s collection. It 
is a republication of her article from 1992 but in connection with it, we are for the first 
time publishing images of the details on the back of the frame moulding. These give 
some important clues about the provenance of the artwork. The Museum has plans for a 
monographic exhibition on Jacopo Bassano in the near future, which makes it even more 
relevant to republish and expand on this article. 

Two articles in this issue are focusing on the current exhibition of Ilya Repin at the 
Ateneum Art Museum: Chief Curator Timo Huusko’s essay on the Russian artist’s relationship 
to Finland, and an updated article by curator Helena Hätönen on the archival material related 
to Repin in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery, first published in the 
catalogue of the Kadriorg Art Museum’s Repin exhibition which took place in Tallinn in 2013. 

The Ateneum Art Museum’s curators Hanne Selkokari and Anu Utriainen have 
been interviewed in connection with the exhibition ‘Among Forests and Lakes: Landscape 
Masterpieces from the Finnish National Gallery’, which is now on display at the National 
Nordic Museum in Seattle. 

Dr Harri Kalha’s interview in this issue is connected with the exhibition of Magnus 
Enckell, which unfortunately had to be closed just a few weeks after its opening in 2020 due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Fortunately, this exhibition is continuing in the Tampere Art Museum 
in a slightly smaller version this autumn. 

I hope you will enjoy these diverse articles from different sectors of art history.
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Gothic Modern

The international research and exhibition project Gothic Modern has been launched by the 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum. The project schedule spans 2018 to 2025. 
‘Gothic Modern: from Medieval and Northern Renaissance to Dark, Emotive, Uncanny Modern 
Art’ explores the pivotal importance of Gothic art for the artistic modernisms of the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries

 
Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Death and the 
Flower, woodcut, 9.5cm x 5.5cm 
Antell Collections, Finnish National Gallery 
/ Sinebrychoff Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Yehia Eweis

•	 An	ambitious	new	approach	to	modern	art	focusing	on	the	untold	story	of	
Nordic	and	Northern	European	medieval	reinventions	from	the	1890s	to	
the	fall	of	the	Weimar	Republic.

•	 Illuminates	the	Gothic	as	a	core	fascination	for	late	19th	and	early	
20th-century	art,	crossing	cultural	borders,	transcending	nationalism,	
straddling	war	and	its	aftermath.

•	 Reveals	a	hidden	aspect	of	the	work	of	Edvard Munch and	
Käthe Kollwitz	through	their	deep	attraction	to	the	art	of	the	‘Gothic’	
past,	as	well	as	how	this	resonated	for	their	contemporaries,	such	
as Theodor Kittelsen,	Akseli Gallen-Kallela,	Hugo Simberg	and	
Helene Schjerfbeck.

•	 Explores	how	these	artists	were	inspired	by	medieval	art	through	
pilgrimages,	eroticism	and	the	‘Dance	of	Death’	to	create	powerful	new	
expressions	of	artistic	and	cultural	identity:	of	sexuality	and	trauma;	death	
and	reconnection.

•	 The	focus	is	on	major	fin-de-siècle	and	early	20th-century	Nordic,	German	
and	Russian	artworks	alongside	rare	medieval	and	Northern	Renaissance	
objects.

•	 A	compelling	exploration	of	the	Gothic	for	the	21st	century,	concerning	the	
individual,	gender,	difference	and	transnational	community,	entwined	with	
the	dark,	the	emotive	and	uncanny,	as	well	as	connected	cultures,	places	
and	new	spaces	of	art.	 
(Juliet	Simpson,	2021)

Guest Curator: 
Professor	Dr	Juliet	Simpson,	Professor	of	Art	History,	and	Chair	of	Visual	Art	
and	Cultural	Memory,	Coventry	University,	UK,	juliet.simpson@coventry.ac.uk

Project Leader, Ateneum Art Museum – Finnish National Gallery:
Dr	Anna-Maria	von	Bonsdorff,	Chief	Curator	of	exhibitions	and	research,	
Finnish	National	Gallery	/	Ateneum	Art	Museum,	Helsinki,	abonsdor@fng.fi

Partners: 
National	Museum,	Oslo	and	Alte	Nationalgalerie,	Berlin

Keywords: Gothic	modern,	Nordic	Gothic,	artistic	modernisms
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Writing the Gothic: Defining the Character of 
Medieval Heritage in Estonia  
from the late 19th Century to the 1930s
Dr Krista Kodres, Professor, Estonian Academy of Arts, Tallinn

This is a detailed abstract of the lecture given by Professor Kodres at the online Knowledge 
Sharing Workshop of the Gothic Modern Research Project, on 25 March 2021

How were different art-historiographical cultures involved in shaping the understanding of 
Gothic art and architecture in Estonia, a country that in the late 19th and early 20th century 
was part of tsarist Russia and which then, in 1918, became an independent republic? 
In my presentation, I also ask what kind of life-world the various art-historical interpretations 
created in the imagination: how did they define the spatial and temporal cultural belonging of 
different nationalities within Estonia. 

The first art-historical surveys of Estonian local heritage were written by Baltic-German 
art historians. Artistic and architectural production was systematised and ordered into 
periods on the basis of formal stylistics. The Gothic style found its place from the start, and 
it also coincided with the beginning of Danish-German colonisation and the Christianisation 
of the Old Livonian territories in the 13th century, thus forming the foundation for all of 
the subsequent artistic development, i.e. Estonian art history. At the same time however, 
the Gothic in Estonia has been viewed as a belated and less artistic peripheral version 
of the German spirit. In order to overcome this unhappy conclusion, a special rhetoric 
was elaborated.

The first modern art historian who had to face these issues was Wilhelm Neumann 
(1849–1919), who was also active as an architect, and who in his later years was the Director 
of the Latvian Art Museum in Riga. In his book Grundriss einer Geschichte der bildenden 
Künste und des Kunstegewerbes in Liv-, Est- und Kurland (Reval 1887), Neumann wrote 
about the ‘slow becoming’ and ‘delayed arrival’ of the Gothic style because of the distance 
‘from trend-setting centres and the conservative character of the inhabitants’. Therefore, he 
continued, ‘the forms never reached the clarity and richness of ideas and noble sublimity 
that is characteristic of the South [of Europe]’. In order to balance this aesthetic inequality, 
Neumann connected the development of Gothic forms to the use of local materials and thus 
made the architecture correspond to given special circumstances: ‘He (das Land) understood 
how to create new art forms that correspond to the nature of local materials...’ Hence, it is the 
Land and its people who give art-historical meaning to monuments. In the booklet he wrote 
for the local clergy, who were the keepers of medieval church buildings, Neumann crystallises 
this meaning: ‘Monuments of art and architecture are witnesses of the historical past of our 
homeland. The purpose of their maintenance is to preserve our consciousness of belonging 
to our cosy homeland, and to keep the memory of our ancestors alive’ (Merkbüchlein für 
Denkmalpflege auf dem Lande, Riga 1911). Accordingly, in Neumann’s view, all art-historical 
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objects are important as material instruments of identity; they possess the ability to reflect 
history and affect feelings; they induce a sense of belonging. At the same time, the Gothic 
was determined to be the strongest signifier of ‘German power’ (Kraft) by the man who had 
greatly inspired Neumann, the German art historian Wilhelm Lübke.

What about the elites of Estonian origin? At the time when Wilhelm Neumann, Karl 
von Löwis of Menar, Reinhold Guleke and others were writing on the Gothic in Estonia and 
Livonia, the intellectuals of Estonian origin subordinated themselves to German/Western 
art-historical discourse, and they regretted that ‘Estonians have not had any art of their own’. 
They had come to know art from the Germans ‘and even adopted the word for it from their 
language. […] If Estonian books and writings tell about artists, such as painters and others, 
those artists always belong to foreign nations...’ (Anonymous, Eesti Postimees, 1885, 9.01).

Indeed, how is it possible to write about Gothic art and architecture in a way that they 
become ‘Estonia’s own heritage’? This question had to be answered when Estonians formed 
their own republic and reopened the University of Tartu (founded in 1632) as an Estonian 
university in 1919. In 1925 two laws were passed, the Law of Heritage Protection and the 
Law of the University, the latter urging the study of local history. In regard to art history, since 
there were no educated art historians of Estonian origin, the first professors were Swedes. 
Both Helge Kjellin and Sten Karling supported the idea of a Baltic-Nordic art region that 
was formulated by the Professor at the University of Stockholm, Johnny Roosval, in 1921 
and published in 1927 in the German journal Nordelbingen. In Northern Europe, Roosval 
distinguished between two artistic areas: 1) ‘Der baltische Norden’, ‘baltiska Norden’: from 
the late 12th century to the beginning of the 16th century, the variformed yet overlapping 
‘art areas’ around the Baltic Sea – Germany, Denmark, Sweden and the Baltic territories; and 
2) Atlantic-Nordic, ‘Atlantiska Norden’.

What Johnny Roosval aimed at was to demonstrate that the Baltic-Nordic region 
created its own independent art forms, an idea that was in contrast to the notion of the 
predominant influence of Hanseatic German art in this region. The concept of a Baltic-Nordic 
artedominium/Geschmacksgbiet (taste region!) was very well suited to the needs of Estonians, 
who wished to free the nation’s history from its ‘German past’ yet still remain ‘European’. 

 
The ruins of Toolse/Tolsburg, a castle of the German Order (1471)
Photo: Abrget47j / Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0 
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In 1932 the very first History of Estonian Art. The Middle Ages was published and its author, 
Alfred Vaga, wrote: 

It is time to realise that ‘Baltic art’ – as far as it is connected with our country – cannot 
be separated and left out of the general history of Estonian art, that everything born 
throughout time in the field of art in our homeland belongs first of all to Estonian art 
history, regardless of who the creators were. […] Thanks to older German-Baltic art 
historians, many are still convinced that the medieval art in Estonia and Livonia can be 
characterised as German colonial art. This opinion does not correspond to recent research 
results. These demonstrate, as J. Roosval has recently argued, the organic belonging 
of Estonian and Livonian art to the Baltic-Nordic art region, together with north and 
north-west Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and the eastern Baltic countries, Estonia 
and Latvia.

Neither Vaga nor those who wrote about Estonian Gothic heritage in the 1920s–30s 
denied the ‘German influences’ completely, yet the emphasis was on the regional, rather 
independent development of forms.

Despite having different ideas of the genealogy and situatedness of the Gothic, the 
Swedes, the Estonians and the (Baltic) Germans shared a common view of the characteristics 
of the Gothic style: they all defined the local Gothic as simple, rigid, pure and cold, but 
strong in effect. Voldemar Vaga, the brother of Alfred Vaga, wrote in 1939 in his History of 
Estonian Art: 

Baltic architecture’s foremost character can be described as sober and simple. […] This 
simplicity is, to a great extent, caused by the long and hard winters; the airy and dynamic 
Western European Gothic was not conceivable here. Yet, surely, the rigidity and simplicity 
of Baltic art was also caused by the mentality and spiritual mode of the colonisers. 
The tastes of these brave, strong-willed and harsh men can definitely be sensed in Old 
Livonian art. Even if Baltic architecture does not offer much in a purely aesthetic sense, its 
impressive grandeur still affects the viewer. 

No doubt, Vaga’s rhetoric reflects a similar line to that of earlier Baltic-German authors, such 
as Georg Dehio (himself of Baltic-German origin), who in his three-volume magnum opus 
Geschichte der deutschen Kunst (1919–27), wrote: 

The Gothic [in neo-colonial Germany (neukoloniales Deutschland) i.e. the Baltic lands] 
architecture is self-confident without being vain, serious without being cold, brave in 
big and sparing in small undertakings. […] One can see that this architecture is built by 
people who experienced a sharp wind in their noses, by people who were pushed into a 
world without any form.

 
Bernt Notke, Dance of Death, late 15th century, oil on canvas, 160cm x 750cm,  
from St Nicolas’ Church, Tallinn, and now housed at the city’s Art Museum of Estonia
Photo: Abrget47j / Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0
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At the end of this strongly minimised historiography of the early days of writing on 
the Gothic in Estonia, the narratives that were constructed by different art-historical agents 
depended upon multiple elements. First, the authors shared the same art-historical discourse, 
based on Herderian-Hegelian thinking, which treated art as a reflection of a nationally/
geographically determined spirit of the time. The differences emerged while defining the core 
of ‘the spirit’ and this, in turn, depended on the actual socio-cultural situation of a particular 
nation. Thus, changing political situations obviously had an impact on the meaning-making of 
the Gothic. Baltic-German authors were writing in the context of the emerging Russification 
politics of the tsarist regime and this coerced them into justifying the right to remain the 
leading cultural agent in the region. In this self-legitimising process, the Gothic was viewed 
as the signifier of the beginning of the history of the Baltic homeland and Baltic-Germans as 
legal heirs of the local medieval heritage. Estonian authors in the newly-founded Estonian 
Republic preferred to treat the Gothic, particularly its early phase, as a style of Baltic-Nordic 
communities that was developed in the Baltic Sea region by local craftsmen and artists. 
Because of its colonial past, the anti-German attitude was all-encompassing in Estonia in the 
1920s and 1930s, while the search for a ‘proper, civilised’ cultural belonging was felt to be 
urgent. Finally, the general images of the Gothic constructed by Baltic-German, Swedish and 
Estonian art historians were again quite similar. The Gothic was ‘Nordic’, simple and severe in 
form, yet impressive and special.

Keywords: Estonian Gothic, art historiography, Wilhelm Neumann, Alfred Vaga, Baltic-German

 
St Catherine’s Church in Muhu/Mohn in Saaremaa, late 13th century
Photo: Ivo Kruusamägi / Wikimedia Commons 
CC BY-SA 3.0
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The Artist, his Admirers, his Dealers  
and Inheritors – Ilya Repin and his Career  
in the Republic of Finland
Timo Huusko, Ph.Lic., Chief Curator, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum

This is a revised and extended version of Timo Huusko’s article ‘Ilya Repin’s early art exhibitions 
in Finland’, published in Anne-Maria Pennonen (ed.), Ilya Repin. Ateneum Publications Vol. 147. 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum, 2021, 103–27. Transl. Don McCracken

Ilya Repin was faced with a new, unexpected situation when the October Revolution of 
1917 severed the close ties between St Petersburg and Kuokkala in Finland. He had become 
accustomed to many changes in the course of his long life, but up until then these had been 
mainly due to his own decisions, especially his bold departure from Chuguev to St Petersburg 
to study art in 1863, then moving on to Moscow in 1877 and exhibiting with the non-academic 
Peredvizhniki (Wanderers) group. Repin returned to St Petersburg in 1882, and in 1892 he 
became first a teacher at the Imperial Academy of Arts, and later its Director. He also acquired 
a place in the countryside near Vitebsk in Zdrawneva, Belarus, in 1892, and subsequently 
entered into a relationship with Natalia Nordmann, with whom he purchased a house in 
Kuokkala on the Karelian Isthmus in 1899. In 1903, he moved permanently to Kuokkala and 

Ilya Repin,  
Double Portrait of  
Natalia Nordmann and  
Ilya Repin, 1903,  
oil on canvas,  
78.5cm x 130cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Jenny Nurminen
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two years later retired from the Academy. These 
decisions were all made as a result of more-or-less 
conscious judgments that influenced his quality of life and 
relationship networks.

Things changed in 1918, however, and Repin was 
no longer in control. Nordmann (1863–1914) had died 
of pneumonia in Switzerland four years earlier, and the 
border between Finland and Russia was closed in April 
1918 in the wake of the October Revolution and the 
Finnish Civil War, leaving Repin a 73-year-old Russian 
emigré in the newly-independent Finland. His property in 
Russia was confiscated, and for nearly three years he was 
virtually ignorant of what was happening in Soviet Russia.1 
On top of all that, his right hand had become partially 
paralysed, preventing him from working properly after 
1903. He lived in his studio house, Penates (Penaty) with 
two servants and his daughter Nadya (Nadezhda), who 
had learning disabilities. His son Yury lived nearby with 
his family and his eldest daughter Vera moved to Penates 
from the Soviet Union in 1922. His third daughter Tatyana 
lived in Zdrawneva until 1930.

By this point Repin had lost his former network of 
exhibitors and buyers, along with the Russian intelligentsia 
and circle of patrons that had given him job opportunities 
and also provided inspiring food for thought. In fact, 
Repin had cut himself off from the St Petersburg elite 
after moving to Kuokkala in 1903, although at that time a 
St Petersburg newspaper had reported he was still voted 
the fourth best-known Russian after Tolstoy, Chekhov, and 
Gorky.2 The way that he distanced himself can be seen, 
for example, in the fact that he became interested in the 

free co-operative movement and a self-sufficient economy in the spirit of Tolstoy, as well as 
in democratic, non-hierarchical structures and ideas about living in harmony with nature in 
general. Repin and Nordmann’s weekly receptions at Penates on Wednesdays offered only 
vegetarian food and self-service at the dining table, although that did not stop prominent 
Russian writers and artists visiting him until the outbreak of the First World War. While Repin 
opposed new art trends, such as the aestheticism of the Mir iskusstva (World of Art) group 
and especially the early avant-garde, nevertheless in the mid-1910s he became acquainted 
with, for example, Vladimir Mayakovsky and David Burliuk, whom he met at the villa of his 
neighbour, the author Korney Chukovsky.3 

Even though Repin was stranded on the Finnish side of the border, he still had his 
studio house and plenty of his own works with him. He also continued to paint relentlessly. 
Perhaps the most interesting works from his late period are the large religious pieces and 
paintings that depicted Russian-Ukrainian people, such as Golgotha (1921–22), Religious 
Procession in an Oak Forest (The Miraculously Revealed Icon) (1877–1924), Cossacks on the 
Black Sea (1908–19) and The Hopak (Dance of the Zaporozhian Cossacks) (1926–30), which 

1 Elizabeth Kridl Valkenier. Ilya Repin and the World of Russian Art. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1990, 186–87. According to Tito Colliander, Repin last visited Russia in November 1917. See 
Tito Colliander. Ilja Repin, ukrainalainen taiteilija. Helsinki: Tammi, 1944, 331.

2 ‘Ett och annat’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 4 July 1903.
3 Olli Valkonen. ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, in Ilja Repin. Exhibition catalogue. Helsinki : Taidekeskus Retretti, 

1995, 38–43. After the revolution, Chukovsky remained in Soviet Russia, where he became a major 
children’s writer. He was also a significant person in Repin’s life as editor of Repin’s memoirs, which 
the artist began to compile in Kuokkala. The memoirs were completed as early as 1916, but were 
not published in the Soviet Union until 1937.

Ilya Repin, Natalia Nordmann 
Dancing, 1900–10, red chalk 
and pencil on paper,  
37cm x 26.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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Repin painted several times, making changes each time, as was his habit. He was fascinated 
by the Cossack theme because he was born in Chuguev, in Kharkiv province, which belonged 
to the Russian Empire and is now located in Ukraine, although his Russian-speaking parents 
came from near Moscow.4 In his childhood, Repin admired the Cossacks of the nearby Don 
region, with whom his father traded horses.5 The western tributary of the River Don, the 
Donets, flowed near Repin’s home, and the mythical Ukrainian Zaporozhian Cossack region 
was located on the lower reaches of the Dnieper River, north and east of the Sea of Azov, a 
few hundred kilometres south of Chuguev. After the Great Northern War (1700–21), the area 
was taken over by Russia. Repin became acquainted with the descendants of the Zaporozhians 
in Ukraine and southern Russia when he was there in 1880 and in 1888. It is said that he 
became so enthusiastic about the subject that in 1880 he spoke Ukrainian to his children.6 

Thus, in his later art, Repin repeatedly returned to his childhood and youth and his 
monumental late works can be viewed from a nostalgic perspective, not only because they 
reflected a longing for the experiences of his earlier years, but also because they served as 
a means of resisting the passage of time by recounting the past.7 In other words, one might 
think that despite the challenges presented by his external circumstances, Repin created a 
kind of mental comfort zone for himself by painting these themes, which were important 
to him. In this article, however, I focus mainly on how he gained a foothold with his art in 
Finland, and what happened to his works as they spread through his own and his family’s 
circle of acquaintances via exhibitions and acquisitions beyond Penates. The fate of these 
works is also associated with adversity and outright exploitation. How exactly did Repin’s 
works leave Russia via Finland, and end up elsewhere in Europe and the United States?

Forging contacts with the art field in Finland

Professor Olli Valkonen has thoroughly discussed Repin’s years in independent Finland, writing 
insightfully about how the artist had to start making connections within the Finnish art world 
to ensure his livelihood. Of course, Repin was not completely unknown, as his work had 
been followed in Finland since his permanent move to Kuokkala in 1903.8 After the Bolshevik 
Revolution, he was also used by the Finnish media to a certain extent as political propaganda.9 
This might have been partly due to the fact that, having lost his homeland, he was pessimistic 
about the Russian people and ‘their tendency to tolerate the worst’. At that time, he did not 
seem willing to express any particular political thoughts, and he had no preference for one 
nationality over another.10 

Repin became sceptical of the Bolshevik regime as more information emerged about 
the reality of life in Soviet Russia. In honour of his 80th birthday, major exhibitions of his works 
were staged in Moscow in 1924 and St Petersburg in 1925. In conjunction with the latter, he 
was asked to return to St Petersburg (then Leningrad) but he refused despite the promise 
of accommodation and a monthly allowance. In the Finnish press, Repin was said to be very 

4 Pekka Häkli. ‘Suuri siveltimen mestari. Ilja Rjepinin täyttäessä 85 vuotta’, Työn voima, 8 August 1929 
(); S[igrid Schauman]. ‘Ilja Repin 85 år’, Svenska Pressen, 6 August 1929. 

5 See Repin’s autobiography, Ilja Repin. Mennyt aika läheinen. Helsinki: WSOY, 1970 (original work 
1937), 13–48.

6 Colliander, Ilja Repin, 245.
7 For the dual meaning of nostalgia (therapy and pain), see Pirjo Kukkonen. ‘Nostalgian semiosis. 

Keveyden ja painon dialogia’, in Riikka Rossi and Katja Seutu (eds.), Nostalgia. Kirjoituksia 
kaipuusta, ikävästä ja muistista. Helsinki: SKS, 2007, 15–17. Kukkonen is referring to Philippe 
Robert-Demontrond’s idea of nostalgia.

8 E.g. ‘Professor I.J. Repin’, Nya Pressen, 7 October 1907; ‘Hos Ilja Repin i Finland’, Wiborgs Nyheter, 
10 December 1908; ‘Hos ultravegeterianerna på villan “Penaterna”’, Björneborgs Tidning, 
9 December 1910. 

9 ‘Repin och nöden i Finland’, Wiborgs Nyheter, 4 July 1918; ‘Ilja Repins tack’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 
9 August 1918; ‘Taiteilija Ilja Repin...’, Helsingin Sanomat, 3 July 1918.

10 ‘Repins tankar om sig själf och Ryssland’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 18 August 1918. 
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negative and harsh, but his letters to the Soviet People’s Commissar Anatoly Lunacharsky were 
more diplomatic: he expressed his desire to visit the Leningrad exhibition and his confidence 
that Finland and Russia would enjoy good neighbourly relations in the future. However, Repin 
then cited his beloved Penates and its Well of Poseidon, which produces healing water, as an 
obstacle to his return.11 From this, one could conclude that Repin did not want to rule out the 
possibility that the Communist government would be overthrown, leaving him able to return 
to Russia. Respect for Russian culture can also be seen by the fact that, according to some 
sources, Repin had returned to the Orthodox Church in Kuokkala as early as 1920. This was 
the first time he had attended church since the Russian Orthodox Synod excommunicated 
Leo Tolstoy in 1901. At the same time, it was also reported that Repin had been forced to 
stop eating vegetarian food – he had been vegetarian for more than a decade in line with the 
teachings of his late partner – and had started to include fish on the menu.12 

Repin first visited Helsinki in 1905 and again in July 1912 with Korney Chukovsky, his 
son Yury and his former student, the painter Isaak Brodsky. They paid a visit to the Ateneum 
Art Museum, where Repin said that he became acquainted with the paintings of Anders Zorn 
(1860–1920), Albert Edelfelt (1854–1905) and Akseli Gallen-Kallela (1865–1931).13 Repin had 
already come across Edelfelt in St Petersburg in 1895. Edelfelt was at that time learning about 

11 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 46; ‘Ilja Repin ja bolshevikit’, Länsi-Suomi, 14 February 1925.
12 ‘Ajantietoa. Ilja Repin’, Saarijärven Paavo, 29 April 1920.
13 See Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 41.

Ilya Repin drawing water from 
the Well of Poseidon at Penates in 
Kuokkala, late 1920s.  
Photographer N.N. Simanovsky. 
Nikolai Shuvalov Archive.  
Archive Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery
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the syllabus in the Imperial Academy 
of Arts, and Repin had played a key 
role in revising it. It was also thanks 
to Repin that Edelfelt was able to 
arrange a place for Juho Rissanen, 
who was not fluent in the language, 
to study at the Imperial Academy in 
1897–98. Repin had a positive image 
of Finland, or of Helsinki at least: in 
1905, he contrasted the ‘depressed 
landscapes inhabited by introverted 
Finns’ to Helsinki, which was as 
much part of Europe as a corner of 
Paris, and whose cheerful public 
joy made even the city’s boulevards 
come alive with laughter.14

Another Finnish artist that 
Repin was drawn to was Gallen-
Kallela. Repin might have met him 
on his 1912 visit to Helsinki, as he 
was invited in the spring of 1914 to 
become an honorary member of 

the Artists’ Association of Finland, which Gallen-Kallela chaired.15 Initially, however, Repin’s 
relationship with Gallen-Kallela was anything but positive, as his new Kalevala paintings, 
which strongly emphasised contours, colour juxtapositions and two-dimensional surface 
impressions, aroused great indignation, especially in 1898 when the works were included in 

14 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 40–41.
15 See ‘Konstnärsgillets 50-årsfest’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 4 May 1914.

Ilya Repin’s villa, Penates, in Kuokkala, 1920s. Photographer N.N. Simanovsky. Grigori Brenev Repin 
Archive. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery

Ilya Repin, Portrait of Akseli 
Gallen-Kallela, 1920, oil on 
canvas, 100cm x 81cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Jenny Nurminen
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an exhibition in St Petersburg. Repin’s opposition was related to the fact that, at the time, 
he could not accept Mir iskusstva’s interest in Symbolism or western influences in Russian 
history.16 Later, however, Repin became better acquainted with Gallen-Kallela and came 
to appreciate him so much that in 1920 he painted a quick portrait of him, and he even 
compared the artist to the Zaporozhians in facial features and character.17

Additionally, according to one news report, Repin agreed to hold an art exhibition at 
the Strindberg Art Salon in Helsinki in the spring of 1918, but this project, which was planned 
as a major event, failed to materialise. Repin did, however, exhibit two works at the Strindberg 
in May 1920.18 It would appear that Repin had already at that stage forged a relationship with 
the Strindberg Art Salon Director Arvid Lydecken, who later organised several exhibitions of 

16 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 36–37.
17 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 44.
18 ‘Ilja Repin’, Dagens Press, 2 Nov 1918; ‘Strindbergin taidesalongin näyttely’, Uusi Suomi, 18 May 

1920.

Ilya Repin, Winter Landscape, 1903, oil on canvas, 80cm x 64cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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Repin’s work in Helsinki. Vasily Levi, a Ukrainian or Polish-born lawyer, journalist and amateur 
artist, who became Repin’s neighbour in 1916, was often involved in the arrangements.19 
However, the first full-scale exhibition of Repin’s works in Helsinki was held at the Hörhammer 
Gallery in November 1922. Fifty works were included, 17 of them relatively recent paintings. 
The others were sketches and drawings.20

An art donation to the Ateneum Art Museum

Instead of having his own exhibition, Repin apparently decided to do something even more 
appealing because in October 1919 he declared that he would donate 30 works of art, 
some of his own works and some by other Russian artists, to the Finnish Art Society. Four 
of the works painted by Repin were those that Natalia Nordmann, who had a partly Finnish 
background, had owned and bequeathed as a donation to the Finnish Art Society. The Art 
Society at the Ateneum enthusiastically accepted the donation, as it had very little Russian 
art in its collections.21 The content of the donation changed slightly, and the final gift, made 

19 See Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 45.
20 The exhibition catalogue is in the Finnish National Gallery Library. Works by Yury Repin and Vasily 

Levi were also included.
21 ‘Stora donationer till Konstföreningen’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 15 October 1919.

Ilya Repin, Portrait of the Artist’s Daughter, 
Nadezhda (Nadya) Repina, 1898,  
oil on canvas, 71cm x 57.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenny Nurminen

Ilya Repin, Portrait of the Artist  
Rafail S. Levitsky, 1878,  
oil on canvas, 89cm x 69cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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in March 1920, included seven paintings by Repin and 23 works by other 
Russian artists. The donation from Nordmann’s estate included Portrait of 
Natalia Nordmann (1900), Double Portrait of Natalia Nordmann and Ilya 
Repin (1903) and Winter Landscape (1903). Among the works he owned 
himself, Repin donated slightly earlier portraits of Rafail Levitsky (1878), 
Elizaveta Zvantseva (1889), Nadezhda Repina (1898) and Vera Pushkareva 
(1899).22 

The donation received a lot of publicity, as did the dinners that 
were held at Helsinki’s Seurahuone restaurant in September 1920. The 
donated works had been exhibited at the Ateneum in May, and Repin 
was invited to become an honorary member of the Finnish Art Society 
in March. During the visit in September that year, Repin said that he 
was painting a great work depicting a baptismal procession. He painted 
Religious Procession in the Oak Forest between 1877 and 1924, and it 
now hangs in the Gallery of Modern Art in Hradec Králové, in the Czech 
Republic. Helsinki seemed to Repin now more impoverished and sleepy 
than it had 15 years earlier, when he had found it happy and beautiful.23

22 Timo Huusko, ‘Ilya Repin’s Works in the Ateneum Art Museum’, in Repin: a Russian master’s life and 
work in Finland. Tallinn: The Art Museum of Estonia – Kadriorg Art Museum, 2013, 82

23 ‘Ilja Repin käymässä Helsingissä’, Uusi Suomi, 16 September 1920.

Ilya Repin with his works at 
the Ateneum, early 1920s. 
Photographer unknown. 
Nikolai Shuvalov Archive. 
Archive Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery

Ilya Repin and Vera Repina (centre, front) with their neighbours at Repin’s 
85th birthday celebrations in Kuokkala on 5 August 1929. Vasily Levi is third 
from left. Photographer unknown. Lauri Haataja Repin Collection. Archive 
Collections, Finnish National Gallery
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At dinner, Repin was the subject of much attention. The table was set for 35 people and 
included many notable Finnish artists, such as Gallen-Kallela, Ville Vallgren, Pekka Halonen, 
Väinö Blomstedt, Tyko Sallinen, Marcus Collin, Alvar Cawén, the architect Eliel Saarinen and 
the composers Jean Sibelius and Robert Kajanus. The highly respected General Mannerheim 
also made it in time for coffee at the end of the meal. In the poet Eino Leino’s celebratory 
poem for Repin, the line, ‘Repin is as dear to us as the Volga is to Russians’ has become 
legendary. An excited Repin painted the aforementioned portrait of Gallen-Kallela in a single 
session the next day and donated it to the Finnish Art Society too.24

In the dinner speeches, Repin praised Finland’s newly achieved independence and 
urged Finnish artists to immortalise historic events. On his way back to Kuokkala, he decided 
to set an example and make a painting that would capture the atmosphere of the dinners. 
Thus began the creation of Great Men of Finland (1920–27), for which he ordered canvas from 
Stockholm and colours from Düsseldorf.25 In addition to those who were there, he also painted 
an imaginary portrait of Finland’s first President K.J. Ståhlberg. He intended to have those who 
were present sit for him in Kuokkala, but that did not work out and he had to be content with 
photographs, which some people failed to send. The painting was displayed in 1922–23, when 
the artist’s exhibition toured Tampere, Helsinki, Pori, Vaasa and Vyborg, but Repin was not 
happy with it and continued to work on it until 1927, when he bequeathed it to the Finnish 
government in return for permission to be buried in his studio garden – a request that was 
granted by the Ministry of Education. Previously, the work had not even been worthy of being 
accepted as a gift by the Finnish Art Society and the Ateneum.26

24 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 44; see also Huusko, ‘Ilya Repin’s Works in the Ateneum Art 
Museum’, 82. Repin also donated plaster images of Leo Tolstoy and Natalia Nordmann that he 
made in 1922 to the Finnish Art Society.

25 Repin often painted on linoleum at this time.
26 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 45; ‘Rjepinin jälkisäädös avattu’, Uusi Suomi, 18 October 1930.

Ilya Repin, Great Men of Finland, 1920–27, oil on canvas, 152cm x 281.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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Early exhibitions in Finland

Vasily Levi organised a small travelling exhibition of Repin’s works even before the 
Hörhammer show in Helsinki in 1922. It opened at the Seurahuone Hotel in Oulu in May, 
then toured Tampere City Hall in July and the Seurahuone in Hanko in the late summer. 
Detailed information about the content of the exhibition has been lost, but it included several 
paintings and watercolours, as well as sketches.27 The highlight of the show which opened in 
the Hörhammer in November, was the painting Christ and Mary Magdalene (1922, private 
collection), which is reminiscent of Rembrandt, and Night in the Garden of Gethsemane 
(1896), which has now disappeared. The works were also included in the exhibition at the Pori 
Fire Brigade Hall, Näsilinna in Tampere, Vaasa City Hall and the Vyborg Union Bank building.28 
Portraits from various periods in Repin’s career were also included, along with 30 sketches 
and studies, which made up the majority of works sold at the exhibitions. According to news 
reports, oil paintings from the Hörhammer exhibition were also sold to private collections 
in Helsinki, as well as in rural areas.29 The Hörhammer exhibition was the only one that 
Repin organised himself. Dinner parties were held in Helsinki’s Hotel Fennia in honour of the 
opening, with the sculptor Ville Vallgren presiding as master of ceremonies.30

At this stage, exhibitions of Repin’s work were also sent farther abroad from Finland. 
These were arranged by Vasily Levi and Repin’s daughter Vera, who moved from Petrograd in 

27 ‘Venäläinen taidenäyttely Seurahuoneella’, Kaiku, 12 May 1922; ‘Repin-utställningen’, Tammerfors 
Aftonblad, 15 April 1922; ‘Repin-utställningen’, Hangö, 5 August 1922.

28 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 44–45; ‘En stor konstnär och en god man’, Björneborgs Tidning, 
8 December 1922; ‘Taidenäyttely Näsilinnassa’, Kansan lehti, 30 December 1922; ‘Ilja Repinin 
näyttely’, Waasa, 13 January 1923; ‘Ilja Repin m.fl.’, Wiborgs Nyheter, 29 March 1923. 

29 ‘Taidekirje Helsingistä’, Karjala, 28 November 1922; ‘Rjepins utställning’, Hufvudstadsbladet,  
18 November 1922.

30 Valkonen, ‘Ilja Repin ja Suomi’, 44–45.

The dining room at Penates, in Kuokkala, 1920s. From left: Yury Repin (standing), with his wife 
Praskovya seated at the table next to an unknown woman, Ilya Repin, his daughter Vera Repina 
and an unknown man. Photographer N.N. Simanovsky. Grigori Brenev Repin Archive. Archive 
Collections, Finnish National Gallery
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Soviet Russia to Penates in 1922, bringing a new lease of life to the house. One of the things 
that Vera took on was to oversee the revival of the Wednesday receptions, during which 
guests would gather around a rotating self-service table to dine and discuss current issues 
from the world of art and science.31 Vera and Levi also established contacts with Russian 
émigré centres in Europe and managed to organise an exhibition of works by Repin, Levi and 
Yury Repin in Czechoslovakia at the turn of 1923–24. According to the Finnish press, almost all 
of Repin’s works were sold.32 

31 Valkenier, Ilya Repin and the World of Russian Art, 187. Valkenier has used Repin’s correspondence 
as a source.

32 E.g. ‘Prof. Ilja Repin till Amerika’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 9 February 1924; Valkenier, Ilya Repin and 
the World of Russian Art, 188. On exhibitions in Czechoslovakia, see Julie Jantšarkova. ‘Vasilij Levi 
i Il’ja Repin. Vystavki russkogo iskusstva 1920-1930-h godov v Tšehoslovakii’, in Arhip Kuindži i ego 
rol’ v razvitii hudožestvennogo protsessa v XX veke. Il’ja Repin v kontekste russkogo i evropejskogo 
iskusstva. Vasilij Dmitrievitš Polenov i russkaja hudožestvennaja kul’tura vtoroj poloviny XIX 
– pervyh desjatiletij XX veka: materialy nautšnyh konferentsij. Moskva: Gosudarstvennaja 
Tret’jakovskaja galereja, 2020, 303–05.

Repin exhibition at the Strindberg Art Salon, Helsinki, in 1925. Cover and first page of the exhibition 
catalogue. The exhibition featured 73 works by Ilya Repin. Finnish National Gallery Library
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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The most significant Repin exhibition was held in 1925, first at the Strindberg Art 
Salon in Helsinki and later that year in Prague, then in Nice and possibly elsewhere.33 
According to the list of works, there were a total of 73 shown in Helsinki, including some 
early watercolours and early drawings that had not been previously exhibited. The exhibition 
was a public success, and the art critic Sigrid Schauman paid particular attention to the 
early watercolour of Repin’s wife, his pencil drawings of Zaporozhians, and the watercolour 
interior that portrayed Tolstoy and his wife.34 There were also studies for Barge Haulers on 
the Volga, Unexpected Return, and the painting of Ivan the Terrible and his son Ivan.35 An oil 
painting titled A Ukrainian36 and Portrait of Maria Klopushina (1924) were sold at the Prague 
exhibition.37 In addition to this, President Tomáš Masaryk bought four or five paintings, which 
are now at Národníe Galerie in Prague.38

At the end of 1925, a separate art exhibition by Repin, his son Yury and Vasily Levi 
was held at the Turku Art Museum and in Tampere City Hall. It included, for example, the 
newly completed Golgotha. There were 83 works in this exhibition, and the intention was for 
it to travel to Belgium via Scandinavia. Some of the works had been included in the Helsinki 
exhibition, and according to a Tampere newspaper, it was this version that was to be sent to 
Europe.39 Repin’s works were often shown at the Strindberg Art Salon in Helsinki from this 
time on, including exhibitions during his lifetime in 1927 and 1928. The Helsinki exhibition 
in 1927 was the first time that the large-scale Golgotha (1921–22) was put on display there, 
apparently along with a smaller initial version of The Hopak (Dance of the Zaporozhian 
Cossacks) (1926–30), which Repin worked on until his death. Portrait of the Violinist Cecilia 
Hansen (1922), which was shown in the 1928 exhibition, belonged to Vera Repina and 
was sold at Sotheby’s in New York in 2008. Prometheus, which was also part of the same 
exhibition, was donated to the State Historical Museum in Moscow in 2009.40 Golgotha was 
sold to Norway, it was purchased apparently in the spring of 1927, by the Norwegian physician 
Cato Aall, who bought it without seeing the painting. His son Christian Aall donated it to 
Princeton University in the United States in 1979.41 

33 According to Signe Tandefelt, the exhibition was travelling from Helsinki to Prague and Paris. ‘Ryska 
utställningen i Salon Strindberg’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 15 January 1925; Valkenier, Ilya Repin and the 
World of Russian Art, 188. According to Valkenier, there was also an exhibition in Sweden in 1925, 
but I have not found any information about this.

34 ‘Repinutställningen i Salon Strindberg’, Svenska Pressen, 17 January 1925. According to Schauman, 
the exhibition was travelling to Scandinavia and continental Europe.

35 Signe Tandefelt. ‘Ryska utställningen i Salon Strindberg’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 15 January 1925.
36 See pictures of the work in the Uusi Suomi Sunday supplement on 18 January 1925 and on the 

website https://www.pomortzeff.com/eng/features/2015/rusart/ (accessed 22 September 2020).
37 Compare the picture in the Uusi Suomi Sunday Supplement on 18 January 1925 and the one in I.E. 

Grabar and I.S. Silverstein (eds.). Repin. Part I. Moscow, Leningrad, 1948–49, 304. 
38 See Jantšarkova, ‘Vasilij Levi i Il’ja Repin…’, 306: the works were a sketch for Send-off of a Recruit; 

a sketch for After the Battle; In the Sun (1923); Portrait of a Young Woman (Portrait of Maria 
Klopushina?) and a work called Waggons (1878).

39 ‘Repin-näyttely’, Aamulehti, 21 November 1925. In the catalogue of this exhibition (Finnish National 
Gallery Library) Portrait of Poet Voinof and the sketch for After a Battle are listed. According to 
Jantšarkova, ‘Vasilij Levi i Il’ja Repin…’, 303–06, those works were sold in Prague. Those are not 
mentioned in the Strindberg Art Salon’s exhibition catalogue in 1925.

40 Ilya Repin 1844–1930. For the 175th Anniversary of the Artist’s Birth. St Petersburg: State Russian 
Museum, Palace Editions, 2019, 239.

41 Undated draft of a letter by Vasily Levi (1927) and art dealer Arvid Lydecken’s letters to Cato Aall 
on 11 April 1927, 3 May 1927 and 16 May 1927. The Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon, file 52. 
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki (AC, FNG). Aall offered 50,000 Finnish marks 
for the painting, but Lydecken refused the offer. The price in the exhibition catalogue was 200,000 
marks. The agreed price was 160 000 FIM. The painting was sent to Norway between 17–19 May 
1927. Lydecken’s letter to Levi on 1 August 1927 indicates that Aall had received the painting; see 
Ludmilla Turkevich. ‘The Princeton “Golgotha” and its master Repin’, Russian Language Journal, Vol. 
37, No. 128, Fall 1983, 187. According to the information, Aall fell in love with Repin’s works upon 
visiting Russia in 1924, and bought Golgotha without seeing it,  
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43669402?seq=1 (accessed 25 September 2020). 
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In the Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon in the Archive Collections of the Finnish 
National Gallery there is also an undated draft of a letter to Cato Aall, written by Vasily Levi. 
Levi explains that he is authorised to deal with Repin’s artwork sales and assures Aall that 
the appropriate price for Golgotha can be found. He tries to convince Aall that the prices 
for Repin’s works in Finland are lucrative, considering his world renown. Levi points out 
that Repin’s works were sold in Prague for 275,000 Finnish marks and that the President 
of the Republic, Tomáš Masaryk had purchased many of them for the National Gallery of 
Czechoslovakia.42

42 Undated draft of a letter by Vasily Levi (1927). The Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon, file 52. 
AC, FNG. Levi described his relation to Repin as follows: ‘der Repins geschäftsangelegenheiten 
verwaltet’. The most well-known of the purchases made by Masaryk is Alexander Pushkin at the 
Convocation at the Lyceum on 8 January (1911), which was located in Prague castle in 1933. Self-
Portrait from 1915 was acquired by Národní Galerie. Originally it had been sold to a collector with 
the surname Salus and the purchase was obviously mediated via Igor Grabar.

The Nikolai Shuvalov Archive was donated to the Finnish National Gallery in 2002. The archive 
includes a large number of glass negatives, some of which feature works of art owned by the 
Repins, some of which have been lost. This glass negative shows 11 works, including sketches 
for the paintings The Raising of Jairus’s Daughter and Before the Confession. Photographer 
N.N. Simanovsky. Nikolai Shuvalov Archive. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
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Works acquired by Vasily Levi in 1919

Vasily Levi acquired a total of 48 artworks from Repin in 1919, for which he appears to have 
paid 185,000 marks.43 Levi was partly an intermediary in this trade, because the buyer was 
an English-born businessman Frederick Behm, who had lived in St Petersburg and emigrated 
to Finland after the October Revolution. Behm had heard of the artworks from a Finnish 
ex-officer Carl Loenbom, who made the deal with Levi and was paid 322,000 Finnish marks 
from Behm. This deal had in fact already been made in February 1919, but Repin seems not 
to have had his share before May 1920.44 Behm’s idea was to organise an exhibition of Repin’s 
works in Stockholm and later in the United States. Works were exhibited in September 1919 
at the Liljevalchs Kunsthalle in Stockholm, which was then led by Sven Strindberg, who used 
to run the Strindberg Art Salon in Helsinki. In Stockholm nothing was sold, however.45 For 
some reason the organiser of the exhibition was the 19-year-old Ms Hjördis Ridderstadh, who 

43 The works in the collection are listed in the article ‘Jätteprocess om annan tavelkollektion’, 
Hufvudstadsbladet, 20 December 1929.

44 ‘Jätteprocess om annan tavelkollektion’, Hufvudstadsbladet 20 December 1929. In this news a 
paper from 8 February 1919 is mentioned, in which Loenbom states that he paid Levi 185,000 
Finnish marks for the works and sold them to Behm for 322,000 marks. See also https://www.
sothebys.com/fr/auctions/ecatalogue/lot.9.html/2014/important-russian-art-l14114 (accessed 25 
September 2020). Levi wrote on 20 May 1920 to Repin that he had received payment in full from 
the works that he had sold to Loenbom. This information comes from the researcher in I.Y. Repin’s 
Estate Museum, Ms Ludmila Andruschenko.

45 The exhibition catalogue is at the Åbo Akademi Library in Turku.

Ilya Repin, Doctor Writing, 
1919, oil on linoleum,  
83cm x 70cm
Wäinö Walli Collection, Finnish 
National Gallery / Ateneum 
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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seemed to have been an international adventuress. Who gave the assignment to Ridderstadh 
is not known. Ridderstadh had already pawned some paintings in Stockholm and after being 
able to redeem them, she went to New York in 1920 in order to organise an exhibition there. 
She was arrested in New York, however, because she had sold one of Repin’s works during the 
voyage, but never handed it over to the new owner.46

The Repin exhibition did, however, open at the Kingore Galleries in New York, with the 
works coming from Finland, in 1921. The organiser of the exhibition was an art critic, Christian 
Brinton.47 It is not known how the contact with Brinton was made. Nothing was sold from the 
exhibition and the works were returned to Stockholm, where they were confiscated due to 
unpaid travel expenses and other claims. The ownership of the works was still disputed at the 
end of the 1920s.48 Those who had bought the works from Repin with Levi, both Loenbom and 
Behm, had already passed away and Behm’s Danish business partner, Andreas Schou, claimed 
in 1929 to be the owner of these works, even though the collection had been auctioned in 
1923 and bought by Nyman & Schultz company, which had granted the loan for Ridderstadh’s 
undertaking. Later on the company had sold the collection to a Swedish doctor.49 The price 

46 E.g. ‘Suomalainen seikkailijatar’, Rovaniemi, 14 January 1922.
47 Valkenier, Ilya Repin and the World of Russian Art, 188 and footnote 12 in p. 226. Artworks of the 

collection are listed in ‘Jätteprocess om annan tavelkollektion’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 20 December 
1929. Some works, which are known today, such as Leo Tolstoy’s Portrait (1916), Aleksandr 
Kerensky’s Portrait (1917) and Black Sea Freemen (1908–19) were in the New York exhibition. See 
Ilya Repin 1844–1930, 19, 312.

48 E.g. ‘Tvist om äganderätten till dyrbara Repintavlor’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 20 December 1929.
49 ‘Rjepins sekreterare svindlar bort tavelkollektion i Sverige – Jätteprocess om annan tavelkollektion’, 

Hufvudstadsbladet, 20 December 1929. The amount that Levi paid to Repin is in present-day value 
c. 75,000 euros.

Ilya Repin, Woman Sitting at a Table, 1923–25, watercolour and pencil on paper, 26cm x 35cm
Wäinö Walli Collection, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen
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that the company paid at auction was 155,000 Swedish kronas50, more than four times higher 
than the price that Repin was paid four years earlier. When the works had gone to New York 
in 1920, the estimated sale value for them had been 628,500 kronas. Repin himself did not 
benefit later from the deals, which may explain why, in the late 1920s, his daughter Vera was 
so indignant about Levi’s dealings.51 

It might have been that Repin was not so well aware of the exchange rate changes 
and the huge inflation in post-war Finland, and thus might have sold the works without 
understanding their current value. Or it might have been that he had to take what was offered, 
because there was a shortage of everything at the time. This is touchingly documented in a 
letter, which Repin sent to Russia in the winter of 1918/19: 

How do I live, what do I feel as an artist ‘in these dark days’? Dark indeed, in every 
respect, even this unintended synchronicity with the darkest season, the coldest day, the 
frost. It’s no longer possible to warm the studio in order to take a breath, forget oneself, 
have a moment of distraction, like an old drunkard… Dreary, dismal feelings chaotically 
and nonsensically swarm into my head. I wish I could up and go to St Petersburg: it 
has been more than a year since I last saw my daughters. Locked up, in exile, you live 
enslaved, constrained, with fingers benumbed by frost, brains compressed. But the heart 
is not a stone – you walk up to the studio; it’s just +4°C…52

Repin’s Self-Portrait from 1920 (Repin Estate Museum Penates) reflects this mood and it also 
seems to testify that Repin had not yet received his part of the payment.

It is interesting to notice that Vasily Levi’s name is frequently mentioned during the 
later phases of the history of these artworks. Levi emigrated to Kuokkala after the October 
Revolution and in 1928 he lived in Helsinki, but after 1929 he did not presumably return to 
Finland.53 He lived in Warsaw, Prague and Paris in the 1930s and moved to Sweden, in 1939, 
where it was safer, considering his Jewish background.54 In Sweden Levi wrote his memoirs, 
describing how he met Repin. He wrote that he became acquainted with Repin in the spring 
of 1918 and gained Repin’s confidence during the time when the artist was short of money. 
According to Levi, Repin had borrowed altogether 1,000 Finnish marks from him and asked if 
he could paint a portrait of Levi’s wife as compensation. It was agreed, and in 1920 Levi had 
sold the painting to a Swede, Erik Minnberg, for a price that enabled Repin to live for two 
years on the proceeds, and for Levi to live off for even longer.55 

Levi’s memoirs give naturally a favourable image of his actions. There is also an 
interesting interview, which Levi gave later in Sweden in 1946. There he says that he bought 
the earlier mentioned 48 artworks from Repin in 1919, but that due to financial difficulties 
he made a business agreement with a ‘Finnish businessman’, who paid two-thirds of the 
value of the paintings, while Levi remained as the owner with one-third possession of them. 
Levi’s business partner – it is not known if he is talking of Loenbom or Behm – had since 
disappeared and later on, after the exhibition in the US, Levi had been asked to help to sell the 
collection, but he had not done so.56 It remains unclear whether Levi still owned part of the 
collection after the auction in 1923, and the identity of the Swedish doctor who bought the 
works from the auction is still not known. In 1946 Levi donated anonymously Repin’s Narcissus 

50 ‘Rjepins sekreterare svindlar bort tavelkollektion i Sverige’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 20 December 1929. 
155,000 Swedish kronas is c. 280,000 euros in present-day value.

51 E.g. ‘Levi har profiterat av vänskap med sin gamle mästare?’, Svenska Pressen, 20 December 1929.
52 https://www.tretyakovgallerymagazine.com/articles/1-2019-62/death-and-resurrection-repin-and-

eternal-themes-human-existence (accessed 29 March 2021). The article is written by Galina Churak. 
53 ‘Levi har profiterat av vänskap med sin gamle mästare?’, Svenska Pressen, 20 December 1929.
54 In Sweden Levi used the name Basil Levi.
55 See https://issuu.com/bukowskis/docs/repin/10 (accessed 25 September 2020). The portrait was 

displayed at the Strindberg Art Salon in 1920.
56 See https://www.uppsalaauktion.se/fokus/ilya-repin-narcissus/ (accessed 25 September 2020).
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painting to the Art Association of Jämtland in Sweden.57 It is also known that in 1937 Levi 
owned at least 10 artworks by Repin. 58 

Some of the works, which Repin sold to Levi, have lately come to light in auctions 
and their provenance history indicates Levi as owner. The best-known of these paintings 
is Cossacks on the Black Sea (1908–19), which is deposited at the Maritime Museum in 
Stockholm. The paintings Self-Portrait (1917)59, Cossack (1910) which was a study for Cossacks 
on the Black Sea60, Portrait of the Writer Leo Tolstoy (1916), Portrait of Aleksandr Kerensky 
(1918), Portrait of Mrs. Beatrice Levi (1918)61 and Narcissus (1916)62 have been sold at 
auctions since the turn of the 21st century. Of the other paintings in the collection, Poet-
futurist (Portrait of Vladimir Vladimirovich Mayakovsky), from 1916, was previously part of 
a private collection but was sold to the National Congress Palace in St Petersburg63, and the 
large-scale The Attack with the Red Cross Nurse (1915) was part of a private collection in 
Finland, at least in the early 1980s,64 and later on was sold at auction.

57 https://www.uppsalaauktion.se/fokus/ilya-repin-narcissus/ (accessed 25 September 2020).
58 Vasily Levi’s letter to Arvid Lydecken, Oslo 25 February 1937. The Archives of the Strindberg Art 

Salon, file 52. AC, FNG. The letter is undated, but Levi mentions that he was then 59 years old. He is 
proposing an exhibition, which would include 8–10 works by Repin. I want to thank Curator Helena 
Hätönen from the Finnish National Gallery for finding this and other letters from the Archives of 
the Strindberg Art Salon.

59 https://www.sothebys.com/fr/auctions/ecatalogue/lot Sep html/2014/important-russian-
art-l14114 (accessed 26 September 2020).

60 https://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2009/russian-art-evening-sale-l09674/lot.217.
html (accessed 26 September 2020).

61 Two portraits of Kerensky are known to exist, one of which was donated by Repin to the Central 
Museum of the Revolution in Moscow in 1926.

62 https://www.uppsalaauktion.se/fokus/ilya-repin-narcissus/ (accessed 25 September 2020).
63 Ilya Repin 1844–1930, 229.
64 Ilja Repin 1844–1930. Exhibition catalogue. Helsinki: Suomen taideakatemia / Ateneumin 

taidemuseon, 1980, number 38. 

Installation view of the Ilya Repin exhibition at the Ateneum in Helsinki, in 1980. On the left:  
Great Men of Finland (1920–27); on the right: Portrait of Akseli Gallen-Kallela (1920) and  
The Attack with the Red Cross Nurse (1915). Photographer unknown. Collection of Archived Photo 
Prints. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
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The exhibition tour in Europe in 1928–30

Ilya Repin himself seems to have had trust in Levi, at least until 1927 and 1928, because the 
exhibitions of Repin’s works at the Strindberg Art Salon in Helsinki were organised by Levi and 
Vera Repina. Works by Repin were also exhibited abroad by Levi from 1928 on. In Prague the 
49th exhibition of the Mànes Society included Augustin Němejc’s works together with 132 
Russian artworks brought by Levi. Eight paintings by Repin were included and one of these, 
a sketch for a Man’s portrait, was sold.65 In the Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon there is 
a letter that Levi sent from Prague to Arvid Lydecken in September 1928. Lydecken seems to 
have been some kind of business associate in this venture. Levi explains that he is planning to 
have a touring exhibition of Repin and other Russian artists. To prepare for it he had already 
travelled to Berlin and Scandinavia and agreed on exhibitions in Oslo and Gothenburg. 
Stockholm and Copenhagen were alternatives.66 In the same letter Levi writes that in Berlin he 
had been invited to take the exhibition to Sofia in Bulgaria, but he had been warned that he 
might easily lose his head in the enterprise. An exhibition in Oslo seems to have taken place at 
the beginning of 1929,67 but there is no clarity about the end of the exhibition tour, as a piece 
of news appeared immediately after Repin’s death in October 1930 that ‘a number of the 
most valuable’ of his works were still on tour in Europe.68 It is known that the exhibition was 
in Prague in April/May of 1930 and included 25 works by Repin. Before Prague it had been in 
Belgrade, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Amsterdam and the Hague.69

The information on the Belgrade exhibition seems to be true, since the Finnish sculptor 
Emil Wikström wrote in 1930 to Lydecken that he wanted to help the ageing artist with some 
purchase. He had heard from a friend who lived near Repin in Kellomäki that there would be 
artworks in Penates, which had recently returned from Belgrade. Wikström also wrote that 
Repin had provided around 30 works for Levi to be sold during this tour, but that Repin had 
heard nothing from Levi for over a year.70

Later on, after Repin’s death, Levi still organised exhibitions of Repin’s works in 
Czechoslovakia, in Hradec Králová and Brno in 1931-32 and in Ostrava in 1934. The Portrait 
of Natalia Nordmann Reading was sold in Ostrava. Earlier, in 1931, it had been exhibited 
at the memorial exhibition of Repin at the Strindberg Art Salon in Helsinki. Later on it was 
nationalised and returned to the owner and sold in Prague Dorotheum in 2013. Portrait of 
Alexandr Kerensky was also exhibited in Ostrava, which strengthens the supposition that Levi 
was the actual owner of the painting.71

Repin’s legacy and the Finnish collections

Repin’s will was made in Kuokkala on 20 August 1927. The artist divided his movable and 
immovable property in Finland equally between his children Vera, Nadezhda, Tatyana and 
Yury. Vera also received drawings and an unfinished version of The Hopak (Dance of the 

65 Jantšarkova, ‘Vasilij Levi i Il’ja Repin…’, 306–07
66 Vasily Levi’s letter to Arvid Lydecken, Prague 12 September 1928. The Archives of the Strindberg Art 

Salon, file 52. AC, FNG. Levi wrote to Lydecken in German.
67 ‘Rjepinin taulunäyttely Norjassa’, Kannaksen lehti, 12 January 1929.
68 ‘Rjepin lahjoittaa Suomelle’, Laatokka, 4 October 1930.
69 Jantšarkova, ‘Vasilij Levi i Il’ja Repin…’, 308. Altogether there were 35 Russian artists in the show. A 

work called Dvina (1896) and a sketch for a portrait of Pushkin were sold. Dvina is now at Národníe 
Galerie. In the recent State Russian Museum’s Repin catalogue it is said that there were exhibitions 
of Repin in Prague, Helsinki, Gothenburg, Copenhagen and Nice in 1928-29 and at the beginning 
of 1930, when Repin was still alive, in Berlin, Amsterdam and Belgrade. See: Ilya Repin 1844–1930, 
314.

70 Emil Wikström’s letter is undated, but is most likely from spring 1930. The letter is in the Olli 
Valkonen Archive. AC, FNG.

71 Of the exhibitions, see Jantšarkova, ‘Vasilij Levi i Il’ja Repin…’, 308–311. Kerensky portrait was also 
seen at the Strindberg Art Salon in 1930.
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Zaporozhian Cossacks).72 The Strindberg Art Salon hosted Repin’s two memorial exhibitions, 
in November 1930 and in April 1931. The first featured studies of masterpieces, plus other 
unfinished material from the studio, as well as portraits and early works.73 A significant 
portrait of Repin’s father (1881) was displayed in this exhibition and purchased by the 
Czechoslovakian ambassador in Finland, Emilian Miller.74 The exhibition in 1931 included 
paintings that the children had inherited and had put up for sale.75 In these exhibitions there 
were many works that had not been seen in the earlier Repin shows and it is not known if 
these also included those works that had possibly returned from the European tour organised 
by Levi.76 

The beginning of the 1930s was a time of great depression. Writing to Lydecken from 
Paris, Levi said he regretted that Lydecken was unable to sell anything from the exhibition in 
November 1930, but at the same time revealed that Vera Repina had sold works from it for 
100,000 Finnish marks without Lydecken’s knowledge, thus avoiding provision payments to 
him. What is more, Levi blamed Vera for having tried to benefit from the inheritance at the 
expense of her other siblings.77 From then on Levi was no longer active in Finland.

The artist’s children Vera and Yury lived in Kuokkala until the outbreak of the Second 
World War. It is estimated that about 200 paintings and drawings, mostly owned by Yury, 
remained in Penates at the mercy of the war.78 According to Tuuli Reijonen, who has written 
about cultural life in Terijoki (now Zelenogorsk), Vera sold works in Helsinki in the 1930s once 
a year ‘to interested buyers at a ridiculous price, for instance to an art gallery that took full 
advantage of other people’s dire straits’.79 However, thanks to her father’s will, Vera had many 
works that she could sell. It has even been claimed that she had more than 900 drawings and 
35 sketchbooks in her safe, which was opened after her death in 1948.80 The Hopak (Dance 
of the Zaporozhian Cossacks), which was bequeathed to Vera, was purchased for a Finnish 
private collection, eventually ending up in Russia via Sweden in 2004.

In addition to the sales in Helsinki, the artist’s works were also sold in Vyborg and the 
Karelian Isthmus. Tatyana Repina apparently sold part of her legacy from her father in Vyborg 
as early as 1930.81 From 1901, the Shuvalov family, whose son Nikolai (1906–68) became a 
notable collector of Repin’s works, spent their summers in Kuokkala as Repin’s neighbours. 
Nikolai’s grandfather had a confectionery factory in St Petersburg and his sons continued the 
business. Nikolai moved to Helsinki in 1918 to run the clothing and fabric store he founded, 
and he also bought and sold art there. Nikolai spent his summers in Terijoki in the 1930s and 
also acquired works from Vera and Yury. He probably owned about 500 works by Repin and 
other Russian artists when his collection was at its largest, making it the biggest collection 

72 ‘Rjepinin testamentti avattu’, Kannaksen lehti, 14 October 1930. The will was drawn up in both 
Russian and Finnish.

73 An unprinted list of the works (58) from the 1930 exhibition is in the Finnish National Gallery 
Library.

74 See http://www.gavu.cz/data/886-repin_web.pdf (accessed 3 October 2020). The portrait is in the 
exhibition catalogue either no. 3 or 5.

75 Apart from the Hopak painting, Reading (Portrait of Natalia B. Nordmann), like the Bolsheviks 
painting seen in 1930, also belonged to Tatyana Repina. Ilya Repin 1844–1930, 261. The printed 
catalogue of the exhibition includes 30 artworks.

76 See Elena Kirillina. ‘Zaporogit Suomessa’, in Olli Imonen (ed.), Ilja Repin. Penatyssä oli onnemme. 
Lappeenranta: Saimaan ammattikorkeakoulu, Etelä-Karjalan taidemuseo, 2009, 108. According to 
the information there had been an exhibition of Repin’s works in Stockholm in 1931.

77 Vasily Levi’s undated letter to Arvid Lydecken, Paris (1931). The Archives of the Strindberg Art 
Salon, file 52. AC, FNG.

78 Valkenier, Ilya Repin and the World of Russian Art, 228. His daughter Nadezhda died in 1931 and 
Tatyana (1880–1957) moved to France in 1931.

79 Tuuli Reijonen. Kannaksen mosaiikkimaailma. Helsinki: Otava, 1968, 24. The Strindberg Art Salon 
held exhibitions of Repin’s artworks in 1936–39.

80 Veikko Pakkanen. ‘Ilya Repin’s Legacy of Drawings and its Inheritors’, in Repin: a Russian master’s 
life and work in Finland. Tallinn: The Art Museum of Estonia – Kadriorg Art Museum, 2013, 122–23. 
There are no references in this article.

81 Pakkanen, ‘Ilya Repin’s Legacy of Drawings and its Inheritors’, 122.
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of individual Repin works in Finland.82 The works were so significant that many were sold 
to the State Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow, first in 1967 and then in 1971.83 One of Repin’s 
paintings that had belonged to the Shuvalovs, Portrait of Mrs. Rivoir (1918), is now part of 
the Serlachius Collection in Mänttä, Finland. Nikolai Shuvalov’s archive was donated to the 
Finnish National Gallery in 2002. In addition to written sources, it includes a large number of 
photographs and glass negatives, some of which depict artworks belonging to the Repins, and 
some that have disappeared.84 

The works by Repin that were sold in Helsinki form the core of the collections of his 
work in Finland. It should be noted, of course, that many works were bought from the artist 
himself during his lifetime. For example, in addition to the donation of seven paintings by 
Repin himself, the bulk of the collection of 116 works managed by the Ateneum Art Museum 
consists of 72 paper-based works bought by Torsten Stjernschantz, then Director of the 
Collections of the Finnish Art Society at the Ateneum, from Kuokkala on 14 September 
1930, shortly before the artist’s death. After that, no more works by Repin were added to 
the Ateneum Collection until 1981, and again in 1992 during the era of the Finnish National 
Gallery as a state museum (now foundation-based).85 It has recently turned out that the 
painting purchased in 1992 is a portrait of Repin’s Ukrainian-born friend and fellow-student 
from St Petersburg Art Academy, the artist Nikolai Murashko (Mykola Murashko) and not a 
portrait of Professor Ivanov, as was earlier presumed.86

In addition to his works in the Ateneum Art Museum, Repin’s art can also be found 
in other Finnish public art collections, such as the collection of the Gösta Serlachius Fine 
Art Foundation in Mänttä, the Hiekka Art Museum in Tampere, the Kirpilä Art Collection in 
Helsinki, Hämeenlinna Art Museum, Kuopio Art Museum (Risto Vilhunen Collection), Lahti 
Museum of Visual Arts Malva, Turku Art Museum and the Ostrobothnian Museum in Vaasa. 
Moreover, some private collections in Finland include several works by Repin. 

Keywords: Ilya Repin, Natalia Nordmann, Vasily Levi, Strindberg Art Salon, Kuokkala, 
Nikolai Shuvalov, collectors

82 Huusko, ‘Ilya Repin’s Works in the Ateneum Art Museum’, 84; Helena Hätönen. ‘Sources for Ilya 
Repin’s researchers in the Finnish Central Archives’, in Repin: a Russian master’s life and work 
in Finland. Tallinn: The Art Museum of Estonia – Kadriorg Art Museum, 2013, 111; see also the 
updated version of the article, ‘Sources for Ilya Repin researchers at the Archive Collections of the 
Finnish National Gallery’, FNG Research 2/2021,  
https://research.fng.fi/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/fngr_2021-2_hatonen_helena_article1.pdf.

83 I would like to thank Nina Markova, the Curator of the State Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow, for sending 
me the list of pictures, which show that 19 of Repin’s paper-based artworks were acquired in 
1967 and a total of 9 in 1971; See Huusko, ‘Ilya Repin’s Works in the Ateneum Art Museum’, 84. 
According to this information, the State Tretyakov Gallery would have acquired as many as 175 
works in 1967 and a total of 25 in 1972, some of which were by other Russian artists.

84 Regarding the archival sources related to Repin in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National 
Gallery, see Hätönen, ‘Sources for Ilya Repin researchers…’, FNG Research 2/2021.

85 Regarding the acquisitions made by the Ateneum Art Museum after Repin’s death, see Huusko, 
‘Ilya Repin’s Works in the Ateneum Art Museum’, 85–86.

86 The Ateneum Art Museum wants to thank senior researcher Ms Maryna Drobotiuk from the 
National Art Museum of Ukraine (Kiev) for identifying the portrait. 
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Sources for Ilya Repin Researchers  
in the Archive Collections  
of the Finnish National Gallery
Helena Hätönen, MA, Curator, Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery

This text is based on the article ‘Sources for Ilya Repin’s Researchers in the Finnish Central Art 
Archives’, first published in the exhibition catalogue Repin: A Russian Master’s Life and Work in 
Finland. Tallinn: Art Museum of Estonia – Kadriorg Art Museum, 2013.  
Transl. from Finnish to Estonian by Meelis Lainvoo and from Estonian to English by Juta Ristsoo

Documentary materials related to the painter Ilya Repin (1844–1930), starting from 1910, 
are stored in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery.1 Along with specialised 
art-historical archives and documents, these collections include photos and other pictorial 
material, audiovisual recordings, literature and newspaper articles related to and associated 
with the fine arts.2

The oldest material in the Archive Collections is based on the collections of the 
Finnish National Gallery’s earliest predecessor – the Finnish Art Society, which was the 
administrative arm of the fine arts scene in Finland between 1846 and 1939. These collections 
became the responsibility of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland Foundation, inaugurated 
in 1940. The Foundation became a state-owned museum, the Finnish National Gallery 
in 1990 and, at that time, the Central Art Archives was established along with the other 
museum departments. In 2014, the National Gallery was reconstituted as a foundation 
and the functions of the Central Art Archives were included in the new Department of 
Collections Management.

Ilya Repin’s ties with Finland became stronger when, at the beginning of the 1900s, he 
started coming from St Petersburg to visit the holiday destination of Kuokkala at Kivennapa, 
in Vyborg County on the Karelian Isthmus. As a result the Finnish press started to pay more 
attention to Repin, who was a famous professor at Russia’s Imperial Academy of Arts. In 1897 
the Finnish Art Society started to document the fine arts scene and began a press cuttings 
collection. At first, it was limited to a few Swedish-language newspapers in Finland, but 
gradually spread to publications throughout the country. The information on Ilya Repin in the 
press cuttings collection in today’s Finnish National Gallery dates back to 1906, when Repin’s 

1 The original text for this article was produced by the Central Art Archives, a department of the 
Finnish National Gallery from 1990–2013. The writer has now updated the contents to correspond 
to the current situation in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki. 

2 By 2021, approximately 215 separate archives, most of them acquired as donations, have been 
assembled in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery.
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studio was completed as an annex to Penates, his 
summer house in Kuokkala.3

The Finnish press paid special attention to 
Repin’s art exhibitions which were organised in the 
1920s, and this publicity attracted an increasingly 
large group of admirers. Repin’s important 
works, which were in Russian art museums, were 
well-known4 through newspaper photographs, and 
the Russian postcards that began to circulate in the 
early 20th century. In April 1895, art researchers 
were also able to listen to the St Petersburg art critic 
Julius Hasselblatt give a lecture in German on Repin’s 
art in the great hall of the Finnish Art Society at the 
Ateneum building, in Helsinki.5

The documents in the Archives of the Finnish 
Art Society include the minutes related to the gift 
of art that Ilya Repin made to the Society. In the 
summer of 1919, Repin asked Nikolai Dmitriyevich 
Yermakov6 to write a letter for him from Kuokkala 
to Helsinki about his plan to donate Russian art to a 
national gallery in Finland. In the Russian-language 
letter, which a representative of the Art Society’s 
board translated into Swedish, Yermakov provided an 
overview of the planned two-part donation. The first 
part comprised the artworks that had belonged to 
Ilya Repin’s deceased life partner Natalia Borisovna 
Nordmann (1863–1914); the second part consisted 
of Repin’s own paintings and the works of other 
contemporary Russian artists in his collection.7

Since the Director of the Finnish Art Society 
Collections was on a trip at that time, the vice-
chairman of the Art Society, painter Väinö Blomstedt 
(1871–1947), rushed to thank the already elderly 
Ilya Repin on behalf of the Society for his potential 
donation. In his letter to Nikolai Yermakov, he 
explained why the answer to Yermakov’s letter of 
July had been delayed. The addressee had been the 
‘National Museum’ and therefore the letter had first 
been sent to the History Museum before arriving 

3 ‘Den berömda ryska målaren’, Nya Pressen, 7 July 1906. Scrapbook V. Press cuttings collection. 
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki (AC, FNG). 

4 E. R-r. [Edvard Richter]. ‘Repin, Ilja Jefimovitš (s. 1844).’ in Tietosanakirja. Helsinki: Otava, 1915, col. 
1715–1716.

5 Julius Hasselblatt (1849–1907) wrote art critiques for the St. Petersburger Zeitung newspaper under 
the pseudonym J. Norden. ‘Hr Julius Hasselblatt’, Hufvudstadsbladet, 28 April 1895.

6 Colonel Nikolai Yermakov acted as the executor of Natalia Nordmann’s will in Kuokkala in 1914. 
See Nikolai Yermakov’s letter to the Finnish Art Society, 20 July 1919 and the separately filed list 
of donated works of art. Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 5 September 1919, attachment 
11. Archives of the Finnish Art Society 1846–1939 (AFAS). AC, FNG. Yermakov had a collection 
of Ilya Repin’s works in Petrograd, which was transferred to the Russian Museum in 1918. Maria 
Karpenko, Jelena Kirillina, Galina Pribulskaja and Natalia Vapenina. ‘Teosluettelo’, in Ilja Repin, 
maalauksia, grafiikkaa. Leningrad: Aurora/Tammi (Finnish), 1984, 247–60.

7 Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 5 September 1919, § 6. AFAS. AC, FNG.

The list of artworks that  
Ilya Repin proposed to 
donate to the Finnish Art 
Society, as outlined in 
Colonel Nikolai Yermakov’s 
letter to the Society, 
20 July 1919. Minutes 
1917–20. The Archives of 
the Finnish Art Society. 
Archive Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery 
Photo: Finnish National 
Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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Ilya Repin’s first letter 
to the Finnish Art 
Society, undated, 
1919. Minutes 1917–
20. The Archives 
of the Finnish Art 
Society. Archive 
Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery 
Photo: Finnish National 
Gallery / Ainur 
Nasretdin
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at the Finnish Art Society Gallery, which according to Blomstedt represented the national 
art gallery.8

In her will, Natalia Nordmann specified that the Repin works that belonged to her – 
three paintings and a portrait bust – would remain in Repin’s possession until the end of his 
life. However, she wished them to become part of a public collection thereafter. Repin wanted 
to fulfil her wish and also donate a representative selection of Russian art, which included 
his own works, to a Finnish museum. Repin had lived in the Grand Duchy of Finland, which 
became the Republic of Finland in 1917, for 20 years. Nordmann, on the other hand, was 
a Finnish citizen by birth.9

 
Both facts are mentioned in Yermakov’s letter as reasons for the 

donation.10
 
The titles of the works that reached the Ateneum building in 1920 were registered 

under Ilya Repin’s name in the collections of the Finnish Art Society by Johan Jakob Tikkanen 
(1857–1930), the secretary of the Society.11

 
The contents of the donation that arrived, 

however, did not correspond exactly to the works mentioned in Yermakov’s letter.12

In 1920, Kaarlo Juho Ståhlberg, the President of the Republic of Finland, presented 
Repin with the Order of the White Rose, which had been established the previous year.13

 

Attachments to the Art Society minutes from 1920 include two Russian-language letters sent 
by Repin the same year, in which he expressed his thanks for the tributes and also donated to 
the Society the portrait he had painted of the artist Akseli Gallen-Kallela (1865–1931).14

Finnish artists and art experts also visited Penates from time to time. Antti Favén 
(1882–1948), who had gained recognition as a portraitist, expressed a wish to paint a portrait 
of Ilya Repin and asked Torsten Stjernschantz (1882–1953), the Director of the Collections 
of the Finnish Art Society, to write to Repin about his idea. Stjernschantz wrote in German a 
letter of recommendation, the draft of which is dated as December 1920.15 Favén’s double 
portrait of Ilya Repin and his daughter Vera Repina was probably completed in 1921.16

At that time, Ilya Repin visited the sculptors Ville Vallgren (1855–1940) and his wife 
Viivi Paarmio-Vallgren (1867–1952), who lived in Espoo, near Helsinki.17

 
Of the letters Repin 

wrote in French to Viivi Vallgren between 1920 and 1925 five are known to exist. These 
surviving letters were donated, most probably by Viivi Vallgren herself, to the Finnish Art 
Society and its successor, the Fine Arts Academy of Finland Foundation. Currently, they are 

8 Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 5 September 1919, attachments 11, 12a, 12b and 13. C30. 
AFAS. AC, FNG. Furthermore, the Collection of Artists’ Letters includes four of Yermakov´s letters 
to Väinö Blomstedt in 1919 connected with the Repin donation. Tkk/Je 93–6. Collection of Artists´ 
Letters. AC, FNG.

9 The writer Natalia Nordmann was born in Helsinki as the third child of Admiral Boris Bernhard 
Nordmann and died in Locarno, Switzerland. Tor Carpelan. Ättartavlor för de på Finlands Riddarhus 
inskrivna efter 1809 adlade, naturaliserade eller adopterade ätterna. Helsingfors: Frenckellska 
tryckeri, 1942, 215.

10 Nikolai Yermakov’s letter, 20 July 1919, translated into Swedish. Minutes of the Finnish Art Society 
Board, 5 September 1919, attachment 12a. AFAS. AC, FNG.

11 J.J. Tikkanen’s notes about the collections of the Finnish Art Society in the 1920s. The document 
records the donations and purchases made with the resources of various funds supplementing the 
collections. Various documents related to the Finnish Art Society 1846–1939. H 24. AFAS. AC, FNG.

12 Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 5 March 1920, attachment 2. AFAS. AC, FNG.
13 Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 8 October 1920, § 7. AFAS. AC, FNG.
14 Ilya Repin’s letters to the board of the Finnish Art Society, Kuokkala 8 and 20 September 1920. 

Minutes of the Finnish Art Society Board, 8 October 1920, attachments 3 and 4. AFAS. AC, FNG.
15 Torsten Stjernschantz’s letter to Ilya Repin, 21 December 1920. Tkk/St 542. Collection of Artists’ 

Letters. AC, FNG. In the same collection, there are also two of Repin’s letters in Russian to Torsten 
Stjernschantz, Kuokkala 8 October and 30 December 1920. Tkk/Re41 and Tkk/Re42. AC, FNG.

16 The portrait was in a private collection in Sweden in 1950. The magazine Vecko-Journalen no. 
24/1950, picture on the art page. NS 109. Nikolai Shuvalov Archive. AC, FNG.

17 Ilya Repin and Ville Vallgren had met in Paris around 1900. The Vallgren couple participated in the 
joint exhibition of Russian and Finnish artists in Petrograd in 1917 and in the art celebrations that 
were organised. See Viivi Vallgren. Sydämeni kirja. Elämän muistelmia. 2nd edition. Helsinki: WSOY, 
1950, 202–05.
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part of the Collection of Artists’ Letters in the Archive 
Collections of the Finnish National Gallery.18

The largest and most utilised material related 
to Repin in the Archive Collections is Grigori Brenev’s 
Ilya Repin archive, which includes Repin’s letters from 
1920 to 1930.19

 
Grigori Brenev (Breneff) (1888–1969), 

a St Petersburg scientist and book publisher, bought a farm 
in the village of Ollila in 1909, and thereby ended up in a 
neighbourhood closely associated with Repin. Brenev’s 
Polish wife, the painter Anastasia Breneva, had studied at 
the St Petersburg State Art and Industry Academy, which 
later became known as the Vera Mukhina Higher School 
of Art and Design. The family’s son, the painter Nikolai 
Brenev (Breneff, 1909–94), who was born in Kivennapa, 
became Ilya and Yury Repin’s student. After the Winter 
War between Finland and the Soviet Union in 1939–40, the 
Brenev family moved to Jokela in Uusimaa County, where 
Nikolai Brenev also worked as a photographer.20

The most recent donation of Repin’s work to the 
Finnish National Gallery Archive Collections, made in 2020, 
is the Lauri Haataja Repin Collection.21 Originally it seems 
to have been gathered by Nikolai Brenev, who possibly 
wanted to write a book about the Repin family. There are 
six notebooks that contain records from different literary 
sources in Russian and a large number of photographs of 
the Repin and Brenev families in Kuokkala.

During his last decade in Kuokkala, Ilya Repin 
struggled with financial difficulties. However, he was 
able to manage by selling his tranche of older drawings 
and sketches, as well as paintings. Repin organised sales 
exhibitions at the Strindberg Art Salon in 1921, 1925, 1927 
and 1928. After his death, a memorial exhibition was held 

there in 1930 and his heirs organised sales exhibitions in 1931, 1935–39 and 1944.22 
The Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon were acquired by the then Central Art 

Archives in 2005, after a portion of it had already been lost.23
 
The received letters in the 

Archives are organised by year. From the copies of the letters that were sent out, we see that 

18 The Collection of Artists’ Letters contains approximately 5,000 letters and other documents dating 
from 1799 to 1962. 

19 The Central Art Archives bought the documents in 1998 from Tatjana Vyrycheva, the widow of 
Grigori Brenev’s (Breneff) son, the painter Nikolai Brenev. The collection includes 22 letters and 
9 postcards from Ilya Repin to Grigori Brenev. It also includes 29 pages of letters from Yury Repin, 
and 4 letters and 2 postcards from Vera Repina to Grigori Brenev.

20 Pirkko Ropponen. ‘Nikolai Breneff, valokuvaaja – taidemaalari’, Tuusula-seuran aikakirja XV. 
Vuosijulkaisu 2003. Kerava: Tuusula-seura, 91–92.

21 Lauri Haataja (1947–2012) was a historian and non-fiction writer who had an interest in Finnish 
Karelia and its war history at the beginning of the 20th century.

22 The Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon contain the lists of works at these exhibitions, with scant 
information in Finnish and Swedish, and documents related to the sales of works. The Archives of 
the Strindberg Art Salon. AC, FNG. The Finnish National Gallery Library also has lists of works from 
other art exhibitions in which Repin participated, such as the Spring Salon in Paris 1875 and 1876, 
and the International Art Exhibition in Stockholm in 1897.

23 A treasure of materials related to Ilya Repin was lost, and possibly sold, from the Archives of the 
Strindberg Art Salon before 1987. See Elina Heikka. ‘Sotien jälkeinen kausi. Intendentti Lydecken 
jatkaa toimitusjohtajana’, in Erkki Anttonen (ed.), Salon Strindberg. Helsinkiläisen taidegallerian 
vaiheita. Kuvataiteen keskusarkisto 10. Helsinki: Valtion Taidemuseo/Kuvataiteen keskusarkisto, 
2004, 119–20.

Cover of the catalogue 
from the Repin exhibition 
at the Strindberg Art Salon, 
Helsinki, in 1925. Finnish 
National Gallery Library
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Jenni Nurminen
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Arvid Lydecken (1884–1960), who was Director of the Art Salon, wrote several letters to Ilya 
Repin between 1920 and 1929, but Repin’s replies have been lost. From the sent letters, it 
turns out that in 1926 and 1927, for instance, Repin’s works were also sold to Oslo.24

In 2015, the Finnish National Gallery received a new Strindberg donation, the Paavo 
Aalto Strindberg Archive. Among the other Strindberg documents, it contains some letters and 
three photographs once sent to the Strindberg Art Salon by Ilya Repin and his children Vera 
and Yury.25

Art dealers and collectors also approached Ilya Repin directly about purchasing his 
works. One of the most distinguished art collectors and dealers was Nikolai Alexandrovich 
Shuvalov (Schuvalov) (1906–68), the son of the owner of a St Petersburg confectionery 
factory. Shuvalov’s archive and large picture collection were received as a donation by the 
Central Art Archives from his daughter Elena Maijala in 2002. Along with art sales, Shuvalov 
also collected detailed information about Repin’s abundant body of work. Most of the archival 
documents are in Russian, but there are also some in Finnish, English and French.

The only documents written by Ilya Repin in the Nikolai Shuvalov Archive are a letter 
from 1920 and a postcard from the following year sent to Dmitri Mikhailovich Palatko (1868–
1954), who came to live in Kuokkala in 1916. The Shuvalov family moved to Helsinki the same 
year. In addition to works by Ilya Repin, Shuvalov also acquired paintings by other Russian 
emigrant artists. He sold parts of his art collection in 1967 and 1972 to the Tretyakov Gallery 
in Moscow.26

The Nikolai Shuvalov Archive and those of the Strindberg Art Salon contain many letters 
from Ilya Repin’s children. The Russian-language letters of the painter Yury Repin (1877–1954) 
and the letters from the actress Vera Repina (1872–1948), often written in German, describe 
the sale of Ilya Repin’s works, as well as their own lives after their father’s death. These letters 
have not yet generated much interest among researchers.

Finnish scholars have mostly been interested in the collection of Finnish translations 
of the details related to Finland found in Ilya Repin’s letters. The material, which is known as 
Rudolf Sykiäinen’s copies of Ilya Repin’s letters, was donated by Sykiäinen to the Central Art 
Archives around 1994. He had collected the material for a play about Repin.27

 
The usefulness 

of the citations is marred by the lack of any information about the sources, archives or 
publications, as only the recipient of the letter and the reason for it being sent are indicated. 
The letters have not been translated into Finnish in their entirety, and therefore their context 
is unclear.

Professor Olli Valkonen (1924–2016) used Rudolf Sykiäinen’s material in his research on 
Ilya Repin’s years in Kuokkala.28

 
Valkonen donated his own archive to the Central Art Archives 

and thereby made the material he had collected on Repin available to researchers.29
 
Other 

Finnish art historians have also answered enquiries about Repin’s drawings and paintings. 
The archive of the art historian Bertel Hintze (1901–69), who was a long-time Director of the 
Kunsthalle Helsinki, contains some written queries related to Repin’s works.30

24 Arvid Lydecken’s letter to Vasily Levi at Terijoki, Helsinki 26 May 1926 and to Dr Cato Aall in Oslo, 
Helsinki 26 May 1926. Copy book of the sent letters 1926. The Archives of the Strindberg Art Salon. 
AC, FNG.

25 Paavo Aalto (1898–1970) worked as an office manager in the Strindberg Art Salon in 1920–69. In 
1941, he also became a member of its board.

26 Mitro Kaurinkoski. ‘The archive inventory of the Nikolai Shuvalov Archive, 2002’, 13. AC, FNG.
27 Regarding the editor Rudolf Sykiäinen’s (1924–2005) visits to the Central Art Archives, see the email 

correspondence and phone conversations on 29 and 30 August 2012 between the author and 
researcher Liisa Murtti, who worked at the Central Art Archives until 2010. AC, FNG.

28 Olli Valkonen. ‘Repin ja Suomi’, in Ilja Repin 1844–1930. Juhlakirja Taiteilijan syntymän 
150-vuotisnäyttely. Taidekeskus Retretti 24 May – 27 August 1995. Punkaharju: Taidekeskus 
Retretti, 1995. The exhibition catalogue was simultaneously published in Russian.

29 Repin, Ilja: tutkimusaineistoa [research material]. File 7. Olli Valkonen Archive. AC, FNG.
30 E.g. three of O. Raudsepp’s letters from Stockholm between 1946–48 deal with Repin’s works. 

Received letters. Bertel Hintze Archive. AC, FNG.
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Finally, one should also mention the material related to the family of Ilya Repin’s life 
partner Natalia Nordmann. The Collection of Artists’ Letters includes the letters of the painter 
Maria von Nordmann (1835–1915) and the translator Mathilda von Nordmann (1842–94) to 
Berndt Otto Schauman (1821–95), who was the Director of the Finnish Art Society Collections 
from 1869 to 1887. These daughters of Natalia Nordmann’s uncle Alexander von Nordmann 
(1803–66) were born in Odessa but were educated in Helsinki.31

 
Unlike Natalia Nordmann, 

who was listed in the Register of the Finnish House of Nobility, her cousins Maria and Mathilda 
were included among the Russian nobility because of their father, who had been elevated to 
aristocratic status in Russia. Mathilda von Nordmann’s letters in Swedish, German and Italian 
from 1877 to 1892 include information about the Nordmann family.32

Keywords: Ilya Repin, Natalia Nordmann, archives, Finnish Art Society, museum donations,  
Nikolai Shuvalov, Grigori Brenev, artists’ letters

31 Helena Hätönen. ‘Pieniä lisäyksiä taidemaalari Ida Silfverbergin vaiheisiin’, in Hanna-Leena 
Paloposki (ed.), Muisto: taiteilijakirjeitä, arkistoja ja kokoelmia. Kuvataiteen keskusarkisto 19. 
Helsinki: Valtion taidemuseo / Kuvataiteen keskusarkisto, 2010, 33–39.

32 Veli-Matti Autio. ‘Nordman (1700–) sukuja’, in Suomen kansallisbiografia 7. Negri-Pöysti. Helsinki: 
Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura, 2006, 158–60.
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A Renaissance Masterpiece in the Sinebrychoff Art Museum  
– Virgin and Child with John the Baptist and  
St Anthony the Abbot, by Jacopo Bassano

Kirsi Eskelinen, PhD, Museum Director, Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff  
Art Museum

Preface

Virgin and Child with John the Baptist and St Anthony the Abbot, by Jacopo Bassano 
(c. 1510–92), which was painted in the early 1560s, is one of the rare Italian Renaissance 
paintings in Finland. It belongs to the Ester and Jalo Sihtola Fine Arts Foundation Donation 
in the Finnish National Gallery and is a  highlight of the Sinebrychoff Art Museum. My first 
encounter with the painting while a young university student was pivotal in my choice 
of professional career. Since then I have been studying different aspects of the art of this 
great master painter.1 The Sihtola painting is well known to scholars. It was included in the 
important exhibitions at the Museo Civico in Bassano del Grappa in 1992 and also at the 
Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, in 1993.2 At the beginning of 1992, the results of the 
research project on Italian art in the Finnish collections carried out at the University of 
Helsinki from the mid-1980s onwards were published in the Ateneum, Finnish National Gallery 
Bulletin and an exhibition was organised at the Sinebrychoff Art Museum.3 On that occasion 
I highlighted in my article the distinguished and noble, yet hitherto unknown provenance of 

1 My dissertation, which I defended at the University of Helsinki in 2008, dealt with Jacopo 
Bassano as a fresco painter. Kirsi Eskelinen. Jacopo Bassano freskomaalarina. Cartiglianon 
ja Enegon kirkkojen freskot: konteksti, rekonstruktio ja tulkinta. (Jacopo Bassano as a fresco 
painter. The frescoes of Cartigliano and Enego Parish Churches: context, reconstruction and 
interpretation). Helsinki: Suomen kirkkohistoriallinen seura / Societas historiae ecclesiasticae 
Fennica, 2008. An important conference on Jacopo Bassano was organised in Bassano del Grappa 
and Padua in 2011. The paper I presented there is published, see Kirsi Eskelinen. ‘Una proposta 
per la lettura iconografica delle Stagioni di Jacopo Bassano’, in Claudia Caramanna and Federico 
Millozzi (eds.), Jacopo Bassano, I figli, la scuola, l’eredità: Atti del Convegno Internazionale di 
Studio: Bassano del Grappa, Museo Civico, Padova, Università degli Studi, Archivio Antico del 
Bò, 30 marzo – 2 aprile 2011, Bollettino del Museo Civico di Bassano 30–31 (2009–10), 32–33 
(2011–12), 34 (2013). Bassano del Grappa: Centro di documentazione sui Bassano W.R. Rearick, 
2014, (Vol. 1, 142–59). 

2 Beverly Louise Brown and Paola Marini (eds.). Jacopo Bassano c. 1510–1592. Bologna: Nuova Alfa 
Editore, 1992.

3 Kirsi Eskelinen. ‘Neitsyt Maria, Jeesus-lapsi, Johannes Kastaja ja Pyhä Antonius Apotti (Sacra 
conversazione), Jacopo Bassano = Virgin and Child with John the Baptist and St Anthony the 
Abbot (Sacra Conversazione), Jacopo Bassano. Conservator’s report / Sirkka Nurminen. Ateneum, 
Valtion taidemuseon museojulkaisu / The Finnish National Gallery Bulletin 1992. Helsinki: Valtion 
taidemuseo, 1992, (42–47).
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this painting. The re-publication of that article in FNG Research is prompted by the current 
plans for a monographic exhibition on Jacopo Bassano in the near future. The exhibitions in 
1992, and the show in Museo Civico in Bassano del Grappa in 2010 are the last monographic 
exhibitions on Jacopo Bassano. The forthcoming exhibition in Helsinki, which has been 
preliminarily scheduled for 2024, will actually be the first monographic show on the artist to 
be mounted outside Italy. 

I hope that this re-publication online will disseminate the results on the provenance of 
the painting more widely and will promote its further research. We are also publishing here 
all of the information on the frame moulding of the painting, which includes images of a coat 
of arms and a seal and three paper labels. These details were not included in the original 
1992 article.4

Jacopo Bassano, Virgin and Child with John the Baptist  
and St Anthony the Abbot (Sacra Conversazione)

Jacopo Bassano’s oil painting shows the Virgin and the Infant Jesus with St Anthony the Abbot 
and St John the Baptist. Jalo Sihtola purchased the painting from the art dealer Louis Richter 
in London in 1938. The work had been auctioned at Sotheby’s on 20 July of that year5 as part 
of a collection of art formerly belonging to the Royal House of France. This collection had 
been housed at Frohsdorf Castle in Austria. No less than 151 artworks were up for sale, some 
of which, mainly portraits, had once hung in Paris at the Tuileries. The collection was sold by 
the last in the line of heirs of the Royal Bourbon family, Princess Beatrix of Bourbon-Massimo 
(1874–1961).

Frohsdorf Castle and its art collections were owned by the Count of Chambord (1820–
83), son of the Duke of Berry and grandson of Charles X (reigned 1824–30). The Count of 
Chambord, who also used the title Henry V, never ascended to the throne, and had to spend 
most of his life in exile. Frohsdorf Castle was his permanent residence from 1844. On the 
death of the Countess of Chambord in 1886, the castle was inherited by Don Jaime (Prince 
Jacques of Bourbon, 1870–1931), nephew of the count’s sister Louise.6 Princess Beatrix 
inherited the castle from her brother, Don Jaime, in 1931.7

Who, then, acquired the Sacra Conversazione for the collection? It has been 
ascertained that Princess Beatrix did not purchase any works for the castle’s collection.8 The 
Count of Chambord spent a great deal of time in Italy, chiefly in Venice,9 and might have 
purchased the painting there, although he was by no means known as a great lover of art.10 
However, his mother, the Duchess of Berry (1798–1870) married an Italian Count, Ettore 
Lucchesi-Palli, in 1831, and settled in Venice11 and the couple is known to have had valuable 

4 They were discussed and reproduced in a research report. See Kirsi Eskelinen. ‘Jacopo Bassanon 
Sacra Conversazione Sihtolan kokoelmissa’, in Italialaisia renessanssimaalauksia suomalaisissa 
kokoelmissa 1, Taidehistorialliset analyysit ja selvitykset (esitutkimus). Helsinki, 1988, 80–124, 229 
kuvat 4–7; III Kuvat. 

5 Sotheby’s sale catalogue, 20th July 1938, No. 3. Aune Lindström mentioned this catalogue in her 
letters to Pietro Zampetti, 7 September 1957 and to W. Arslan, 16 November 1957. The Archives of 
the Sinebrychoff Art Museum. Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki (FNG).

6 Pierre de Luz. Henri V. Paris: Librairie Plon, 1931, 464; Guy Coutant de Saisseval. Les Maisons 
impériales et royales d’Europe. Paris: Éditions du Palais-Royal, 1966, 208.

7 Saisseval, Les Maisons impériales et royales d’Europe, 209; as relayed by Paolo Galli Zugaro 
(Princess Beatrix’s nephew) to Kirsi Eskelinen, 16 September 1989, Rome. 

8 As relayed by Paolo Galli Zugaro to Kirsi Eskelinen, 16 September 1989, Rome. 
9 Count Chambord spent his winters in Venice from 1846 to 1866. Luz, Henri V, 244, 250.
10 Luz, Henri V, 246.
11 Luz, Henri V, 257.
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collections of art.12 The Count of Chambord might, therefore, have inherited the painting from 
his mother. The Count was also an heir of the Duke of Angoulême13 and might possibly have 
inherited the work from his grandfather, Charles X, through the Duke and Duchess of Berry.

12 Luz, Henri V, 258. An inventory of the Duchess of Berry’s art collection has been published: 
Bonnemaison (Le Chevalier de). Galerie de son Altesse Royale Madame la Duchesse de Berry. 
Ouvrage dédié à S.A.R et lithographié par d’habiles artistes. Paris: Impr. Didot 1822. 2 vol. 

13 E. Franceschini. ‘Duc D’Angoulême’, in Dictionaire de Biographie française, tome 2. Paris: Letouzey 
et Ané, 1936, 1225. According to Franceschini, the Duke of Angoulême, in his will dated 1840, 
bequeathed his estate to his wife, with the next heir in succession being the Count de Chambord. 
The Duchess de Angoulême, Marie-Thérèse (1778–1851) was the daughter of Louis XVI and Marie-
Antoinette. The collection put up for auction contained portraits of the Duchesse de Angoulême 
and her mother.

 
Jacopo Bassano, Virgin and Child with John the Baptist and St Anthony the Abbot, c. 1560–65,  
oil on canvas, 108cm x 130cm
Ester and Jalo Sihtola Fine Arts Foundation Donation, Finnish National Gallery / Sinebrychoff Art 
Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Matti Janas
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It has been confirmed that the coat of arms 
and the seal on the frame moulding of the painting 
belong to the royal branch of the Bourbons of France14, 
although it has proven difficult to produce a more 
accurate identification and date. According to Martine 
Dalas-Garrigues, the seal could have belonged to Louis 
XVIII (r. 1814–24), Charles X (r. 1824–30) or the Count 
of Chambord.15 No reference is made to the work in 
the inventories of the French Royal art collections.16 
The painting was, then, evidently acquired after the 
French Revolution, in the 19th century.

The Sacra Conversazione in the Sihtola 
collection was evidently painted in the 1560s. Three 
of Jacopo Bassano’s paintings from that decade have 
been given uncontested datings; The Crucifixion of 
St Teonisto (1562–63, Museo Civico, Treviso), The 
Adoration of the Shepherds (1568, Museo Civico, 
Bassano del Grappa) and St Jerome with Virgin and 
Child (1569, the Accademia, Venice). The Crucifixion 
has been a key point of reference in establishing the 
chronology of Jacopo Bassano’s output in the 1560s. 
Some authorities on Bassano (Roberto Longhi, Rodolfo 
Pallucchini, Alessandro Ballarin) believe that the 
work marks a turning point that ended a period of 
vibrant, creative Mannerist formal studies, which was 
superseded by a new preoccupation with light and 
colour.17 This change has been accounted for by the 
influence of Paolo Veronese, which is manifest in the 
increasing monumentality of Bassano’s figures and a 
progressive cooling of his palette in the early 1560s.18 
Other scholars (Edoardo Arslan, Pietro Zampetti) 
maintain that some of Jacopo’s distinctly Mannerist 
paintings post-date the St Teonisto altarpiece.

Edoardo Arslan and Pietro Zampetti propose 
that the Sacra Conversazione was painted around 

14 For a more detailed analysis of the coat of arms, see Eskelinen, ‘Jacopo Bassanon Sacra Conversazione 
Sihtolan kokoelmissa’, 85–86; Denis Diderot. Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des 
arts et des métiers. Recueil de planches, sur les sciences, les arts libéraux, et les arts méchaniques: 
avec leur explication. Seconde livraison, en deux parties. Paris: Briasson, 1763, 21.

15 As relayed by Martine Dalas-Garrigues (Conservateur du service des Sceaux, Archives Nationales, 
Paris) to Kirsi Eskelinen, 5 September 1990. 

16 Letter from Arnauld Brejon de Lavergnée to Kirsi Eskelinen, 13 March 1989. Author’s Archive, 
Espoo. Brejon de Lavergnée has studied the inventory of Louis XVI’s art collection compiled by Le 
Brun in 1683. He found no reference to the Sacra Conversazione in this inventory, nor can he recall 
it having appeared in the inventories of the Royal art collection.

17 Roberto Longhi. ‘Calepino veneziano. IV – Suggerimenti per Jacopo Bassano’, Arte Veneta, II. 
Venezia: Alfieri, 1948, (43–55), 54; Alessandro Ballarin. ‘Introduzione a un catalogo dei disegni di 
Jacopo Bassano. III’, Arte Veneta, XXVII. Venezia: Alfieri, 1973, (91–124), 108; Rodolfo Pallucchini. 
Bassano. Bologna: Casa Editrice Capitol, 1982, 35, picture caption 26.

18 Rodolfo Pallucchini. Jacopo Bassano e il Manierismo. Dispense universitarie, Università degli Studi 
di Padova, Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia, anno accademico 1977–78, 45; Ballarin, ‘Introduzione a un 
catalogo dei disegni di Jacopo Bassano. III’, 108.

 
Jacopo Bassano, The Adoration of the Shepherds (with Saints Vittore 
and Corona, also known as The Crib of St Joseph), 1568, oil on canvas, 
240cm x 151cm. Musei Civici di Bassano del Grappa
Photo: Musei Civici di Bassano del Grappa
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1568–6919, apparently on the grounds of physiognomic 
similarities between the figures in this painting and those 
found in The Adoration of the Shepherds, 1568, in the Bassano 
Museo Civico.20 Mary and Joseph in particular bear a marked 
resemblance to the Virgin and the hermit St Anthony in 
the Sacra Conversazione. These paintings share the same 
cool palette, the same sense of frozen time, and the same 
contemplative mood. The palette used in The Adoration of the 
Shepherds in the Bassano Museum is much darker than that of 
the Sacra Conversazione, and its brushwork is less restrained, 
with the brushstrokes overlapping the outlines (e.g. in the 
three figures behind Joseph). This switch to a less cautious 
manner of handling paint is generally thought to have occurred 
around 1568.21 The dating suggested by Arslan and Zampetti 
is, I contend, inaccurate. The Sacra Conversazione was most 
probably painted before The Adoration of the Shepherds, 
presumably in the early 1560s.

A painting showing St Peter and St Paul in Modena’s 
Galleria Estense provides invaluable clues for establishing a 
dating for the Sacra Conversazione. In both paintings the figures 
are monumental and clearly delineated against the background. 
There are marked resemblances in the figure types and their 
poses, as well as in the overall technique used. Moreover, the 
pigments deployed in these paintings are strikingly similar. The 
light burgundy of St Paul’s garment in the Modena painting 
and the yellow sheen of the green cape are very reminiscent of 
the colours of John the Baptist’s leather and fur garment and 
robe. The light brown of Peter’s cape recurs in the brown fabric 
draped over the pedestal in the Sacra Conversazione.

Ballarin and Pallucchini have suggested that the 
Sacra Conversazione and the Modena altarpiece were painted 
in the period of 1561–6222, with the Modena painting as the 
earlier. According to the dating assigned by both scholars, 
the Sacra Conversazione would, then, have been painted before 
The Crucifixion of St Teonisto (1562–63).

Meanwhile, William Roger Rearick maintains that 
the Sacra Conversazione was painted after the St Teonisto 

19 Edoardo Arslan. I Bassano. Milano: Ceschina, 1960, 169. Arslan initially dated the work to 
1570–80. Letter from Edoardo Arslan to Aune Lindström, 29 November 1957. The Archives of 
the Sinebrychoff Art Museum. FNG; Pietro Zampetti. Jacopo Bassano. II edizione. Roma: Istituto 
Poligrafico Stato, 1958, 43.

20 Arslan, I Bassano, 169. Arslan dates the paintings in the list of works in his monograph. Zampetti, 
Jacopo Bassano, 43. According to Zampetti, John the Baptist echoes the same figure in the 
painting in the Bassano Museum (1558) and the Virgin and Infant Jesus foreshadow the figures in a 
painting showing Silvano Cappello and Giovanni Moro kneeling before the Virgin (1573), in Vicenza 
Museum.

21 Pallucchini, Jacopo Bassano e il Manierismo, 52–53.
22 Ballarin, ‘Introduzione a un catalogo dei disegni di Jacopo Bassano. III’, 95. Ballarin has since 

revised his dating of the Sacra Conversazione. In 1968 he thought it coincided with a painting of 
John the Baptist in the Bassano Museum, i.e. 1558. Alessandro Ballarin. ‘Aggiunte al catalogo di 
Paolo Veronese e Jacopo Bassano’, Arte Veneta, XXII. Venezia: Alfieri, 1968, (39–46), 44. In 1969 he 
revised the dating to 1560. Alessandro Ballarin. ‘Introduzione ad un catalogo dei disegni di Jacopo 
Bassano. I’, Arte Veneta, XXIII. Venezia: Alfieri, 1969, (85–114), 106; Pallucchini, Jacopo Bassano e il 
Manierismo, 42, 44–45; Pallucchini, Bassano, 34.

 
Jacopo Bassano,  
Saints Peter and Paul,  
c. 1561, oil on canvas, 
228cm x 123cm
Galleria Estense, Modena 
Photo: Su concessione del 
Ministero per la Cultura – 
Archivio fotografico delle 
Gallerie Estensi
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altarpiece, i.e. around 1563–6423, and gives the Galleria Estense painting a dating of 1564.24 
Contrary to Ballarin and Pallucchini, Rearick thus assigns the Sacra Conversazione an earlier 
dating. We thus find the key to the puzzle emerging in the form of the following question: was 
the Sacra Conversazione painted before or after the St Teonisto altarpiece?

The similarities between the two paintings provide compelling reasons for dating them 
closely together. The treatment of light in the Modena altar painting creates a cooler effect 
than that of the Sacra Conversazione, where the rendering of the light has parallels with 
pastorals painted by Jacopo in the mid-1560s.25 These affinities provide grounds for dating the 
Modena painting, and thus also the Sacra Conversazione, after the St Teonisto altarpiece. The 
Sacra Conversazione was in my opinion painted slightly before the Modena work, as has been 
suggested by Rearick.

Appendix: Clues to the provenance 

The frame moulding of Jacopo Bassano’s painting at the Sinebrychoff Art Museum has three 
papers affixed to it. One of these is cut on the corners and bears the text ‘R.1, 17’ (Fig. 1). 
Another seems to be a storage label and is partly torn. It reads ‘GARDE-MEUBLES CAMBRAY 
Frè…’  and also includes the handwritten numbers 389 and 462 (Fig. 2). The third is a depiction 
of a coat of arms (Fig. 3). There is also a fourth paper tag, which resembles parchment and its 
text is handwritten in ink (Fig 4). This text in French is difficult to read: ‘Vierge […] Enfant Jésus 
avec 2 Saints Bassano’ and is also inscribed with the numbers 6604 and 462, the latter being the 
same as on the storage label. This tag probably dates back to the 19th century.26

23 As relayed by William Roger Rearick to Kirsi Eskelinen, 10 June 1988, Venice. Rearick had previously 
dated the painting to 1561. William Roger Rearick. The paintings of Jacopo Bassano. Vol I–III. Thesis 
PH.D. Harvard University 1969, 986. 

24 As relayed by W.R. Rearick to Kirsi Eskelinen, 10 June 1988, Venice. Zampetti also believes that the 
work was painted before the St Teonisto altarpiece. Zampetti, Jacopo Bassano, 40.

25 Ballarin, ‘Introduzione a un catalogo dei disegni di Jacopo Bassano. III’, 93, 95–96; Zampetti, Jacopo 
Bassano, 36–37; Arslan, I Bassano, 108–09; Pallucchini, Jacopo Bassano e il Manierismo, 50–52. 
Ballarin and Zampetti believe Jacopo’s pastorals coincide with the John the Baptist in the Bassano 
Museum (1558). Arslan and Pallucchini assign the pastorals a dating of around 1565. 

26 Kirsi Eskelinen. ´Jacopo Bassanon Sacra Conversazione Sihtolan kokoelmissa´, in Pohjoisitalialaisia 
renessanssimaalauksia suomalaisissa kokoelmissa I. Helsinki: Helsingin yliopiston taidehistorian 
laitos, Suomen taideakatemian säätiö, Institutum Romanum Finlandiae, 1988, 84.

 
Fig. 4. On the frame of Bassano’s 
painting there is also a paper tag, 
which resembles parchment. This 
bears handwritten text in ink. The 
text, in French, is difficult to read: 
‘Vierge (…) Enfant Jésus avec 2 
Saints Bassano’. In addition the 
tag bears the numbers 6604 and 
462, the latter being the same 
number as on the storage label 
(Fig.2).
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /  
Petri Virtanen

 
Fig. 1. The frame moulding of 
Jacopo Bassano’s painting 
Virgin and Child with John the 
Baptist and St Anthony the 
Abbot has three paper labels 
affixed to it. The one shown 
above is cut on the corners 
and bears the text ‘R.1, 17’. 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Petri Virtanen

 
Fig. 2. The second of the 
three papers affixed to the 
frame moulding of Bassano’s 
painting seems to be a 
storage label and is partly 
torn. It bears the text ‘GARDE-
MEUBLES CAMBRAY Frè…’  and 
also includes two handwritten 
numbers, 3889 and 462.
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Petri Virtanen
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The red seal (Fig. 5) depicts the same coat of arms as can be seen on one of the paper 
labels (Fig.3). It comprises an oval shield, with horizontal parallel lines representing the colour 
blue, and bearing three heraldic fleur-de-lis. The shield is topped by a crown with five arches 
decorated with pearls and fleur-de-lis. The coat of arms includes the chains of two orders of 
knighthood with their respective decorations. The central shield is circled first by an inner 
chain of the St Michael’s Order which is decorated with shells. On the paper label (Fig.3) this 
chain is connected to the lateral parts of the crown, whereas on the seal (Fig.5) it goes around 
the shield. The chain has an oval medallion which hangs below the shield and this bears a 
depiction of St Michael and the dragon. The Order of St Michael was founded by Ludvig XI 
in 1469. The outer chain belongs to the Order of the Holy Spirit and has three decorations 
repeating in sequence: one with the character ‘H’ in memoriam of Henri III; one with the 
heraldic fleur-de-lis and a third with an armour ornament, which was added to the chain by 
Henri IV in 1594.27 This outer chain is hung with a Maltese cross, which bears in the middle a 
dove – a symbol of the Holy Spirit – and pearls on the points of the cross, as well as fleur-de-lis 
between each arm. This chain is also connected to the lateral parts of the crown.28

Keywords: Sacra Conversazione, Jalo Sihtola, Jacopo Bassano, provenance research,  
Frohsdorf Castle, Royal Bourbon family

27 Diderot, Encyclopédie, 21.
28 Eskelinen, ‘Jacopo Bassanon Sacra Conversazione Sihtolan kokoelmissa´, 85.

 
The coat of arms depicted on the paper label on the back of the Bassano painting  
(Fig. 3, above left) is the same as can be found on the seal in Fig. 5 (above right).
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Petri Virtanen
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Magnus Enckell – Decoding an Enigma
Gill Crabbe, FNG Research

Following a major exhibition of the Finnish painter Magnus Enckell (1870–1925) at the Ateneum 
Art Museum, Gill Crabbe asks art historian and author, Dr Harri Kalha about how the artist’s work 
has been received over the years, and what issues have surrounded Enckell’s placement in the 
canon of Finnish art

Gill Crabbe: The Ateneum exhibition is the first full-scale survey of 
Magnus Enckell’s output, covering a wide range of his production, from 
intimate portraits to landscapes, from monumental public commissions 
for churches, to explorations of archetypal themes, such as Fantasy 
and Melancholy. Harri, you have contributed two essays in the 
accompanying catalogue. Can you say a little about your background 
and how you came to be interested in Enckell’s art? 

Harri Kalha: I began my scholarly career in the 1990s, deconstructing 
the idea of ‘Finnishness’ in and around the post-war Golden Age of 
Finnish Design and Crafts, and gained a PhD in 1997. So questions of 
reception, textual analysis and discourse were already second nature to 
me when I wrote my first study on Enckell in 1999. I have since worked 
on several ‘problematic’ cases relating particularly to scandals concerning 
(in)decency, such as the public debate around Ville Vallgren’s Havis 
Amanda, a fountain and a statue in Helsinki, on which I published a book 
in 2008.

As for Enckell, what initially inspired me – and baffled me – had 
to do with a sense of frustration, going all the way back to my first years 
as an art history student. At that time Enckell was certainly presented 
as part of the canon, but with qualifications. What is worse, Enckell 
the person, as well as any concrete meanings that might have been 
attributed to his art, eluded me. Even the lecturers seemed ill at ease, 
awkwardly regurgitating acquired terms and attitudes. There was much 
use of sanahelinä, as we say in Finnish – lofty words with little substance. 
Sexuality was of course not even an issue, God forbid.

GC: Looking at the role played by art historians in evolving the canon of art, on what 
basis has Enckell been placed in the canon of Finnish art and what place does he occupy 
internationally?

HK: Enckell’s canonic status derives mainly from his role as a turn-of the-century Symbolist 
and the ‘modernist’ starkness of his early works, which have for long held a central place at 
the Ateneum Art Museum, for example. On the other hand, art history recognises his later 

Magnus Enckell 
photographed in the 
1890s. Photograph: Uusi 
Valokuvaamo, Hamina. 
Historical Picture Collection, 
The Finnish Heritage Agency
CC BY 4.0
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role as a spokesman for Post-Impressionist ideals. Internationally Enckell is little known, and 
quite understandably so. His oeuvre is not vast, particularly when it comes to the Symbolist 
period. It lacks the nationalist subtext that has traditionally intrigued foreign critics and 
curators – Post-Impressionist painting has not been considered as sexy for foreign audiences 
as National Romanticism has. However, Enckell does enjoy a certain ‘underground’ status 
deriving from a tradition of gay sensibility; that is to say that certain works have always 
resonated with queer viewers. More recently, international gay histories and encyclopedias 
have included Enckell in the global catalogue of ‘gay art’, although truth be told, we know 
precious little about his sexuality.

GC: If art-historical research involves a process of revealing the factors influencing the 
construction of the art-historical canon, what methods have you used in evolving this 
process in relation to understanding Enckell’s art?

HK: In my book Tapaus Magnus Enckell (2005) and a group of related articles, I analysed both 
the contemporary reception of the artist’s work and later art-historical accounts, in order 
to deconstruct ‘Enckelliana’ as a textual corpus. Unlike traditional studies of how various 
artists have been received, my take was informed by post-structuralist conceptualisations of 
discourse (Foucault) and mythology (Barthes). Whereas a text itself is, as it were, innocent, 
discourse is what we arrive at through close-reading: this can be rife with chauvinistic 
attitudes, ideological presences or mythologising narratives – various ‘regimes of truth’ that 
art history thrives on. There are often hidden agendas, if you like, since the meanings are not 
necessarily explicit, but lurking between the lines or embedded deep within metaphorical 
language. So it is really an exercise in reading, and in subtle contextualising.

On the other hand, back then I was in the process of discovering myself as writer, 
so I wanted to give my pen some leeway as well, not least in order to modify the sense of 
scholarly scrutiny, of ruthless dissection of the work done by my peers and predecessors. So I 
devoted a couple of chapters in Tapaus Magnus Enckell to reading, not just texts, but chosen 
artworks, thus positioning my writing as an object of scrutiny for contemporaries and future 
scholars. I named these chapters lukuhäiriöitä (‘reading disturbances’; unfortunately the 
pun doesn’t translate) and they are a tad more essayistic than the rest of the book. Come to 
think of it, my work from that period thrives on puns and palimpsest, reflecting my natural 
investment in writing, and particularly in metaphoric language, which is a declining art in 
academia today.

GC: Is it an impossible goal to try to view an artist’s work through the lens of their 
contemporary audience and why would historians wish to attempt it? 

HK: I don’t think so, because the point is not to arrive at a ‘truth’ about the artist in question, 
or even any particular critic, but about historical attitudes and ideologies. The discipline of art 
history and the inherent traditions of aesthetic language are what is at stake here, alongside 
a critical awareness of how cultural mythology works. I think I have been quite successful in 
resisting temptation to write about Enckell himself. [Laughs]

GC: Can you say something about how Enckell’s works were reviewed in his own time and 
what this tells us about the discourses of that period?

HK: The timespan in question is quite wide, involving a couple of historical upheavals, hence 
the discourses are not that easy to summarise. One focal point is provided by discussions 
on Enckell’s use of colour, and this is also the topic of my main essay in the catalogue of 
the 2020 exhibition held at the Ateneum Art Museum. Again, the agendas that figure here 
are not necessarily explicated in the reviews themselves, but become evident through 
a context-sensitive reading, depending on the scholar’s intellectual framework. In my book, 
I devoted more space to contextualising the ‘colour trauma’ in gender ideology and cultural 
theory on the one hand, and national identity on the other.
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Certain ambiguities are particularly intriguing. The basic assumption for a long time 
– even among specialist scholars – has been that, while colour may have been an issue for 
the Finnish art world, Enckell’s early work at least enjoyed solid canonical status. In an article 
published in 2008, I revisited in detail the reception of his first exhibitions, a theme I had only 
alluded to in my book. As it happens there was much confusion when it came to the artistic 
value of his early paintings – they were hardly even afforded the status of completed works. 
To cut a long story short, far from being lauded for its ascetic purity, Enckell’s 1890s style was 
deemed bizarre and unnatural. While much of this had to do with the ‘oddness’ of Symbolist 
art in general and the issue of nudity, the othering tendency remains striking. A genre that 
thrived back then but has since disappeared from art journalism is the pakina (humorous 
essay); this light-hearted and often sarcastic genre, overlooked by scholars, can be highly 
revealing when it comes to unveiling contemporary attitudes.

In any case, it wasn’t until the 1910s that the idealised notion of ‘early Enckell’ was 
constructed. This mirror-effect was needed as his art, but also the nation around, went 
through crucial changes: colour now represented a wayward sensualism and foreign artifice, 
an unfortunate perversion of the purity that had once been evident in the artist.

Why, then, did colour become such an issue? First, it represented, for a nation in the 
making, the troublesome issue of foreign influence. Finnish culture in the nineteen-teens was 

Magnus Enckell,  
The Awakening, 1894, oil on 
canvas, 113cm x 85.5cm
Antell Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery / Ateneum 
Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Yehia Eweis
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fraught with ‘identity-political’ insecurities, and quite understandably so. Secondly, colour 
was gendered as feminine, and had been so since the 18th century and harking back all the 
way to Antiquity, hence a male artist ‘succumbing to colour’ ran the risk of compromising his, 
and hence ‘our’ (collective) masculinity. If he depicted males – particularly as sensual objects 
rather than, say, sturdy workmen – the risk was many-fold.

Interestingly enough, the critic Signe Tandefelt, writing in the 1910s and 1920s, was 
much more gracious than her male colleagues. Is this because she was a woman, or perhaps 
because she – like Enckell – represented the Swedish-speaking ‘minority’? (I place minority 
in quotes because the cultural elite was still to a large extent Swedish-speaking.) A bit of 
both, I think. For some critics, to ward off colour was perhaps also to put Swedishness in its 
rightful place. Both Enckell and Tandefelt would have been aware of such covert dynamics. 
One should, however, be wary of stock interpretations here. Analysing art criticism is a tricky 
business, a far cry from today’s unreflective cultural critique with its pre-determined good 
guys and bad guys, rights and wrongs.

Scholars should remain cautious of both casual interpretations and demonising 
attitudes – they can easily become just another simplistic mythology to supplant the old 
mythology. My work, an analytical exercise that is already itself a part of history, had a 
certain focus, informed by personal sensitivity and a specific academic context. Others will 
read Enckelliana and related textual archives to other ends, depending on their particular 
variables. Instead of employing effective but truistic catchphrases like homophobia, misogyny 
– or, in Enckell’s case, Swedophobia – I would stress the historical logic tending towards 
the dynamic of othering: an identity-politically motivated straightening out, ‘compulsory 
heterosexualisation’ and de-feminisation of art.

As ruthlessly ‘phobic’ as yesterday’s attitudes might seem, they make sense, historically 
speaking. Enckelliana was largely about an obstinate attempt to construct beauty ideals upon 
purity and national distinction. This entailed shedding light on elements or traits imagined as 
potentially foreign or eroding, such as colour and sensuality. Thanks to a handful of art critics, 
we have a body of writing that shamelessly addresses these ideological agendas and will, at 
the end of the day, help us and future generations understand the very complex workings of 
Nation, gender and sexuality.

GC: There has been some debate in the Finnish Press about the decision not to draw out 
any specific themes around sexual orientation in Enckell’s work in the recent show at the 
Ateneum Art Museum. What kinds of issues does this raise for the research community and 
does such an approach reflect an integration of perspectives on sexuality into the art world, 
as some say, or does this reflect a continuing unease or ambivalence towards this theme?

HK: One can hardly speak of a ‘debate’, I’m afraid! You may be referring to a particular 
headline, in Hufvudstadsbladet, Finland’s Swedish-language daily, noting that Enckell’s gayness 
is still a problem for the art world. Some trepidation seems indeed to have hovered around 
the topic at the Press launch, and this was tapped in to by at least one journalist. The curators 
may have been caught off guard when confronted about Enckell’s gayness.

The crucial question of course is not, ‘Was Enckell gay?’, but rather: ‘How is gayness 
– that of the artist or that of the viewers – dealt with in the exhibition programme?’ Is such 
a viewpoint deemed worthy of taking into account, and if not, why not? From a marketing 
perspective, I was actually surprised the museum didn’t use the ‘queer card’, considering the 
centrality of so-called minority perspectives today. The fact that the theme of homosexuality 
had already been overtly embraced once – 20 years ago, in a somewhat smaller Enckell 
exhibition organised by the Helsinki Art Museum (HAM) – hardly gives it grounds to dismiss it 
today. Not because of Enckell’s sexuality per se, but because of the gay aura that in any case 
surrounds his art. A lack of explication represents a missed opportunity. What was enough 
of a suggestion for someone who is already in the know like myself, will not satisfy a younger 
audience yearning for empowering affirmation.

Still, I understand the curators’ unease. ‘Sexual orientation’ is a tricky topic today: 
what does the term even signify to people? On the one hand, we are expected to revere such 
‘orientations’, on the other hand there is a general polite wariness with respect to any given 
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identity group. Ironically, at the same time, gender and sexuality are seen as fluid, dynamic 
categories. At the end of the day, homophobia survives, alongside sexism and racism – hence 
the ongoing relevance of ‘queering Enckell’.

GC: Would you say there are any parallels with women artists in the way that Enckell’s work 
was critiqued in terms of the use of colour?

HK: Enckell’s use of colour was certainly feminised, so the question does make sense. An 
obvious parallel would be Ellen Thesleff. Her wondrous colourism, far more expressive than 
Enckell’s, was treated amply in the Press with general enthusiasm, even awe, but the texts are 
laced with subtle qualifications, intriguing word choices and gendering devices. I have always 
wanted to write about her reception, but was happy to pass the torch to my student, Asta 
Kihlman of Turku University. In her 2018 dissertation, she applied the analytical framework 

Magnus Enckell, Awakening Faun, 1914, oil on canvas, 65.5cm x 81cm
Hoving Collection, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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that I had introduced in Tapaus Magnus Enckell – quite successfully, I might add. Textual 
Thesleffiana is rife with metaphor, hence fruitful soil for intellectual scrutiny.

GC: Would you say Enckell was marginalised by the art world in his day? His work seemed to 
be under scrutiny and a certain kind of criticism, unlike Thesleff, for example.

HK: I wouldn’t say so. Enckell is and was always considered a central figure in the Finnish 
art world and a champion of modernist ideas, particularly on the Swedish-speaking side, 
but also more generally. It is certainly a problem if complex analyses of historical attitudes 
and oversights result in such a perception. Now we might say that Enckell’s sexuality was 
marginalised, but even that is a tricky claim, for it was not even an issue. One might rather 
claim that the 2020 exhibition marginalised his sexuality, but that was a conscious curatorial 
decision, motivated by an ‘holistic’ take on the artist’s oeuvre.

While Enckell’s embrace of colour was questioned by a host of leading critics, this 
was done in such a forceful and wordy manner that it cannot help but suggest that his art 
mattered. As we say in Finnish, critics circled his colourism ‘like a cat around hot porridge’. 
Here one might recall Foucault’s ironic notion of an ‘immense verbosity’ that surfaces around 
seemingly taboo topics.

But to return to your question, all relevant or interesting artists were scrutinised, 
Thesleff too. There were artists – including some women – whose work was left more or less 
unscrutinised, because they were not deemed worthy. Now they were marginalised, and this 
dynamic is still at play today, with the difference that the art world and the power exercised 
was more singular in the first half of the 1900s. Today even outsiders are likely to find some 
kind of a context. The very idea of ‘being marginalised’ calls for fine-tuning in a situation 
where culture no longer relies upon a distinct centre/margin bias.

GC: How much has art-historical research sought to establish truths and how much has it 
established perspectives that accumulate into truths about Enckell’s oeuvre?

HK: Art history is a discipline, and much energy was spent on constructing ‘disciplinary’ canons 
and mythologies. Enckell is just one prime example. Today the value of canons is centred on 
them as objects of deconstruction – an invigorating intellectual exercise as such – and also as 
a healthy reminder of how societal values and humanistic ideals change over time. However, 
textual analysis without proper contextualisation is dangerous. Writers of the past can and 
should be criticised for their hidden or not-so-hidden ideological agendas, but they should not 
be ostracised. After all, even our critiques tend to be ideologically driven, not just theirs. Our 
truth is just as relative as theirs was.

Considering how rich our historical archive on art is, it is rather sad to note how little 
the 2020 Enckell exhibition amounted to in terms of writing. There is nothing much for future 
scholars to get their teeth into. The sad truth is that no-one seems to care, really. At least the 
critics from the past, such as Onni Okkonen, E.J. Vehmas and Edvard Richter1, to name a few 
pet culprits, cared. Their engagement is really quite admirable. [Laughs]

GC: What new themes do you think should or could be studied about Enckell’s art?

HK: I am not aware of any new themes – ‘nothing new under the sun’, as we say! But there 
is plenty left to be done; history is endless territory and there are lesser-known works in the 
Enckell catalogue that would merit revisiting. His Symbolist phase continues to be much of 
a mystery. What I would personally like to see is a more intense, writerly engagement with 

1 The gentlemen in question were among Finland’s leading arbiters of taste in the first half of the 
20th century. Okkonen worked as art critic for Uusi Suomi for over 20 years, and was Professor 
of Art History at the University of Helsinki 1927–48, publishing several book-length studies on a 
variety of topics. Vehmas followed Okkonen as critic for Uusi Suomi and also worked as curator at 
the Ateneum Art Museum for 15 years. Richter was a long-time critic for Helsingin Sanomat, which 
survives till today as Finland’s leading daily newspaper.
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artworks. This goes for all art scholarship – writing about art and visual culture at its best is 
itself an art form, albeit one that seems to be sinking into some sort of limbo right now. lf 
you ask me, all ‘Wiki’-style should be banned, those bland facts and figures valuing crude 
statement over subtle argument.

At the end of the day, I hope that my work has not helped create a monster. Sensitivity 
to the cultural subtexts, which I – and other scholars of the ‘paranoid’ bent – helped unveil 
can easily lead to ideological speed-reading, reductionist interpretations, dismissal and even 
censorship. Like shooting fish in a barrel. It bears repeating that the analysis of historical texts 
and concepts is tricky, and should by no means lead to a rejection of metaphorical language, 
which is at the core of all good, inspired and inspiring art writing. It is the grey zone between 
black and white that represents humanity, as unfathomable as this may be to those who like 
to dwell on extremes.

Keywords: Magnus Enckell, arthistorical canons, art criticism, art writing, sexuality, cultural 
mythology, gender ideology

Hanne Selkokari (ed.), Magnus Enckell 1870–1925. Ateneum Publications Vol. 141. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery /  
Ateneum Art Museum, 2020, is published in Finnish, Swedish and English and includes two essays by Harri Kalha,  
‘From Delectation to Degeneration: Splashes of Chromophobia in Enckelliana’ (also published in FNG Research 6/2020 
(https://research.fng.fi/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/fngr_2020-6_kalha_harri_article1.pdf) and ‘The Golden Age –  
An Idyll for All?’.
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Finnish Landscapes on Tour

As the Finnish National Gallery takes an exhibition of Finnish landscape to the United States,  
Anu Utriainen and Hanne Selkokari from the Ateneum Art Museum discuss its themes with  
Leslie Anderson of the National Nordic Museum in Seattle to gain a deeper insight and context 
for the show.

This interview was originally made for and published in Nordic Kultur 2021/22, the Magazine of 
the National Nordic Museum, Seattle

The exhibition ‘Among Forests and Lakes: Landscape Masterpieces from the Finnish National 
Gallery’, which opens at the National Nordic Museum in May 20211, examines on a wide scale 
how Finnish artists have depicted the landscape of their native country. The show spans a 
period of over 100 years from the 1850s to the 1970s, and includes Finnish landscapes from 
the coast and archipelago in the south to the fells of Lapland and the Arctic Ocean in the 
north. It celebrates the sophistication of the Finnish art establishment and the concurrent 
development of the landscape genre through more than 50 paintings, prints, and video art. 

The exhibition includes a range of landscape depictions, from idealised views 
completed in the artist’s studio to realistic scenes painted en plein air and visual expressions 
of the landscape in a modern artistic language. Organised into four themes, the exhibition also 
considers the role that landscapes played in the creation of a nation and a national identity.

International research projects and exhibitions form a significant part of the Finnish 
National Gallery’s operations, both in Europe and overseas. The Ateneum Art Museum has 
previously worked with Scandinavia House in New York, which served as the first venue of the 
FNG’s Modern Woman project in 2017. Since then, the show has been exhibited in several 
cities in Europe, as well as further afield in Tokyo. 

In the same manner, the ‘Landscape Masterpieces’ were destined to tour in the US, 
but due to the Covid-19 pandemic the more extensive exhibition tour had to be cancelled and 
works from the FNG collection will now be presented only in Seattle. As the National Nordic 
Museum’s mission is to share Nordic culture, values and ideas, it is the perfect venue to 
exhibit these works. 

NNM: National Nordic Museum Director of Collections, Exhibitions and Programmes,  
Leslie Anderson
AU: Anu Utriainen, Senior researcher, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum 
HS: Hanne Selkokari, Curator, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum

NNM: Why has landscape been a significant genre in Finnish art?

AU: In Finland, the era of building a national identity is closely linked to the birth of the 
concept of ‘Finnishness’. This concept took form mainly in the literature and poetry of the 

1 https://www.nordicmuseum.org/exhibition/forestsandlakes.
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first decades of the 19th century – at that time, Finland was a Grand Duchy of the Russian 
Empire. Landscape painting emerged as a category of European art at the same time and it 
has its roots in the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. Alongside this emerged the 
ideal of nationalism, national self-rule, and the desire to create a unified national culture. The 
idea of an independent nation created a strong need to depict the country and its people in 
visual form.

One of the most significant landscape painters of the first half of the century was 
Werner Holmberg (1830–60), who studied in Germany in Düsseldorf. Holmberg adapted 
the themes and ideas of Romantic landscape painting to the Finnish environment. This was 
a pioneering project as there were no professional Finnish artists or public art museums in 
Finland until the Finnish Art Society (established in 1846) founded the Drawing School in 
the mid-19th century and began to collect artworks through donations, commissions and 
purchases. The aim was to amass a collection of Finnish art for public display. This momentous 
campaign culminated in the inauguration of the Ateneum building in 1887, consisting of two 
art schools, the Art Society’s offices, and an art museum for the collections. By that time, 
landscape painting had achieved a key role in the newly established art scene. 

Even today, landscapes are greatly loved by Finnish museum visitors; and landscape 
painting as a genre and means of artistic expression is popular among contemporary 
visual artists.

NNM: This exhibition shares 130 years of artwork. How has the depiction of the Finnish 
landscape changed during this time? 

HS: The ways of experiencing and expressing the landscape and nature vary, but many of 
the ideas conveyed through landscape remain the same. Evoking the sublime in the viewer, 
which was the aim of the early artists, progressed into showing the details of nature through 
careful studies executed in nature, as in Holmberg’s sketches; or depicting snow and ice in a 
variety of ways with different techniques used by artists such as Fanny Churberg (1845–92), 

Fanny Churberg, Finnish 
Landscape, 1879, pencil and 
opaque paint on paper,  
28cm x 34.5cm
Gösta and Bertha Stenman 
Donation, Finnish National 
Gallery / Ateneum Art 
Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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Väinö Blomstedt (1871–1947) and H. Ahtela (1881–1968). Lea Ignatius (1913–90) and 
Aimo Kanerva (1909–91) are both masters of expressing the warm sun and heat in their works 
(Heat and Hot Day) by using just one radiant colour.

A bird’s eye view of an untouched lake landscape was, for a long time, regarded 
as an ideal type of Finnish landscape. Symbolist landscape painting began in the 1890s, 
and as a style is still strongly present in contemporary art. The Finnish landscape is not 
just countryside and pure nature. It is present in built environments and cities. The idea 
that built environments could be landscapes originally came from the writer and historian 
Zachris Topelius (1818–98), who saw nature, people, and culture as a single entity. An 
opposing view was held by the poet J.L. Runeberg (1804–77), whose Romantic idea was that 
untamed nature and pristine wilderness represent the very opposite of culture and were 
important for that very reason.

NNM: The exhibition is divided into four themes – Seasons, Inside the Landscape, Symbolist 
Landscape, and Lapland. Why did you decide to organise this exhibition thematically rather 
than chronologically? How did you identify these four themes?

AU: There are certain recurring types and forms of landscapes, out of which the most 
canonical one is the view over a lake seen from a high vantage point, as Hanne points out 
above. Another popular theme is the four seasons, and here winter landscapes can be 
mentioned as typically Finnish, especially at the turn of the 20th century. At the same time, 
Symbolism in general – and Symbolist landscape painting in particular – were significant 
stylistic and philosophical movements and genres in Finnish art and cultural life, so it was 

Aimo Kanerva,  
Rippling Wheatfields, 1946,  
oil on canvas, 58cm x 65cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /  
Jenni Nurminen
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obvious they would play a role in this show 
as well. Later in the 20th century, artists 
have implemented the ideas of the Symbolist 
painters in their work using many different 
techniques and forms of artistic expression. 
The discussion between figurative and 
non-figurative has also been relevant in this 
genre of painting.

Lapland in the north, on the other 
hand, is both a vast geographical and cultural 
region (the latter is referred to as Sápmi). 
It has enthralled explorers and artists for 
centuries but it was not until the 1920s that 
Lapland became more accessible by train and 
car. The ‘magic’ north was thus an evident 
theme we could not ignore, and which has 
since become a very current topic within the 
discourse of decolonisation and the rights of 
indigenous people. 

In terms of motifs, forests, open fields, 
and lakes occur over and over again. After the 
Second World War, Finnish society changed 
radically. Urbanisation and industrialisation 
were rapid and sweeping. Finland changed 
from an agrarian country into a modern 
industrial society in a couple of decades. This 
had an effect on art and landscape painting too, 
and cityscapes became a popular motif.

The curatorial process and organisation 
of the show with these themes was actually 

pretty easy when we realised that the above mentioned are the most common motifs and 
topics, supplemented with urban landscapes from the modern era.

Interestingly enough, the core concept of the ‘Finnish landscape’, created in the 
mid-19th century, has survived over time. It has transformed many times in terms of style, 
technique, and form, but the initial idea of a pristine and intact landscape, or an image of it 
with a hint of human intervention, has never disappeared.

NNM: Many of the works included in the exhibition were created by canonical artists, while 
others are by less well-known artists. What was the process for selecting works of art for 
the show?

AU: The Ateneum Art Museum is the biggest and best-known art museum in Finland. 
The permanent collection exhibition, ‘The Stories of Finnish Art’, shows many of the most 
significant works from the late 19th to early 20th centuries. In recent years, the collection’s 
timeline has been extended until 1970, the Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma being 
responsible for the collection from that time on. Today, the Ateneum is not only a museum of 
older art, it also holds the biggest collection of modern art in Finland. We have been working 
on this part of the collection intensely very recently, making the modern collection more 
accessible to our visitors, at home and abroad.

Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Sunshine on Snow, 1906,  
oil on canvas, 98cm x 68cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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Another important factor in choosing the works was the emerging areas in art-historical 
research. This has had a ground-breaking effect in the way we analyse and study those parts 
of the collection that may have fallen off our radar in recent decades. Concepts of taste or 
style have changed and, for example, climate change, the increasing interest in environmental 
issues, and processes and concepts like decolonisation or posthumanism are examples of new 
ways of seeing. Landscapes and cityscapes are at the very centre of these issues.

In addition, we cannot talk about Finnish art and not mention the role of Finnish 
women artists. They have always played a significant part in the Finnish art scene. Women 
artists have embraced new trends and ideologies in a pioneering way, and shaped the way 
modernism and modernistic styles were adopted in Finnish art at the turn of the 20th century 
and beyond. They also have an essential role in this display as well. Women might not yet 
be as canonical and acknowledged internationally as they are in Finland, but we are making 
continued effort towards effecting change. As an example, our ‘Modern Woman’ project, 
with four modern women artists, has been shown in New York City, Tokyo, Stockholm, and 
Copenhagen. Helene Schjerfbeck (1862–1946), one of the best-known Finnish artists, was the 
subject of a solo exhibition at London’s Royal Academy of Arts in 2019.

These are just examples of how art history, general opinions, and objects of interest are 
changing as the world also rapidly changes around us. We think museums and curators have 
an essential role in addressing these issues.

Anton Lindforss, Autumn, 1941, oil on canvas, 60cm x 92cm
Hoving Collection, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen
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NNM: Can you explain the collecting history of the Ateneum Art Museum, and the efforts 
made in this exhibition to include works by Sámi artists from the collection of the Finnish 
National Gallery’s Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma? 

HS: The Ateneums’s collection started in the mid-19th century with acquisitions by the Finnish 
Art Society. Landscape painting in its different phases and themes was and still is one of the 
major interests in the collection, not least because Finnish artists have always been keen to 
study and paint nature. 

Works by both Sámi artists and contemporary artists are fairly new acquisitions for the 
Finnish National Gallery and are part of Kiasma’s collection. Our aim as curators was to show 
work by artists from all parts of Finland. We wanted to represent landscapes from all over the 
country with as wide a range of artists as possible.

NNM: This is a major travelling exhibition. How often do works such as Hugo Simberg’s 
(1873–1917) Spring Evening, Ice Break (1897) travel to institutions outside Helsinki, Finland, 
or Europe?

HS: Actually, Simberg’s painting has been on the move for the past 20 years and displayed in 
at least 18 exhibitions! The Ateneum Art Museum arranged an extensive exhibition on Hugo 
Simberg with several accompanying publications in 2000. Before this solo exhibition, Simberg 
was known and loved in Finland, but over the past 20 years, his paintings and drawings have 
played an important role in showing turn-of-the-century Finnish art abroad. Spring Evening, 
Ice Break is one of the small treasures of the Symbolist period in Finnish landscape art. The 
last time this piece was shown in North America was in 2007 in Minnesota.

Lea Ignatius, November, 1977, relief printing, soft-ground etching, 35cm x 43cm
Collection Tuomo Seppo, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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NNM: What have you discovered in researching this exhibition that surprised, challenged, or 
expanded your understanding of Finnish art?

AU: I find myself in a continuous state of astonishment when working with our collection. I 
really enjoy studying it and try to find new ways of putting our works of art in a context that 
gives museum visitors new perspectives, experiences, and ways of thinking. Having worked 
with the collection for many years, the most interesting part for me at the moment is the 
modern collection. It has not been studied or exhibited as much as the older art, and it gives 
me great joy to make new discoveries.

Women artists are one of my special interests – painters, printmakers, and sculptors – 
and how they were able to build their careers as professional artists.

It was not surprising to find that there are many images of lakes, forests, and fields, 
but it was a bit of a surprise to realise there are relatively few seascapes and images of the 
archipelago, even though these are an essential and huge part of the Finnish landscape. 
One answer to this is political: artists were interested in the more unknown and untouched 
hinterlands, the original and unspoiled ‘Finnish’ inland, as they were commissioned to give 
it a visual form as a national landscape. Seashore was considered more civilised. Language 
was an important factor too – the coastline was largely inhabited by the Swedish-speaking 
population, including most of the artists themselves who came from the Swedish-speaking 
upper classes until the early decades of the 20th century. Therefore, coastal areas might not 
have been considered as a genuinely Finnish landscape. 

In general, this project has only strengthened our view of the landscape as one of the 
most essential and widespread themes in Finnish art of all times.

Keywords: landscapes, landscape painting, Symbolist landscape, nationalism, Finnish art, 
Werner Holmberg, Hugo Simberg, Lapland, Sápmi, forest, Finnish archipelago

‘Among Forests and Lakes: Landscape Masterpieces from the Finnish National Gallery’, the National Nordic Museum, 
 Seattle, until 17 October 2021 

Hugo Simberg, Spring 
Evening, Ice Break, 1897,  
oil on canvas, 27cm x 37cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Aaltonen
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‘I always return equally humbly to the same:  
To give form, alright, but to what?’1  
– Juhana Blomstedt’s Art and Thought  
1970–80
Emmi Halmesvirta, MA student, University of Helsinki

This article is published as a result of a three-month research internship  
at the Finnish National Gallery

Introduction

My painting deals with astronomy, history, psychology, politics, culinary art, anatomy, 
obsessions, warfare, reproduction, erotica, gravity, diving, whirls, bobbins, velocities, 
atmosphere, animal and plant kingdoms, minerals, statistics, aesthetics, mathematics 
etc. phenomena and with such things. If my painting cannot convey my personal ‘pathos’, 
my sense of reality, I have failed.2 

With this note from 1974 I want to start my endeavour to reveal how the artist Juhana 
Blomstedt’s (1937–2010) thinking has formed the core of my research during the internship 
period at the Finnish National Gallery. Blomstedt’s career spanned many decades from the 
late 1950s3 until the 2000s. In this article I specifically focus on one decade in his career – the 
1970s. I chose the 70s in order to study his development as an artist and thinker at an early 

1 ‘Yhtä nöyrästi palaan aina samaan: Antaa muoto, OK mutta mille? […].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s 
notebook, entry likely in January 1980. 6/3. Juhana Blomstedt Archive (JBA). Archive Collections 
(AC), Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki (FNG). The numbers before JBA refer to the numbers of the 
notebooks and files. All translations in this article are by the author.

2 ‘Maalaukseni on tekemisissä astronomian, historian, psykologian, politiikan, keittiötaidon, 
anatomian, obsessioiden, sodankäynnin, lisääntymisen, erotiikan, painovoiman, sukeltamisen, 
hyrrien, kelojen, nopeuksien, atmosfäärin, eläin- ja kasvikunnan, mineraalien, statistiikan, 
estetiikan, matematiikan ym ilmiöiden ja asioiden kanssa. Ellei maalaukseni pysty välittämään 
persoonallista “paatostani”, todellisuudentunnettani, olen epäonnistunut.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s 
notebook, 8 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG. 

3 The curtain for the hall of the Finnish Adult Education Centre in Helsinki, from 1958, can be 
considered his first major commission.
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and pivotal stage in his career. He had had his true artistic breakthrough in 1966.4 Moreover, 
I wanted to study his use of the grid, which I knew he had experimented with, but how and 
to what purposes I had no idea. Curiously, in the 70s Blomstedt seems to have occupied 
an interface between a promising young artist and a mature artist, one who had grounded 
his place in artistic circles. This impression came to me via newspaper articles from 1973, 
as he was, on two separate occasions in that year, considered part of both the younger 
and the older generation of abstractionists.5 This led me to think that this artist and his art 
are not easily categorised or defined, and this complexity is something I was interested in 
exploring further. 

This article will explore the ways in which Juhana Blomstedt developed or changed 
his thinking during the 1970s and in order to do that it is necessary to consider his many 
occupations. Blomstedt was not only an artist, but also a professor, a theorist and writer. As 
a writer he was industrious, expressing his ideas concerning art, art theory and philosophy 
among other topics. From his abundant writings, letters and notes, it is clear that his manner 
of writing varied depending on the purpose and the audience for whom they were intended. 

4 Ville Lukkarinen. ‘Juhana Blomstedt’, in Rakel Kallio, Veikko Kallio, Saara Salin & Helena Sederholm 
(eds.), Pinx. Maalaustaide Suomessa: Siveltimen vetoja. Porvoo: Weilin + Göös, 2003, (132–35) 133.

5 During the same year, in 1973, in two different exhibition reviews he was called in one of them ‘our 
international constructivist representing the younger generation’, then in the other ‘a constructivist 
of the older generation’. See Raimo Viitala. ‘Rakenteellista taidetta, taiteen rakenteellisuutta’, 
Tyrvään Sanomat, 24 February 1973 and Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan 
Uutiset, 11 February 1973. 

Juhana Blomstedt in 1972, in Minneapolis. Photographer unknown. Juhana Blomstedt Archive. 
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Ainur Nasretdin
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His personal notebooks contain a blend of diary-like personal entries and art theory. As an 
artist Blomstedt worked full-time, taking on commissions for public works, collaborating with 
the prestigious Galerie Daniel Gervis in Paris from 1970 onwards6, as well as participating in 
solo and group exhibitions in Finland and beyond. He also held a position as a visiting fine 
arts professor in the United States in 1971 and for a year taught at the Minneapolis College 
of Art and Design. This was an opportunity which had opened up for Blomstedt thanks to his 
collaboration with Daniel Gervis.7 

In this article I study the archive documents and sketches related to Blomstedt’s career 
in the period 1970–80. It does not cover comprehensively everything in his artistic career in 
this period. Instead, I will expand on selected writings, drawings and lecture notes in order to 
dive deeper into some of the artist’s thoughts and discuss them in the broad framework of 
modernism. Initially, I approached the previously unstudied material with the aim of studying 
aspects of Blomstedt’s creative process and writing about his methods of planning and 
drafting his works. As I familiarised myself with his personal and public writings and realised 
how rich in content and ideas they are, the central questions of this research project shifted 
more towards formulating Blomstedt’s outlook on art and connecting them to the issue of 
his artistic processes, which now to me seem almost inseparable. Consequently, I started to 
approach the archive material with questions such as how his writings related to his artistic 
process or how his thoughts formed an essential part of these processes and, additionally, 
how he developed or changed his thinking during the 1970s. The aim was to reflect upon the 
relationship between theory and practice in certain contexts by using Blomstedt’s material as 
a kind of case study.

The corpus of primary sources is comprised of Juhana Blomstedt’s notebooks,8 
sketchbooks and sketches between the years 1970 and 1980. The notebooks belong to 
the Juhana Blomstedt Archive in the Archive Collections,9 the sketchbooks and sketches to 
the Art Collections of the Finnish National Gallery (Ateneum Art Museum). The notebooks 
and sketchbooks contain texts, drawings and calculations.10 Additionally, I looked at the 
press cuttings collection in the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery, including 
exhibition reviews and artist interviews, which in turn illuminate the discourse around 
contemporary art at that time. The material in both the Juhana Blomstedt Archive and the 
art collection is prodigious and leaves room for further research, as this article does not aim 
to cover the material in its entirety. For biographical information I have primarily used the 
biography compiled by Timo Valjakka.

This article will first look at Blomstedt in relation to the modernist art tradition and 
take into consideration the various categorisations that permeated the art discourse during 
the 1970s. I will then discuss Blomstedt’s professorship in Minneapolis and the case study of 
his use of the grid, which chronologically overlap to some extent. The second case study deals 
with the whirl. Lastly, this article will consider Blomstedt’s ideas about form.

6 In 1970 Juhana Blomstedt had his first solo exhibition at the Daniel Gervis gallery, which kickstarted 
a long-lasting collaboration. See Timo Valjakka. ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’ (Biography), in Timo 
Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki: WSOY, 2007, (103–15) 106.

7 Imy Douillard. ‘Elämää muovikuutiossa’, Eeva 2/1973.
8 Altogether there are nine notebooks in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive that have clearly been dated 

by Blomstedt himself to 1971–80, these have been numbered as notebooks 2–10. Notebook 1 
dates from around 1968–69. Some of the notebooks overlap chronologically, but I have for sake 
of consistency numbered them according to the first possible date. Notebooks 2–10 are all in 
the file 3. 

9 Overall, the archive material in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive consists of notebooks, c-cassettes, 
photographs, slides, negatives, letters, exhibition catalogues, publications and other exhibition-
related material, various documents from receipts and applications to material from the Fine Arts 
Academy of Finland among others.

10 Both the notebooks and the sketchbooks contain figurative drawings, for instance self-portraits, 
portraits, still-lifes and landscapes, which will not be concentrated on in this article, although they 
were part of Blomstedt’s art production.
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Blomstedt and modernism

As this article looks at Juhana Blomstedt’s artistic presence in the broad framework of 
modernism, the concepts of ‘modern’ or ‘modernist’ become significant. The terms were first 
coined in Paris during the 19th century and ‘modern’ as an adjective was used by the writer 
Charles Baudelaire.11 Art described as modern, art that was in a new way conscious of itself as 
part of a tradition and wanted to separate itself from a said tradition and past art, dates back 
to the late 19th century.12 By the time that Blomstedt was working, during the latter half of 
the 20th century and into the 21st century, modernism in art had validated its place – by the 
1960s it had lost its early rebelliousness.13 Blomstedt is in this article considered part of this 
continuation. What is here referred to as modernist art or modernism is the framework from 
which he worked that can be looked at as a kind of chain of influence during the 20th century 
that begun with what Briony Fer calls the first generation of abstract painters, including Piet 
Mondrian, František Kupka, Kasimir Malevich and Wassily Kandinsky.14 To offer one possible 
definition for ‘modernist’ art, it is, according to Clement Greenberg, art that uses the typical 
media for itself in order to criticise itself.15 This implies that modernist art is inherently 
conscious of itself, its tradition and its nature and uses this meta-knowledge to reinvent itself 
and reconsider its means. 

Based on Blomstedt’s correspondence it is possible to imagine some of the issues 
under discussion in Finnish modernist art circles during the 1970s. Blomstedt, a multilingual 
intellectual from an artistic family16 was confident with the pen, writing in Finnish, French or 
English, and corresponded extensively with friends and acquaintances about art, philosophy, 
literature, religion and architecture and, on some occasions, commenting on social conditions. 
Among the people he wrote to at that time are the architect Juhani Pallasmaa, artists Sam 
Vanni and Paul Osipow, as well as the author Pekka Suhonen. He was also friends with the 
writer-poet Pekka Parkkinen. 

An important figure for Juhana Blomstedt during his last years of study was Sam 
Vanni (1908–92).17 Considered a key figure in early Finnish abstraction, it was through his 
teaching and art that Vanni made an impact on an entire generation of artists.18 As regards 
Vanni himself, seeing French modernist art by Henri Matisse and Victor Vasarely had a very 
important role in orienting his own painting slowly towards abstraction.19 Later on Blomstedt, 
who had sought out Vanni as his teacher at the Fine Arts Academy of Finland,20 would not 
only be inspired by his tutor, but also by French art. By the time of Blomstedt’s breakthrough 
in 1966, influential artists for him – such as Vasarely, Mondrian, Malevich, Kandinsky, Fernand 
Léger and Paul Klee – were already considered modern classics.21 

11 Jaakko Lintinen. ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.), Modernin ulottuvuuksia. 
Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (4–15) 5.

12 Jaakko Lintinen mentions Clement Greenberg, who pinpointed the start of modern art to Édouard 
Manet continuing with Impressionists. Lintinen, ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, 5–6.

13 Lintinen, ‘“Myrskyisä edistys” saatteeksi’, 7.
14 Briony Fer. On Abstract Art. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000, 7
15 Clement Greenberg. ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.), Modernin 

ulottuvuuksia. Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (133–45) 133.
16 Yrjö Juhana Blomstedt was the son of the ceramic artist Heidi Blomstedt (née Sibelius) and 

architect Aulis Blomstedt, and the grandson of the composer Jean Sibelius. He grew up in Helsinki. 
See for example Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.

17 Juhana Blomstedt studied at the Fine Arts Academy of Finland in 1957–61. He was taught by Erkki 
Koponen and Tapani Raittila and later on by Sam Vanni. Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.

18 ‘As a result of their work an entirely new generation of artists was grown’, Tuula Karjalainen 
regarding Sam Vanni and Unto Pusa. See Tuula Karjalainen. ‘Opettaja ja esikuva’, in Tuija Kuutti 
(ed.), Sam Vanni – opettaja ja esikuva. Helsinki: Art-Print Oy, 2008, (19–27) 19.

19 Sam Vanni’s interest in abstract art was ignited during his year-long visit to Paris in 1947. Tuula 
Karjalainen. ‘Sam Vanni taiteilijana’, in Tuija Kuutti (ed.), Sam Vanni – opettaja ja esikuva. Helsinki: 
Art-Print Oy, 2008, (9–17) 10.

20 Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 103.
21 Lukkarinen, ‘Juhana Blomstedt’, 133.
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Paris, where Blomstedt lived for most of the period between 1966 and 1981,22 provided 
him with countless opportunities to visit art museums and galleries and he would go to the 
Louvre regularly.23 His correspondence from Paris offers an insight into the artists he was 
interested in at the time. He was fascinated by Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse, but criticised 
contemporary artists, which is evident in a 1977 letter to Vanni:

In general classics, to which I naturally include among others Picasso and Matisse, have 
increasingly started to interest me. They are such lessons in painting in this time and age 
when the majority of artists mostly try to explain why painting is impossible and then 
claim that those explanations are art. This goes better with the theorising over here than 
with most of your local ‘neo-realism’ or social realism, however one should call it.24

Blomstedt preferred earlier modern painting, such as works by Picasso and Matisse, 
to contemporary conceptual art, which at that time was very much the trend – at least so it 
seemed to Blomstedt.25 However, what is fascinating about the letter to Vanni is that he chose 
to use the phrase ‘lesson in painting’, emphasising a lesson in a practical, almost tangible 
sense, as if the paintings are teaching him to paint with similar visual principles to Picasso and 
Matisse. He did not write for instance ‘lesson in thinking about painting’ or something similar. 
Moreover, there was a difference in how certain painters influenced Blomstedt as an artist: 
some, like Picasso or Matisse, had an effect on him in a more practical way, through examining 
their works and being reminded of the role of painting, whereas reading his notebooks gives 
the impression that with other artists, such as Klee and Kandinsky, the influence worked on 
the level of theory rather than through their actual art. This point is in fact made explicit in an 
interview that Blomstedt gave for the Sara Hildén Art Museum.26

When Blomstedt wrote to Vanni in 1977, he was still living in Paris, while Vanni lived 
in Finland. Thus, he was likely referring to French ‘theorising’ and Finnish ‘neo-realism’ or 
‘however one should call it’. Ideals that he had about art seem to have been informed by visits 
to museums and galleries and influenced by his own reactions to the contemporary art of the 
time, particularly conceptual art. For Blomstedt, painting was not impossible. He stated in 
an interview that conceptual art, whereby ‘these artists for instance dig a hole in the ground 
and claim that it is art’27 was of no interest to him and that instead he believed in ‘pictorial 
expression, it is the only way’.28 

The 1970s were a politically radical period among young artists, for whom art had lost 
its impartiality.29 It was a decade of two very different, rival orientations in art, realism and 
abstraction, both encompassing varying ‘-isms’. From the point of view of Marxist reflection 

22 Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 105.
23 Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 1970.
24 ‘Yleisemminkin ottaen klassikot, joihin tietysti luen mm. Picasson ja Matissen, ovat kasvavassa 

määrin alkaneet kiinnostaa. Ne ovat sellaisia maalauksen oppitunteja tänä aikana jolloin suuri 
osa taiteilijoista koettaa lähinnä selittää miksi maalaustaide on mahdotonta ja väittävät sitten että 
nämä selitykset ovat taidetta. Tämä sopii hyvin täkäläiseen teoretisointiin kuin suurimpaan osaan 
sikäläistä ‘uusrealismia’ tai sosiaalista realismia, miten tuota nyt kutsuisi.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter 
to his former teacher Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. 
AC, FNG.

25 Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 
1970. ‘Aivan viime aikoina on ollut voimakkaasti esillä ns. käsitteellinen taide […].’

26 Juhana Blomstedt’s interview by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. 
Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 22. ‘[…] Klee ja Kandinsky olivat minulle 
avaintaiteilijoita. Nimenomaan heidän teoriansa, ei niinkään se, mitä he edustivat taiteilijoina tai 
ihmisinä.’ 

27 Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 
1970. ‘[N]ämä taiteilijat esimerkiksi kaivavat kuopan maahan ja sanovat että se on taidetta.’

28 Juhana Blomstedt in Arto Seppälä. ’Pariisilaista sinistä sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 
1970. ‘Minä uskon kuvallisuuteen, se on ainoa tie.’

29 Markku Valkonen. ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen – kohti sitoutumista’, in Salme Sarajas-Korte 
(ed.), Ars – Suomen taide 6. Keuruu: Otava, 1990, (220–33) 221.
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theory, non-figurative orientations of art were labelled as ‘bourgeois errors’; instead the 
purpose of realism, whereby social commentary could be turned into visual messages, was 
emphasised.30 Political art, while typically acquiring the form of realism – although not always 
as there were attempts to unite constructivist forms with political messages – was rivalled 
by modernist art orientations, and neither of them gained hegemony in the Finnish artistic 
scene.31 From the modernist field, constructivist art in particular was displayed in multiple 
major exhibitions during the 1970s in Finland.32 

Blomstedt exhibited alongside artists who were also at that time considered 
constructivists.33 Constructivism in a most general sense is a non-representational form of 
art that minimises expressiveness and favours geometrical shapes in order to achieve an 
impersonal and mechanical finish.34 One journalist stated in 1978 that, in the early 1970s, the 
attitude towards constructivist art had begun to sour and that, based on previous exhibitions, 
many critics had even suspected it would die ‘a quick death’.35 This illuminates the atmosphere 
within which Blomstedt worked in relation to the Finnish artistic scene, which he had 
never completely left behind, as is evident from his active correspondence with his Finnish 
colleagues and organising exhibitions with Galerie Artek36 as well as participating in group 
exhibitions37 in Finland, even though he had settled in Paris and written that, from there ‘it is 
somewhat painstaking to keep track of Finnish cultural life […]’.38

Although the exhibitions received varying levels of praise, with a few exceptions 
Blomstedt’s art was generally well received by critics, even if the show as a whole was not.39 
Nonetheless, Blomstedt himself described the quality of Finnish art criticism in the press as 
‘very low’, and was apparently unimpressed by writings filled with artificial labels of various 
‘-isms’. Yet rather than ‘grumbling within a mould-eaten notebook’ he aimed to ‘explode’ the 
world by ‘painting’.40 

Categorisations

The press cuttings collection at the Finnish National Gallery reveals how abstract art was 
written about in the 1970s, yet having only looked at articles published between 1970 and 
1979 which mention Blomstedt by name, the sample remains limited. However, at least 
when it comes to Blomstedt, there was a tendency to categorise his art. For example, he 

30 Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 221–22.
31 Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 222.
32 E.g. in 1973 Suomalainen konstruktivismi (Finnish Constructivism) and 1978 12 Taiteilijaa (12 

Artists). See Timo Valjakka. ‘Näyttelyt’ (Exhibitions), in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. 
Helsinki: WSOY, 2007, 118–19. 

33 See note 32.
34 Harold Osborne. Abstraction and Artifice in Twentieth-Century Art. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1979, 131.
35 Pirjo Hämäläinen. ‘Tammikuun taidetta Helsingissä’, Kouvolan Sanomat, 31 January 1978. 

‘Vaikka viimeisten nuorten näyttelyiden perusteella moni arvostelija on ollut valmis povaamaan 
konstruktivismille pikaista kuolemaa, tuntuu tuo puritaaninen suunta sittenkin elävän.’

36 During the 1970s he had solo exhibitions at Galerie Artek in 1973, 1976 and 1978. See Valjakka. 
‘Näyttelyt’, 117.

37 E.g., Juhana Blomstedt took part in exhibitions such as Suomen Taiteilijain 75. näyttely (1970), 
Modernia kotimaista (1972), Suomalainen konstruktivismi (1973), Valtakunnan näyttely (1976) and 
12 Taiteilijaa (1978) at Helsingin Taidehalli. Valjakka, ‘Näyttelyt’, 118–19.

38 ‘Täältä käsin on jokseenkin vaivalloista seurata Suomen kulttuurielämää [ ].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s 
letter to Pekka Suhonen, Paris 13 April 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.

39 See e.g. Ahti Suosalo. ‘Artekin kesänäyttely’, Kansan Uutiset, 2 July 1974. ‘Suomalainen konkretismi 
vaikuttaa ei-taiteelta: kansanomaisesti sanottuna siitä puuttuu juoni ja ymmärrettävyys. Sen 
suosijakunnan täytyy olla erittäin suppea.’ Suosalo was writing regarding Artek’s summer 
exhibition, a group exhibition showcasing abstract art.

40 ‘[M]inun on “räjäytettävä” maailma maalaamalla, eikä mukisemalla jonkun homeensyömän vihon 
sisällä.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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was described as ‘a concretist’,41 ‘a kinetic’ artist,42 with a bit of criticism ‘a constructivist’43 
and in one case his paintings in an exhibition at Galerie Artek, in Helsinki, were described as 
containing ‘minute informalist events’.44 In an article published in the Finnish art magazine 
Taide, Blomstedt says that he himself saw categories as ‘damn hard to talk about’45 and 
cites Wassily Kandinsky, who allegedly described categories as boxes, where artists are put 
according to their size, form and colour like ‘smoked fish’.46 The interview was published in 
1979. However, in the previous decade, Blomstedt is said to have been supportive of the 
concretist art movement to which he himself had also been included.47 

Possibly in the pursuit of making art more accessible or more easily digestible to the 
great art-viewing public, the critics continued to write about contemporary artists by mirroring 
them with current ‘-isms’. Blomstedt refrained from talking about his own oeuvre in any such 
terms and rejected the strict dichotomy between figurative and non-figurative art. Instead, his 
approach to painting can more accurately be summed up by referring to one of his letters. In 
1977, Blomstedt wrote to his friend, the architect Juhani Pallasmaa:48

‘Painting is a mental matter’, as Leonardo says. This, to my understanding, means that 
painting is fruitfully relative. For this reason, among others, I have long ago forsaken 
‘categories’ in my own work. There does not exist any i.e. absolutely abstract art, nor 
figurative, or similar, painting. There is the eye and supporting it, the brains.49

One can argue that Blomstedt intended to separate himself from this category-infused 
art-speak that was the modus operandi of art critics in Finland at the time. In this simple 
and straightforward sense he was not a product of the art-speak of his time or at least not 
persuaded to change his own way of looking at his own artworks, even though claiming such 
a thing becomes a paradox in itself. For aren’t we all somehow connected to the societal 
conditions that surround us? Wanting to talk about art without ‘-isms’ can also be seen as 
reactionary to this culture that insists on these categorisations. Perhaps the phrase ‘painting 
is a mental matter’ held a special position in Blomstedt’s thinking, even becoming a mantra of 
sorts that he also repeated in another letter to Vanni.50

Modernists of the 20th century aimed to distinguish themselves from tradition and to 
transcend convention.51 It was a project oriented towards an abstract goal. Writing this article 
has been an exercise in trying to release my own thinking from the dialectic of abstract and 

41 Olli Valkonen. ‘Kuvat ja kyyneleet’, Uusi Suomi, 8 February 1970.
42 Raimo Viitala. ‘Suomalaisen ei-esittävän taiteen katselmus’, Tyrvään Sanomat, 24 February 1973.
43 Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset, 11 February 1973.
44 Tapani Kovanen. ‘Kuvataide’, Suomen Sosiaalidemokraatti, 29 April 1978.
45 Pekka Parkkinen quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, see Pekka Parkkinen. ‘Juhana 

Blomstedt, patriootti Pariisissa’, Taide 4/1979. ‘On helvetin vaikeaa puhua luokittelutermein.’
46 Pekka Parkkinen quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, see Pekka Parkkinen. ‘Juhana 

Blomstedt, patriootti Pariisissa’, Taide 4/1979. ‘Taidesuunnat ovat rasioita joihin taiteilijat kokonsa, 
muotonsa ja värinsä mukaisesti tungetaan kuin savustetut kalat.’

47 Valkonen, ‘Kuvataide vuoden 1970 jälkeen ’, 215–16.
48 The question of to whom this particular letter was intended remains ambiguous, since the letter 

itself does not explicate this. However, it has a hand-written note by Blomstedt added in 2005, 
where he assumes the letter might have been intended for Juhani Pallasmaa, 18 March 1977. File 
2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.

49 ‘“Maalaus on mentaali asia”, kuten Leonardo sanoo. Tämä ymmärtääkseni tarkoittaa, että maalaus 
on hedelmällisesti suhteellista. Mm tästä syystä olen jo kauan sitten hylännyt “kategoriat” omassa 
työssäni. Ei ole olemassa mitään esim. absoluuttisesti abstraktia taidetta, ei myöskään figuratiivista 
tms maalausta. On silmä ja sen tukena olevat aivot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Juhani Pallasmaa, 
18 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG. 

50 This time Blomstedt writes it in French, although the letter is otherwise written in Finnish, saying 
that ‘[l]a peinture est une chose mentale’. Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March 
1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.

51 See Anu Utriainen. ‘Näkökulmia moderniin ja modernin kokeminen’, PowerPoint Presentation, 10 
December 2020. Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum.
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representational art that in one way characterises Blomstedt’s time, yet in having to write 
about their concepts in relation to the 1970s, I have opted for using terms such as abstract, 
non-figurative and non-representational art, as well as their counterparts – figurative and 
representational art – for lack of better ones to describe certain phenomena and for the 
sake of clarity. 

When reading about modernist art of the 20th century, especially the early half of the 
period, one will usually come across a concept called ‘purity’ of painting. ‘Pure’ in the context 
of modernist painting was described by Clement Greenberg, an influential modernist art critic 
in the 20th century.52 ‘Purity’ was the aim of the self-criticism characterising modern art: a 
process of ‘purifying’ each individual art form from outside references or ‘loans’ in order to 
make it self-defining and self-referential.53 This can be seen as for instance the heightened 
importance of pictorial qualities and the aversion to realism – which was regarded as hiding 
its medium behind illusions – and echoes of these Greenbergian ideas can be used to analyse 
Blomstedt’s art as well. ‘Purity’ may not be a far-fetched term when we look at Blomstedt’s 
optic works, field-paintings and grids, which play with the flat, two-dimensional surface, using 
the medium of painting not to hide, but rather to reveal itself. Similar ideas of purity arise 
when we look at Blomstedt’s writings about individual truth and his almost compulsive need 
to write about the importance of painting in this endeavour.

Piet Mondrian, whose theoretical points Blomstedt knew of through the artist’s 1936 
essay ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, wrote that non-figurative art was the outcome of 
figurative art.54 That is why painting that slides towards abstraction can be seen as the act of 
removing. Geometrical forms, also favoured by Blomstedt, are profoundly abstract and thus 
they attain a neutrality,55 a kind of purity of form. Abstraction in art-making becomes the 
process of studying the interface between ‘something’ and ‘nothing’. However, even ‘nothing’ 
can and will represent something: itself. It is possible to extend this thought-experiment 
further to make the claim that everything represents something, albeit involuntarily, creating 
a weird paradox. Blomstedt’s impression of what messages or meanings or associations an 
artwork of his should convey to its viewers, works in reverse to his own personal goal in 
making art. His own notes clarify that for him painting was about realising his own sense of 
reality, no matter whether it is called either figurative or abstract. Being true to himself in his 
art and being able to visualise it was central to his thinking: 

In all my pieces (‘abstract’ and ‘figurative’, quelle distinction!) there always exists the 
same endeavour to accomplish a sort of pathos-like truthfulness that corresponds as 
perfectly as possible to my feeling at the same time regarding my own connection to 
reality and in what way I perceive it to be ‘objectively’ pursuing fulfilment […].56

One could then draw the conclusion that the questions of truthfulness he worked 
with stayed largely the same throughout the decade, even though his practical methods of 
posing these questions changed. What is more, the subjectivity in his endeavour worked in 
both directions. Rather than hoping for viewers to see the truth in his works, he rather wished 
that each individual viewer would have their own impressions, saying that ‘[f]or my part it is 

52 Veikko Kallio et al. Taiteen Pikkujättiläinen. Helsinki: WSOY, 1991, 420.
53 Greenberg, ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, 134–35. 
54 Piet Mondrian. ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’ (1936), in Harry Holtzmann & Martin S. James 

(eds.), The New Art – The New Life: The Collected Writings of Piet Mondrian. New York: Da Capo 
Press, 1993, (288–300) 290.

55 Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 290.
56 ‘Kaikissa töissäni (“abstrakteissa” ja “figuratiivisissa”, quelle distinction!) esiintyy sama pyrkimys 

saavuttaa eräänlainen paatoksenomainen totuudellisuus, joka vastaa mahdollisimman 
täydellisesti tunnettani samalla omasta suhteestani todellisuuteen ja siihen millä tavalla koen sen 
“objektiivisesti” pyrkivän kohti täyttymystä […].’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 15 November 1974. 
6/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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somewhat indifferent what people see in my artworks as long as they see different things’.57 In 
contrast to objective figurative art, Mondrian calls non-figurative art subjective,58 which both 
aligns with Blomstedt’s thinking and contradicts it. In the passage above, Blomstedt emphasises 
his own sense of reality, which sounds subjective, yet he then goes on to talk about pursuing 
fulfilment ‘objectively’. So, on the one hand he thinks of painting as a subjective endeavour, on 
the other hand he is supposed to reach, through this subjectivity, an objective fulfilment, a kind 
of universality. For some modernists this implied no contradiction and they saw the potential of 
geometrical forms such as the grid as a ‘staircase to the Universal’.59 Art acquires the mutually 
dependant relationship between the individual and universal, the aim being to achieve a balance 
of both, the objective and subjective.60 

Blomstedt concerned himself with the fundamental questions of life, and conveying 
his ‘pathos’61 was important. While pondering life’s big questions is hardly an exceptional 
quality in a person, to make it such a central part of his artistic endeavours not only ties 
his whole being to his art, but also binds Blomstedt to his fellow modernist thinkers. 
Modernists were interested in uncovering the truth behind the illusions of reality by 
applying a method of abstraction, whereby in the end only the most profoundly true would 
remain. This occurs, for instance, in the art of Mondrian, who abstracted visible phenomena 
until they had, in his view, revealed ‘the true reality behind the illusions that make up the 
visible world’.62 Blomstedt thought in a similar vein about his works and more generally, 
about the nature of abstract art:

An abstract artwork, the way I understand it, reaches for the picture of truth in all its 
complexity, diversity and incoherence […], in short, its inexplicable richness. On the other 
hand it only reflects that which already is in its viewer, the more perfectly it does this, the 
more intensely it is true.63

To say that an artwork ‘only reflects that which already is in its viewer’ implies that we as 
viewers of art cannot escape our sense of reality, the lens or filter through which we look at 
art. It is like claiming that if there is true knowledge of the world, it is very subjective, since 
our experiences are not something which we can escape from. Blomstedt made it clear that 
he did not want to push a single and objective truth, whatever that might even mean, through 
his paintings.

Coming back to Blomstedt’s reference to Leonardo, saying that painting is a mental 
matter can be thought of as the process of visualising how the mind filters perception. 
Blomstedt emphasised the importance of imagination as an artist’s tool, which goes hand 
in hand with individuality, at least judging by the implications of his remark from 1975. 
In one of his notebooks he has written, in quite a fervent manner, about his experience

57 ‘Omasta puolestani on jokseenkin yhdentekevää mitä ihmiset töissäni näkevät kunhan näkevät eri 
asioita.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Tauno Sarantola, possibly March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies 
of letters 1. JBA. AC, FNG.

58 Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 290.
59 Rosalind E. Krauss claims that for some artists, like Mondrian and Malevich, the grid was ‘a staircase 

to the Universal’. Rosalind E. Krauss. The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist 
Myths. Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1988, 10.

60 Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 289.
61 ‘Pathos = The power of a person, situation, piece of writing, or work of art to cause feelings of 

sadness, especially because people feel sympathy.’ Cambridge Dictionary,  
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pathos (accessed 29 March 2021).

62 Carel Blotkamp. Mondrian: The Art of Destruction. London: Reaktion Books 1994, 94.
63 ‘Abstrakti taideteos, niin kuin minä sen ymmärrän, tavoittelee totuuden kuvaa sen kaikessa 

kompleksisuudessa, monipohjaisuudessa ja ristiriitaisuudessa […], lyhyesti sanoen sen 
selittämättömässä rikkaudessa. Toisaalta se vain heijastaa sitä joka jo on katsojassa, mitä 
täydellisemmin se tämän tekee, sitä intensiivisemmin se on tosi.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to 
Tauno Sarantola, possibly March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 1. JBA. AC, FNG.
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regarding Finnish artistic life at the time. His description explores something he calls 
‘a consistent policy’:

The term ‘consistent policy’ encapsulates the parochialism, stupidity, and superficiality 
of the whole of Finnish artistic life. ‘Policy’ in this case equals lack of imagination and 
courage, detachment, flatness and convention.64

As we have seen, Juhana Blomstedt discouraged the use of ‘-isms’ and other simplifications 
through the use of labels in artistic discourse. Perhaps that embodies what is here meant by a 
‘consistent policy’ – that in Finland art at that time should have been easily identifiable within 
pre-defined concepts, be it either within the tradition of realism or modernism. Noticing a lack 
of courage in Finland, Blomstedt implied that there was a lack of subjective inventiveness, or 
the courage to be unconventional and, could this also mean the inability to reinvent oneself 
as an artist after having been categorised by the media and art critics, whom he held in such 
low esteem?

However one interprets the meaning of a ‘consistent policy’, it is known that Blomstedt 
disliked the concept of art as a political tool. He saw art as an ineffectual method of engaging 
in politics, and made this clear in an interview in 1970.65 This ties in with his thoughts about 
individual truth, the mystery of life and its exploration in painting, which he wrote about in 
the context of art as a political tool:

It came to me that ‘the taistoists’66 naturally want to harness painting as a tool for 
propaganda, a very eloquent one, but a tool nonetheless. This might result from painting 
being per se a completely dangerous, uncontrollable and subjective way to touch or at 
least pursue truth and for these people, individual truth represents a scary, unknown 
goblin – that it is for each one, but then what would a life worthy of a human being be 
like if not standing in front of this mystery? 67

Nevertheless, this point raises the question of whether the reluctance to participate 
in social discussion and claiming that art could and should not be used as a political tool, is 
not itself a political gesture regarding the purpose of art all the same? In other words, ‘non-
political’ art, through its apolitical nature, could be read as a statement on the discussion 
around the cultural meaning of art. I am left to wonder, why then has he written in his 
notebook in 1974 that among other topics, his painting deals with politics?68

64 ‘“Johdonmukainen linja” -käsitteessä tiivistyy koko Suomen taide-elämän nurkkakuntaisuus, 
typeryys ja pintapuolisuus. “Linja” tässä tarkoittaa mielikuvituksen ja uskalluksen puutetta, 
ulkokohtaisuutta, latteutta ja sovinnaisuutta.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 14 March 1975. 5/3. 
JBA. AC, FNG.

65 Arto Seppälä quoting Juhana Blomstedt in an interview, in Arto Seppälä. ‘Pariisilaista sinistä 
sormenpäissä’, Aamulehti, 19 September 1970. ‘En näe tarkoituksenmukaisena politikoidakaan 
taiteella – sitä paitsi se on hyvin voimaton keino.’

66 The taistoists, or the followers of taistolaisuus, were a pro-Soviet, interior opposition group in the 
Finnish Communist Party in the 1970s and 1980s. The name comes from Taisto Sinisalo, the group’s 
leader. The word ‘taisto’ in Finnish also translates as ‘a fight’.

67 ‘[T]uli mieleeni että “taistolaiset” tietysti haluavat tehdä maalaustaiteesta propagandavälineen, 
hyvin hienostuneen, mutta välineen kuitenkin. Tämä johtunee siitä että maalaustaide sinänsä on 
täysin vaarallinen, kontrolloimaton ja yksilöllinen tapa koskettaa tai ainakin tavoitella totuutta ja 
yksilöllinen totuus on näille ihmisille pelottava, tuntematon peikko – sitä se kyllä on itse kullekin, 
mutta mitä sitten olisi ihmisarvoinen elämä ellei seisomista tämän arvoituksen edessä?’ Juhana 
Blomstedt’s notebook, 3 January 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

68 See note 2. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 8 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG. 
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Minneapolis, 1971–72 

Juhana Blomstedt was given an opportunity to teach as visiting professor in the United States 
at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, and in 1971–72 he and his family spent the 
year in the US, with the artist teaching painting, drawing and, for a period, graphics. In an 
attempt to understand how Blomstedt’s art came to take the form it did, it is important to try 
to understand his thinking and how that thinking came about. It is easy to agree with those 
who have called him an artist of intellect,69 because his drawings from 1971–72 in particular 
have the appearance of studies of the mechanisms in optics and kinetics, requiring knowledge 
of those fields – they were not only drawings for personal artistic use but were probably used 
to demonstrate certain theoretical concepts in his classes. This optical technicality and its 
detachment from affective qualities is something that Blomstedt has reflected upon later70 
and which he eventually let go of. In the coming years, his thinking changed:

I would like that which is erased to be visible in the background when the work is finished. 
That behind the form one could sense the history of its conception. A hand-written page 
where beneath the wiped out parts the earlier options are visible.71 

At the beginning of the 70s, Blomstedt’s artworks were described in the Finnish 
press as demanding and mathematically constructed,72 not without cause. The rigorous 
crosshatching and perfect circles are practically impossible to draw freehand with such 
compositional harmony and precision. One has only to look at some of his sketchbooks to 
find all kinds of calculations, but as the years progressed the critics noted that Blomstedt’s art 
had shifted in a more painterly direction.73 This notion is reflected in the development of his 
theoretical thinking.

From Blomstedt’s personal lecture notes we can form an idea as to which artists, 
theories and concepts were included in his syllabus. His notebooks contain a multitude of 
exemplary drawings illuminating the concepts he was teaching his students. This calls forth 
the possibility that the thought processes and theoretical knowledge regarding the creation of 
a drawing or painting to enlighten his students, are similar to the ones from which he himself 
worked as an artist. 

Regarding colour theory Blomstedt has written down the names and main concepts 
from two French theorists Michel Eugène Chevreul and Charles Blanc, whose Grammaire 
des arts du dessin (1867) is mentioned along with his own notes on them, commenting 
even on details such as how their ideas about blue shadows preceded the Impressionists.74 
Blomstedt was concerned with physiological optics, a branch in the field of optics favoured 
by modernists.75 This deals with perceptual processes in the eye, that is, principles of visual 

69 Raimo Reinikainen describes Blomstedt as follows: ‘Blomstedt is an intelligent artist, his works are 
ascetic, delicate and demanding.’ (‘Blomstedt on älykäs taiteilija, hänen teoksensa ovat askeettisia, 
herkkiä ja vaateliaita.’). Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset, 11 February 
1973.

70 Juhana Blomstedt in an interview regarding Composition I (1972), by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi 
Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 44. ‘Tulos oli 
liian teoreettinen ja vaikka se oli kuinka vaikuttava, se ei enää puhutellut ihmistä.’

71 ‘Haluaisin että se mikä on ylipyyhittyä näkyisi myös taka-alalla kun työ on valmis. Että muodon 
takaa aavistaisi sen syntyhistorian. Käsinkirjoitettu sivu jossa ylipyyhkimisten alta näkyy 
aikaisemmat vaihtoehdot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 7 August 1975. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

72 Antti Nuortio. ‘Graafinen meri’, Uusi Suomi, 8 February 1973; Raimo Reinikainen. ‘Merkintöjä 
Kuvataiteesta’, Kansan Uutiset ,11 February 1973.

73 Osmo Laine. ‘Kaksitoista urhoollista’, Tyrvään Sanomat, 22 January 1978.
74 ‘Chevreul 1839 ja [and] Blanc 1867 had observed and published their ideas about blue shadows 

long before the Impressionists, around 1870’, writes Juhana Blomstedt in his lecture notes during 
his time in Minneapolis. 2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

75 Krauss. The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
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information processing.76 In addition to Chevreul and Blanc, Blomstedt noted names such as 
Ogden N. Rood and Hermann von Helmholtz, presumably as suggested or required further 
reading for his students. All of these aforementioned names are listed by Rosalind E. Krauss 
as being of immediate concern to modernist artists working with exactly that branch of 
optics, an important factor having been that it focussed on studying light and colour as they 
are perceived by humans and animals.77 One of its main concerns for artists and colour 
theorists was that the theory states that the eye functions as a kind of filter between the ‘real’ 
world and human or animal perception.78 Colour can only be experienced, not measured. In 
Blomstedt’s words to Pallasmaa, ‘[t]here is the eye and supporting it, the brains’.79 Well versed 
in physiological optics and how artists applied its theories, he quotes Blanc in his lecture notes 
in English: 

The role of color is to tell us what agitates the heart, while drawing shows us what passes 
in the mind.80

Consequently, the different functions of colour and drawing, according to Blanc, 
inspire the suggestion that colour addresses emotions, while drawing deals with the artist’s 
thoughts and perceptions. Let us assume that Blomstedt chose his teachings according 
to his own theoretical preferences or interests, and then combine Blanc’s idea of the 
role of colour with Blomstedt’s endeavour in painting to reveal his own pathos. It follows 
that colour played a significant role in Blomstedt’s artistic thinking in the way that it is so 
variable and connected to subjective perception, as well as being dependent on outside 
conditions such as the amount of light. In his lecture notebook from 1971, Blomstedt has 
written down a list of artists, presumably to use in his teaching. The list includes many 
American abstract or modern painters such as Agnes Martin, Ad Reinhardt, Lorser Feitelson 
and Charles Shaw, so could it be that Blomstedt especially wanted to select artists whose 
works the students were already familiar with or whose artworks would have been readily 
accessible for viewing? 81

To comprehend form in the way that Blomstedt wrote and spoke about it at that time, 
one must consider absence. In one of his lectures, his thoughts wander to the process of 
abstraction in form and its purpose, a question pondered by many modernists like Mondrian 
decades before him. In his lecture notes titled ‘a game’ he drew comparisons between 
sculpture and everyday objects:

[T]hough clay may be moulded into a vase, the utility of the vase lies in what is not there. 
[T]hough doors and windows may be cut to make a house, the utility of the house lies in 
what is not there. [T]herefore in taking advantage of what is, we recognize the utility of 
what is n[ot].82

The artist must have in their mind the complete image of a form’s spatial existence, 
as Blomstedt puts it.83 Lecturing about formulating the whole work in one’s mind before 

76 Martin Jüttner. Physiological Optics, 2511.  
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/9783527600441.oe079 (accessed 1 March 2021).

77 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15. 
78 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
79 ‘On silmä ja sen tukena olevat aivot.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Juhani Pallasmaa, 18 March 1977. 

File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.
80 Juhana Blomstedt referring to Blanc’s Grammaire des arts du déssin (1867). 2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
81 On the second page of Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, August 1971, there is a list of various 

artists. The list includes Ilya Bolotowsky, Irene Rice Pereira, Carl Holty, Jean Xceron, Charles Shaw, 
Charmion von Wiegand, Lorser Feitelson, Agnes Martin, Milton Avery, Peter Dechar, Reginald Neal, 
Jimmy Ernst, Larry Poons, Ad Reinhardt and Sol LeWitt. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, August 1971. 
2/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

82 Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72 titled ‘a game’. File 10: page 9. JBA. AC, FNG. 
83 Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72. File 10: page 10. JBA. AC, FNG.
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its execution sounds similar to the 1930 second tenet of the 
declaration of Constructivism, originally formulated by Theo 
van Doesburg.84 The artist in Blomstedt’s example must learn 
to use their imagination and form the complete picture of their 
work in their mind, which includes the skill to imagine that 
which is absent. During the same lecture, Blomstedt showed 
his students a picture of equally-spaced dots. The dot, or 
point, was an interesting example to use in his lecture, because 
of its qualities in geometry. ‘A geometrical point is an invisible 
being’, wrote Kandinsky.85 The point can be understood as 
the smallest and shortest geometrical form, the ‘primordial 
element of painting and especially graphics’.86 

The dot-chart was used by Blomstedt to demonstrate 
what he called ‘the essential problem of perception’87 – that 
is – the brain’s insistent and continual need to organise 
perceived data into objects wherever possible. On the one 
hand this demonstrates not only the qualities of the point as 
a geometrical form – its shortness, firmness and fastness88 – 
but also its connection to geometrical abstraction in art. On 
the other hand, perhaps Blomstedt was illuminating the tense 
relationship between representation and non-representation: 
in what kind of conditions could abstract art even become 
a possible thought, if our brains are wired to organise all 
perceived forms? 

The grid

Blomstedt utilised a particular method in his working process, the grid. The grid as the 
structural basis is especially visible in his notebook drawings and works from the early 
1970s, such as the three-part graphic series called Minneapolis, of which there are multiple 
sketches in the Ateneum Art Museum’s art collection. Considering how often the grids occurs 
in Blomstedt’s drawings and how much he would otherwise write about his thoughts on 
art theory, I found it surprising how little he has written about his thoughts around the use 
of the grid, bar a few exceptions. 89 For this reason, and to provide a theoretical context for 
Blomstedt’s sketches, I am studying his grids through the theory of Rosalind E. Krauss and 
going from the assumption that similar thoughts that compelled other artists of the 20th 
century to employ grids can be applicable at least to some extent to Blomstedt’s drawings. 
However, the grid was evidently not just an exception to the rule, but rather the rule itself. 
Comparing various notebooks and sketchbooks from around 1970–72 shows that his 
experimentation and visual thinking with the grid was systematic during those years.

84 The second tenet begins by saying that ‘[t]he work of art must be entirely conceived and formed by 
the mind before its execution. […]’. Osborne, Abstraction and Artifice in Twentieth-Century Art, 128.

85 Wassily Kandinsky. ‘Punkt’, in Max Bill (ed.), Kandinsky: Punkt zu Linie und Fläche. Bern-
Bümpliz: Benteli AG., 1955, (21–56) 21. Originally published as Band 9 in 1926 as part of the 
Bauhaus-Bücher.

86 Kandinsky, ‘Punkt’, 31.
87 Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture in Minneapolis, 1971–72. Filw 10: page 16. JBA. AC, FNG.
88 Kandinsky, ‘Punkt’, 31.
89 In the material studied for this article I have managed to find only a couple of instances where 

Blomstedt has directly used the word ‘grid’. One among his Minneapolis notes shows a drawing of 
a grid accompanied by text saying: ‘black and white grid only!’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1971. 
3/3. JBA. AC, FNG. 

Equally-spaced dots, from 
an unnumbered page in 
Juhana Blomstedt’s lecture 
titled ‘game’, delivered in 
Minneapolis, 1971–72. File 10. 
Juhana Blomstedt Archive. 
Archive Collections, Finnish 
National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /  
Pirje Mykkänen
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Being a distinctly 20th-century phenomenon, the grid pinpoints Blomstedt’s art 
and thought firmly in relation to the 20th century.90 He was a contemporary thinker and 
artist of his time. Grids occupy a significant portion of Blomstedt’s early 1970s notebook 
and sketchbook pages, which chronologically coincides with a more general trend towards 
the use of grids in art.91 A characteristic of modernism, the will for artists to stand out or 
separate themselves from the past resonates with the resurgence of the grid throughout 
the 20th century. 

In 1974, Taide magazine published an article by Juhana Blomstedt showing the working 
process of Minneapolis III (1971–72) in 24 parts, with his comments.92 In all 24 stages the 
grid-basis for this black-and-white geometrical work is visible. The grid functions as a base 
structure, upon which he systematically adds a new layer to the surface consisting of a new 
geometrical element, advancing from vertical lines and a frame to diagonal and horizontal 
lines and lastly to circles, sometimes taking steps back, all the while studying and altering 
the value by changing the amounts of black and white. Although the Minneapolis sketches in 
the art collection are not identical to the magazine’s 24 sketches, they still represent similar 
working methods and give visual form to Blomstedt’s thought processes. The four gouache 
sketches are based on a pencil-drawn grid, still visible in parts in the background if studied 

90 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10.
91 In the May 1972 issue of Artforum, John Elderfield writes: ‘Grids, with modules and series, have 

become important modes of organization for recent art. One is tempted to talk here of grid 
structures; but if the word “structures” is to have any precise definition we must distinguish it from 
things that are more properly frameworks. Grids can constitute structures or can, more often, be 
simply frameworks.’ John Elderfield. ‘Grids’, Artforum, May 1972, 52–59.

92 Juhana Blomstedt demonstrating his creative process in the article ‘Konstruktiivisuus ja 
konstruktivismi’. ‘Suomalaisia konstruktivisteja. Suomalaisen konstruktivismin vaiheita’, Taide 
2/1974, (31–44) 34–35.

 
Juhana Blomstedt, Composition III, 1971, acrylic on canvas, 130cm x 195cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Petri Virtanen
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closely, and in one of the sketches Blomstedt has also employed a collage technique when 
adding the final layer, the circles. 

Grids are not functionally homogenous. For example, the grid can be used to provide 
and emphasise the structure of a flat surface. This might well be the intuitive response to 
encountering grids. In this case the grid structures the surface of the painting by dividing it 
into, typically but not necessarily, equal sections. Blomstedt often used a crosshatch grid, a 
grid made up of vertical and horizontal lines. However, the grid can take many other forms, 
such as diagonal lines or dots of various kinds. Nevertheless, the ‘perspective’ created by the 
grid works is not outwards, but rather it maps out the plane of the painting itself.93 This is a 
crucial aspect of Blomstedt’s grids, which also highlight the two-dimensionality of painting 
as medium. 

For an artist who used measurements in dividing the space in his paintings and pursued 
mathematics as a pastime, the grid does appear to be a logical component of his oeuvre. In 
Composition III, the grid works as a reduplicative surface and forms the actual work. Effectively 
the painting consists of grid upon grid in tones of black, grey and white, against a background 
of varying shades of blue, where the concentration is in the centre. The painting appears to be 
a kind of optical illusion, as if the grid omits light and is shining and moving, like a net thrust 
over the colours in order to trap the colour inside itself. The grid has no outer limits, extending 
to infinity beyond the frame of the painting. Thus, the grid works outwards, an effect, which in 
this case is highlighted by the extension of the blue tones, which are most vivid in the centre 
and become lighter towards the sides. This has been called a centrifugal reading of the grid.94

In the Juhana Blomstedt Archive the earliest notebook, from around 1967–69, is 
also the first to contain grids.95 Coinciding with his optic and field-compositional artworks 
of the early 1970s, Blomstedt experimented with grids, which were also used to illustrate 

93 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10. 
94 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 18.
95 This has been ambiguously dated on the cover first to ‘1967 or 68’, which has been ruled out 

and above that has been written ‘68–69?’, the question mark making the dating ambiguous. 
Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 1/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache 
on paper, 33cm x 51cm (leaf) 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache 
on paper, 32cm x 48cm (leaf) 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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treatises about physiological optics.96 Among the archive material, I have found two picture 
slides showing two untitled, very small gouaches (one being 11cm x 9,5cm and the other 
13cm x 10cm) from 1970, which play with a visual grid and the optical illusion between 
the two-dimensional surface and three-dimensional depth of space. While Blomstedt 
was already acquainted with optics theories before moving to teach in Minneapolis, once 
there he had the opportunity to browse the well stocked library of his college, get to know 
his respective colleagues’ oeuvres and in general experience American art first-hand,97 as 
well as develop his optics works further. During his year in America, he started basing his 
composition on systematic symmetry, which led to artworks Blomstedt himself described as 
‘melodious fields’.98 

The grid is not necessarily a strictly structural device.99 Nonetheless, if we look at 
various notebook and sketchbook drawings, grids appear as visible structures dividing the 
surface of the picture into sections by vertical, horizontal and sometimes diagonal lines. The 
grid provides the structure, while at the same time becoming the factual picture. It equalises 
the surface of a painting, while also enhancing its effect. Relying on the grid to achieve a 
composition based on systematic symmetry, Blomstedt created his field-paintings. In these 
works, the grid eliminates traditional concentrated composition and makes the surface 
possible to reduplicate, which is an effect utilised to its precise potential in the Minneapolis 
series. The sketches, although differing in many ways, all attain a certain hypnotic quality. 
The vertical and diagonal formations of the dashed lines together with the circles that seem to 
lay on top of the grid are optically magnetic. The white is not the soft tone of the paper, but a 
cold, clear white. The sketches play not only with contrasts created by geometrical forms, but 
also they are visual experiments with value – searching for the perfect balance of black and 
white. On a more general note, perhaps a reason for the grid’s popularity among 20th-century 
modern artists was its usefulness in freeing painting from a relation to the ‘real’ world; 
embodying the Greenbergian idea of purity. It provided a structure that was ‘completely 

96 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 15.
97 Riitta Valorinta. ‘Minneapolis-Babylon’, in Helka Ketonen (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt: Vuoden taiteilija. 

Espoo: Frenckellin Kirjapaino Oy, 1989, (23–37) 23.
98 Valorinta, ‘Minneapolis – Babylon’, 24.
99 Elderfield, ‘Grids’, 52–59. 

Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache 
on paper, 33,5cm x 44,3cm (leaf) 
Finnish National Gallery /Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

 
Juhana Blomstedt, sketch for Minneapolis series, 1972, gouache 
on paper, 33,5cm x 51cm (leaf) Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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separate and free from language, and thus also from time and all outside references 
in general’.100

From Blomstedt’s drawings it transpires that he used grids not only as the central 
display of a piece or as an effective device, but perhaps also as a kind of tool for thinking. 
Many of the drawings have been executed with either a pencil or a ball-point pen and in their 
nature they appear as studies or mental notes. However, what went on in Blomstedt’s mind 
concerning colours, for instance, remains mostly a mystery. In addition to his Minneapolis 
sketches, some drawings are also studies of value using black and white,101 while others deal 
with neutralising the ‘material’ as he calls it.102 There is a playfulness and joy of exploration 
regarding the grid. On one page Blomstedt has drawn seven doodles, five of which are grids 
that are ‘distorted’.103 By bending and twisting the grids he is playing with optics and its 

100 Ville Lukkarinen. ‘Piste, viiva ja taso – Juhana Blomstedt taiteen rajalla’, in Helka Ketonen (ed.), 
Juhana Blomstedt: Vuoden taiteilija. Espoo: Frenckellin Kirjapaino Oy, 1989, (7–21) 18. ‘Täysin 
erillään ja vapaa kielestä, ja näin myös ajasta ja yleensä kaikista itsensä ulkopuolisista viittauksista.’

101 A drawing with the caption: ‘[B]lack and white grid only!’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 1971. 3/3. 
JBA. AC, FNG.

102 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1 January 1972. 3/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
103 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 1971. 3/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

 
Juhana Blomstedt, ‘Photos of distorted grid’, from notebook 3, 1971.  
Juhana Blomstedt Archive. Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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effects, studying perspective and perhaps having a bit of fun as well. Concluding from his 
drawings, it can be said that grids work not as frameworks or underlying organisations, but 
they become the works themselves, factual displays.104

The modern use of the grid differed in nature fundamentally from its previous uses 
in perspective studies many centuries ago. Whereas, for example during the 15th and 16th 
centuries, the grid was used scientifically to study perspective and to map out reality on its 
representation, in 20th-century modernism it was used to organise the physical and aesthetic 
dimensions onto the same plane.105 Thus, it has nothing to do with perspective in relation 
to the real world. Truly the mark of Cain for modern art, instead of referencing reality, it 
references itself. In Blomstedt’s sketch grids there is no narrative, there is no analogue to the 
real world, it is just the grid and sometimes, colours behind the grids’ crosshatched bars, as 
seen in both Composition III (1971) and Fragment of the Courbevoie Mosaic (1971). In the 
mosaic fragment, the grid divides the space into squares, whereas the colours divide it into 
vertical columns, each one in its own shade of blue mixed with white. In both works the grids 
occupy the foreground, their outlines on display.

The grid in this case eliminates perspectival space, which in effect eliminates the 
possible narrative quality. This is poignantly phrased by the artist Willem de Kooning,106 who 
said that perspectival space ‘carried with it the meaning of narrative’, resulting ultimately 
in a ‘spatial analogue’ containing a meaning, something which was abhorred by the larger 
modernist sensibility.107 Consequently it could be argued that the grid has qualities which 

104 Factual display / underlying organisation are terms used by John Elderfield in reference to artist 
Agnes Martin. Elderfield, ‘Grids’, 52–59.

105 Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde, 10.
106 As referred to by Rosalind E. Krauss. See Rosalind E. Krauss. ‘A View of Modernism’, Artforum, 

September 1972.
107 Krauss, ‘A View of Modernism’.

 
Juhana Blomstedt, Fragment of the Courbevoie Mosaic, 1971,  
gouache on cardboard, 4,5cm x 9cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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somehow resist narrative. Did abstract artists use the grid like any other geometrical form, 
because geometrical elements possess qualities that resist narratives? 

As a characteristic of geometrical abstraction, the grid creates the visual effect of 
mechanical and technological precision. However, artists did not necessarily see grids as 
limiting their expression. On the contrary, the artists whose theories Blomstedt was familiar 
with seemingly took no issue at all in uniting these two worlds, one of precision and one 
of intuition. Both Malevich and Mondrian stated that their paintings are ‘intuitive’ or ‘had 
nothing to do with dogma or mechanical method’, even though their works came to represent 
just such technical and mathematical precision.108 It is likely that Blomstedt did not completely 
subscribe to a similar kind of view, however, since as established before, after his grid 
phase, he wanted to liberate his expression from his strictly optic works that he saw only as 
theoretically impressive yet not otherwise so.109 Nonetheless, it is interesting to trace back 
in time the ideas that emerged in Blomstedt’s ongoing thought processes to find out that 
such questions around art’s true purpose, nature and creation were the same as those his 
predecessors worked with. 

The whirl

It is possible that Blomstedt’s mindset went 
through some changes in the years after returning 
to Paris from Minnesota. We can see a shift 
in his drawings. He gave up field-painting,110 
his notebooks from the mid-decade contain 
increasingly more figurative drawings than before 
and he begins experimenting with whirls.111 
The grids, even though Blomstedt knew how 
to use them in a versatile way, do not exactly 
represent spontaneity or the expressiveness 
of a free brushstroke. In a way his whirl period 
around 1973–76 reflects a new, warm calligraphic 
approach that is full of life and spirit. The 
change of focus is visible from the content of his 
notebooks. The notebooks from the beginning of 
the decade are full of grids and those from the 
mid-decade are filled with whirls. The whirls are 
the central pictorial motifs in many of his works 

from that time, such as the oil painting Three Persons (1975–76), the series titled Condition 
Humaine (1975), including etchings such as Person (1975), and pencil drawings such as 
The Story of the Pale Moon.112 These simultaneously lean towards abstraction, while retaining 
a sort of half-figurativeness.113 

108 Fer, On Abstract Art, 2.
109 Juhana Blomstedt’s interview by Päivi Loimaala, in Päivi Loimaala (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. 

Tampere: Sara Hildénin taidemuseo, 1993, (10–81) 44
110 Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 107.
111 The notebooks contain many variations of whirls. Some of the drawings depict multiple whirls 

pictured from different angles within a geometrical grid, while others, such as one titled ‘rugby 
man’ includes only one huge vertical whirl dominating the whole pictorial plane and, spawning 
from its sides are three smaller ones. Many of the notebooks’ pages are filled with these sketches 
in their many variations, in some cases within a pictorial plane, in others not.

112 The Story of the Pale Moon (Kalpean kuun tarina) is a 24cm x 32cm drawing, of which there is 
a black-and-white photo in the Juhana Blomstedt Archive, File 17: map ‘1974’. JBA. AC, FNG. 
Translation of the artwork’s title from Finnish by the author of this article.

113 Timo Valjakka states that Blomstedt painted in the ‘spirit of surrealism’ these ‘half-figurative whirl-
figures’. Valjakka, ‘Elämäkerrallisia tietoja’, 107.

 
Juhana Blomstedt,  
Three Persons, 1975–76,  
oil on canvas, 114cm x 146cm 
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Petri Virtanen
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The gestalt of the whirl has been called by Paul Klee the ‘first symbol of kinetic form’, 
essentially a symbol of movement.114 As forms they are still somewhat geometrical, because 
the individual swirls are constructed around a central axis. The axes are visible in many of 
Blomstedt’s sketches, as well as in finished pieces. In Three Persons there are three whirls 
and also a barely visible and delicate grid in the form of horizontal broken lines. Although the 
whirls between 1973 and 1976 take centre stage in his sketches, Blomstedt did not completely 
forsake grids. One could say that the grid’s purpose was transformed from being a factual 
display to becoming a supporting element, but one that nonetheless does not form the 
central theme of the artwork. This also functions as a reminder that a chronological approach 
to an artist’s work does not necessarily fit neatly into an artist’s evolution – the fact that a 
theme has been an important factor in an artist’s early career and then seems to ‘disappear’, 
does not mean that it has not affected that artist’s thinking, which in turn determines what 
they do in the future. Moreover, this has been pointed out by Blomstedt himself regarding his 
own career.115

 In July 1974 Blomstedt had a dream about a whirl spinning on water, the movement 
making the water vibrate – a dream, which he then drew from memory.116 In the spinning 
movement and its effect on the surroundings, the influence of Klee’s kinetic form is quite 
clear. Titles of sketches such as ‘People at a bus stop’, drawn most likely in 1974,117 and ‘rugby 
man’,118 reveal that the motif takes its inspiration from people – the fundamental idea behind 
the whirl form. The whirl can be conceived as the visual expression encapsulating the idea 
of modern movement, be it existential, metaphorical or concrete. It is the movement of 
modernism towards an abstract goal, movement of an industrialising city and its people, the 
strolling flâneur, as well as the existential and chaotic ‘movement’ of a person’s thoughts, 
which are reminiscent of Charles Baudelaire’s descriptions of the painter of modern life. The 
modern painter is ‘moving, hurrying, searching’, they have an active imagination, they reveal 
the enduring from the fleeting, they are pursuing something called modernity.119

Instead of being interested in drawing psychological or social portraits or genre 
paintings, Blomstedt was intrigued by something deeper. Perhaps during this research my 
focus has been too much on comparing Mondrian’s thoughts to Blomstedt’s, yet again I 
cannot refrain from drawing parallels between how Blomstedt writes about his whirls and 
how Mondrian saw the unveiling of truth. Blomstedt wrote: 

Is it like this [a small drawing of a whirl], because people’s identities do not interest me 
artistically as much as the ‘weight’ of their presence as such etc.120

This text accompanies ‘People at a bus stop’. In this drawing, people have turned into whirls, 
resembling hurricanes or torpedos, their spiral forms moving in horizontal and diagonal 
lines around their axes. It is as if they have somehow been reduced from excess or stripped 
of their mimetic features, which can be compared to Mondrian’s vision of removing ‘veils’ 
of appearance in order to manifest truth.121 This is one interpretation of Blomstedt’s idea of 
portraying not identities but the more abstract concept of the relations of their presences 

114 Pessi Rautio. ‘How I learned to look’, in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki: WSOY, 
2007, (142–48) 146.

115 Timo Valjakka. ‘Maalaus voi vain ehdottaa’, in Timo Valjakka (ed.), Juhana Blomstedt. Helsinki: 
WSOY, 2007, (7– 58) 7–8.

116 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
117 ‘Ihmisiä bussipysäkillä’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
118 ‘rugby man’. Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
119 Charles Baudelaire. ‘Modernin elämän maalari’. Trans. Kimmo Pasanen, in Jaakko Lintinen (ed.), 

Modernin ulottuvuuksia. Jyväskylä: Gummerus, 1989, (24–62) 37.
120 ‘Onkohan näin [pieni piirros hyrrästä] siksi, ettei ihmisten identiteetti kiinnosta minua taiteellisesti 

niinkään, kuin heidän läsnäolonsa “paino” sellaisenaan etc.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 23 July 
1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

121 Mark A. Cheetham. The Rhetoric of Purity: Essentialist Theory and the Advent of Abstract Painting. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991, 44.
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within the picture. Perhaps Blomstedt still saw them as somehow portraits in their bare 
essences, as he referred to them as figures122 and titled his finished pieces accordingly. The 
whirls resemble simultaneously humans and non-objective movement, produced by a cyclone 
or wind.123 

Perhaps this ‘bobbin’ is a concentration, the plastic synthesis of an altered presence, 
meaning ‘being’, in the way I understand and realise it. To place it within different 
‘situations’ would be an ‘object’ given to the ‘world’, a given universe which would then 
be as pure a manifestation of a fundamental perception as possible without which 
thinking and perceiving, in fact, all dialectic, would be impossible.124

122 Valorinta, ‘Minneapolis – Babylon’, 25.
123 Harald Arnkil. Juhana Blomstedt. Espoo: Weilin + Göös, 1989, 40.
124 ‘Peut être cette “bobine” est la concentrations, syntése plastique d’une présence changée, c’est a 

dire “être”, dans le dus que je l’entaud et la réalise. De la mettre dans differentes “situations” serait 
“object” donné dans un “monde”, univers donné qui c’est a dire la manifestation aussi pure que 
possible d’une dualité fundamentale sans la quelle pensér et pérception, au faite, toute dialectique 
suaient impossibles.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 22 May 1976. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

 
Juhana Blomstedt, ‘People at a bus stop’,  
from notebook 5. Juhana Blomstedt Archive. 
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

 
Juhana Blomstedt, ‘Change’ and ‘rugby man’,  
from notebook 5. Juhana Blomstedt Archive. 
Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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In this passage from Blomstedt’s French notes, the artist used the term ‘pure’. What is a 
‘pure manifestation of a fundamental perception’? He refers to his ‘bobbins’, his whirls, as 
concentrations of being, strengthening the idea that he saw the whirl as the physical essence 
of a person. Could ‘pure’ in this case be interpreted as the same kind of purity that Greenberg 
referred to? That by reducing all excess there remains just the pure form? Not unusually, 
Blomstedt’s writings retain a certain mysteriousness, their full meanings remaining obscure. 
The whirl is a kind of a limbo, hovering between figurative and non-figurative. 

The whirl is linked to questions of existence, which Blomstedt himself points out 
in his notebook. One page shows an outline of a figure equalled to a whirl. The artist has 
drawn a question mark after the whirl. Was he looking for the line between a person and 
its shadow, the bare essence that remains of a person within a space when every individual 
quality and mimetic relation to an identity has been removed? Is he asking: in what ways 
are a whirl and a person similar, what qualities do they share? What I see in his whirls is the 
restlessness reflected in the constant yet static movement of the whirlwind. Someone might 
argue that when a bobbin stops moving it falls to its side, dead. Yet, a whirlwind unmoving 
is a whirlwind that has a moment of piece and of rest, which can be associated with a calm, 
meditative state of mind. Whatever meanings or associations might be imposed on the whirls, 
arguably the movement and the sense of rhythm the figures create remain central. In 1977 
Blomstedt wrote:

An ‘abstract’ rhythm onto a surface always gives me the association of a person, even 
though the parts cannot be individually named, a certain kind of posture, and I cannot 
work without this ‘support’. Even the simplest i.e. horizontal lines’ three-beat rhythm - _ - 
means to me three consecutive vocal accents or a ‘posture’. As has been said, abstract art 
does not exist, at least not for me!125

125 ‘“Abstraktista” rytmistä pinnalle tulee minulle [minulla?] aina mieleen ihminen, vaikkei jäseniä 
yksitellen voisikaan nimetä, jonkinlainen ilmaiseva asento, enkä voi työskennellä ilman tätä “tukea”. 
Yksinkertaisinkaan esim. horisontaalisten viivojen kolmipoljento – _ – on minulle kolme perättäistä 
äänenpainoa tai “asento”. Kuten sanottu abstraktia taidetta ei ole olemassakaan, ainakaan minulle!’ 
Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook 3, January 1977. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

 
A page from Juhana 
Blomstedt’s notebook 9, 
September 1974. Juhana 
Blomstedt Archive. Archive 
Collections, Finnish National 
Gallery 
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Pirje Mykkänen
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Blomstedt could not be clearer about the fact that he does not believe in the existence 
of abstract art. Or perhaps he does not consider the concept meaningful? Still, he displays a 
great understanding of a person’s limits of knowledge, making his epistemological solipsism 
crystal clear by stating that it is solely his own disposition, and not necessarily one of universal 
validity that ‘abstract art does not exist’. What is to be made of this statement? Are we hence 
to be compelled to associate his pictures with our own references to the ‘real’ world? Perhaps 
we as spectators are explicitly encouraged to approach Blomstedt’s paintings however we 
wish, for example as places. In his correspondence with a representative of St James Press Ltd, 
Blomstedt describes it thus:

My paintings are places. If for example a fly happened to sit down on one of them, it 
would be right.126

However firmly the dichotomy of abstract and representational art sticks in our minds, 
perhaps Blomstedt’s artworks could teach us to see beyond that dichotomy. They may be 
looked at as suggestions to consider a painting as place.

The form

‘It has slowly become clear to me […] that form is a process rather than a projection’, 
Blomstedt wrote to Pallasmaa in 1977.127 Blomstedt habitually returned to the same issue 
of form and content. In a letter to his friend Pekka Suhonen, Blomstedt reflected upon form, 
precisely in terms of its meaning for him. He wrote of form as ‘mostly an unconscious process’, 
which according to him results from admitting to oneself that we know only a fraction of 
ourselves and instead everything we do, especially painting, is governed by collective memory 
and archetypes.128 What these archetypes are precisely, or what exactly is meant by collective 
memory, remains unclear in his writings. It may be a bit far-fetched, but to me archetypes 
and collective memory connect to ideas of cultural tradition and learned mannerisms and 
world-views, which in this case happen to be in a European or more broadly, Western context. 
Consequently, breaking free from a tradition means acknowledging its existence and to 
some extent being familiar with its content. The lack of tradition is something that Blomstedt 
considered in relation to American art, saying that in contrast to European tradition since the 
Renaissance at least, American artists have to build upon their short history.129

Blomstedt’s notebooks and sketches contain a fair amount of still-lifes, and he has 
given their nature some thought. In 1979, he wrote: 

Classical still-life, perhaps apart from the Cubists’ early attempts, is impossible in that 
there necessarily arises associative or anecdotal relations between the objects, which 
destroys pictoriality, the picture as an object, an entity.130 

One can, again, draw a comparison with ‘purity’ here. A painting ‘purified’ in a way 
becomes a display of its material qualities, whereas in painting those qualities can also 
be hidden behind the narrative, whose tool is the imagination of the spectator. In other 

126 Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to a representative of St James Press Ltd, 19 September 1975. File 2: 
drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.

127 ’Minulle on hitaasti selvinnyt […], että muoto on prosessi eikä projektio.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter 
to Juhani Pallasmaa, Paris 18 March 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 3. JBA. AC, FNG.

128 Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Pekka Suhonen, Paris 13 April 1977. File 2: drafts & copies of letters 2. 
JBA. AC, FNG.

129 Douillard, ‘Elämää muovikuutiossa’.
130 ‘Klassillinen asetelma, ehkä kubistien varhaisia yrityksiä lukuun ottamatta, on mahdoton siinä, että 

esineiden välille syntyy välttämättä assosiatiivisia tai muita anekdoottisia suhteita, mikä tuhoaa 
kuvallisuuden, taulun esineenä, entiteettinä.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 22 February 1979. 
10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
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words, narrative destroys the picture as an object, which is, according to Blomstedt, why 
still-lifes are impossible. At the other end of the spectrum is the ‘pure’ painting, free from 
anecdotal relations. ‘Pure’ reads as the self-referential art object – autonomous and free 
from the vulgarities of modern life.131 ‘Pure’ painting strives in its media for self-sufficiency 
and self-definition.132 ‘Anecdotal relations between the objects’ suggests objects creating 
a narrative through sharing the same space. Materiality relates to the issue of content and 
form in that emphasising one or the other in painting has an impact on whether or not its 
material qualities become a significant element in its reception. The more ‘non-figurative’ a 
painting is, the more pictorial qualities it obtains. In this case figurativeness would increase 
these ‘anecdotal relations’, whereby the painting loses the flatness of its surface.

Consequently, Blomstedt’s thought process revolved around pictoriality and he worked 
with painting’s object-like qualities. Perhaps this was the way for him to achieve a ‘pathos-
like truthfulness’.133 It is likely that the autonomy of painting in its medium played a role in 
Blomstedt’s artistic thinking, because something like that is suggested in two very similar-
sounding entries from 1974 and 1976 respectively. In 1974 Blomstedt wrote that ’[a] painting 
is first the argument and secondly the (that is, untouched) elaboration taking place within this 
argument’134. Two years later he wrote that ‘[a] painting is an argument in a fully virginal state, 
not an overladen plea’.135

131 Marshall Berman. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air. England: Penguin Books, 1988, 30.
132 Greenberg, ‘Modernistinen maalaustaide’, 134–35.
133 Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 15 November 1974. 6/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
134 ‘[T]aulu on ensimmäinen väite ja toiseksi tämän väitteen sisällä tapahtuva (siis koskematon) 

kehittely.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 18 May 1974. 5/3. JBA. AC, FNG.
135 ‘Taulu on argumentti täysin neitseellisessä tilassa, eikä mikään ylikuormattu puolustuspuhe.’ Juhana 

Blomstedt’s notebook, 1976. 9/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

 
Juhana Blomstedt, sketches for the series Condition Humaine, 26 November 1975,  
marker on paper, 23,5cm x 32,8cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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Some of Blomstedt’s works definitely utilise more or less figurative elements. Yet 
it would be misleading to try to figure out a content separate from form in his paintings, 
because for him, they meant one and the same. Blomstedt was astonished at the mere 
thought of ‘giving form’ to a pre-existing content:

‘Content and form’! An aberrant confrontation! ‘Give form’ implies ‘content’. This in art, 
however, cannot be anything predestined, anything to be formulated in other ways. By 
the way: The form of what? Besides: If there already exists a ‘content’, why should it be 
given a form of any other kind? ‘Form’ is content.136

The sole idea of having to give form to a content had become incomprehensible to him. This 
places Blomstedt within the same modernist tradition as Mondrian and Malevich. In fact, 
Blomstedt writes about form as content in a very similar manner to Mondrian, who in his 
1936 essay ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’ writes that that which one wants to express in the 
plastic arts is the same as the means of its construction.137 It is not so different from saying 
that content equals form. To follow on, it becomes meaningless to separate content from form 
in Blomstedt’s work.

This article has focussed on drawings from the beginning and middle of the 1970s. 
Briefly, towards the end of the decade Blomstedt created paintings that could be likened to 
windows or places, such as View of Summer (1978), Bretagne (1978) and Midday (1978). 
These resemble minimalist window frames, yet they become windows in a symbolist manner 
only – offering views to nothing but themselves. Blomstedt invites us to a place of the painting 
as an object itself, to experience it as a place for the mind and eye to wander. The question of 
what they represent becomes meaningless.

Conclusion

From the combination of Juhana Blomstedt’s writings and drawings made between 1971 
and 1980 it emerges that in the first years of the decade, when he taught temporarily in 
Minneapolis, he focussed on physiological optics resulting in drawings depicting various grids 
used as bases for artworks such as Composition III (1971) and the black-and-white serigraphy 
series Minneapolis I–III (1971–72). A few years later, Blomstedt’s thinking developed towards 
subjective expression as he was of the opinion that the highly optic works as in the grids, 
while being in terms of theory perfectly executed, nevertheless left the viewer cold. 

Thus, as his views changed, so did his expression. The sources for his works came 
from the real world, its landscapes and people, which in the mid-decade become signs of 
movement, whirls. Whirls are the central theme in artworks such as the oil painting Three 
Persons (1975–76). Blomstedt’s writings reveal that he possessed an intense will to expose 
his sense of truth or reality. Therefore the writings constitute an elemental part of his work, 
from the point of view of formulating to himself his thoughts, visions and concerns about art, 
whether these were more personal or general. His writings reveal a self-awareness and an 
ability in artistic self-reflection and analysis thereof. They are acutely in alignment with the 
assertion that painting is a mental matter.

To conclude, in light of the archive material studied for this article, Juhana Blomstedt’s 
art theoretical thought during the 1970s can be seen to have revolved around questions of 
form, content, expression, abstraction, subjectivity, truth and optics. He systematically studied 
forms such as whirls and grids by drawing variations of them over and over again. Some of the 
issues he pursued, such as being able to convey in his paintings his sense of truth or pathos, 

136 ’“Sisältö ja muoto”! Harhautunut vastakkainasettelu! “Antaa muoto” implikoi “sisällön”. Tämä 
ei kuitenkaan taiteessa voi olla mitään ennalta määrättyä, muilla keinoin formuloitavissa olevaa. 
Muuten: Minkä muoto? Sitä paitsi: Jos jo on “sisältö”, miksi sille pitäisi antaa jokin muu muoto? 
“Muoto” on sisältö.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s notebook, 18 June 1979. 10/3. JBA. AC, FNG.

137 Mondrian, ‘Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art’, 292.
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are more ambiguous and intangible in nature, whereas his studies of optics were directly 
reflected in his works. To be not just an artist, but also a thinker and a writer, formed an 
essential part of Blomstedt’s life as an artist. This article began with Blomstedt’s own voice, so 
I will also close it in the same manner:

In a way I feel like I am being torn between fruitless perfectionism and a subjective 
dream. In the end this must be the fate of all artists, some kind of requirement of 
painting, a tension through which this whole metaphysical activity that we call 
painting, is born.138

Keywords: abstract art, art theory, grid, modernism, Piet Mondrian, whirl
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138 ‘Jollain lailla minusta tuntuu kuin minua revittäisiin hedelmättömän perfektionismin ja 
subjektiivisen unen välillä. Loppujen lopuksi tämä on kai kaikkien taiteilijoiden kohtalo, jonkinlainen 
maalaustaiteen edellytys, jännite josta koko tämä metafyysinen aktiviteetti, jota me kutsumme 
maalaustaiteeksi, syntyy.’ Juhana Blomstedt’s letter to Sam Vanni, Paris 27 March 1977. File 2: 
drafts & copies of letters 2. JBA. AC, FNG.
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A New Research Project:  
‘Pioneering Women Artists in the 19th Century’
Anne-Maria Pennonen, PhD, Curator, Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum

In Europe, the 19th century was a dynamic 
period that saw great economic, social, 
political and cultural changes that had 
an impact on women and their situation, 
including their education and their career 
choices. In the field of the arts, however, 
there still seems to be relatively little 
information concerning Nordic women artists 
at the beginning of the century, and yet we 
know that several men artists instructed 
women in their studios. During the first half 
of the century, painting and drawing were 
mostly regarded as merely suitable hobbies 
for women, and nothing more. Women could 
not attend art academies officially, and only a 
few worked as professional artists.

‘The Pioneering Women Artists’ 
research project was launched at the 
Ateneum Art Museum in September 2020, 
and now an international research group is 
to be assembled for the project. The aim is to 
stimulate research and debate, re-introduce 
forgotten or neglected women artists, and to 
present completely new names. The results 
of the project will be released in the form of a 
publication and an exhibition at the Ateneum 
Art Museum in Helsinki. The dates of the 
exhibition will be announced later. 

The focus of this research project is on 
pioneering women artists who were active in 
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the Baltic 
countries and Germany in the 19th century. 

There were big differences between the first and the second half of the century however, so a 
more precise time frame for the project will be defined later. The starting point of the project 
is to examine the opportunities for Nordic and Baltic women artists to study and work in their 
home countries and in Germany. The principal German cities in this respect are Düsseldorf, 
Dresden, Berlin, Munich, Karlsruhe and Weimar. At the same time, the project also aims to 
bring forward those women, for instance, from the US, Great Britain, France and Italy who had 
connections with Germany and possibly also with Nordic and Baltic women artists.

Ida Silfverberg, Self-Portrait, 
1868, oil on canvas,
56.5cm x 46cm 
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery /  
Kari Soinio
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Besides gender, it is also essential to consider the 
aspect of centre and periphery in the field of arts, culture 
and science. In the 19th century, Germany constituted 
a centre in this respect, whereas the Nordic countries, 
especially Finland and Norway, were regarded as 
peripheral. Here the concept of periphery is understood 
as a geographical spatial element that is outside the 
centre. It is also worth noting that there were centres 
and peripheries within each Nordic country, and the 
juxtaposition also concerned their mutual relationships. 
Thus, Denmark and Sweden acted as centres, as they 
were politically independent kingdoms with long 
traditions of university education and their own art 
academies that had been established in the 18th century. 
In comparison, Finland and Norway were ruled by Russia 
and Sweden, and at the beginning of the century, they 
were only starting to organise their local artistic life and 
art education. To receive better training, one had to 
travel abroad.

The approach of this project is mainly art-historical 
but also cultural-historical, and the topic is examined 
from the perspectives of education, networks, travel, 
and movement. In most of these countries women were 
barred from gaining university degrees or attending art 
academies. Travelling as such constituted a challenge for 
them, as they could not travel by themselves as easily as 
men and they also needed an escort. 

Finland as an example of women artists’ situation 

In Finland, the situation changed in the mid-19th century when, following examples from 
Germany, the Finnish Art Society was founded in Helsinki in 1846 and the Society’s Drawing 
School two years later. Although a traditional drawing school had already been set up in Turku 
in 1830, it mostly served as an institute for pupils and apprentices for professional painters, 
and no women were admitted until 1852. The Drawing School of the Finnish Art Society was 
noteworthy in that it admitted women from the start. As its name suggests, the school mainly 
focused on drawing, and no nude models were used, which was probably the condition that 
enabled women to study there. If a student wanted to be instructed in oil painting, they would 
either have to enlist the services of an artist privately or travel abroad.

A great deal of art-historical writing on the 19th century has discussed the importance 
of Paris and France. This has also been the case in Finland where artists, including women, 
discovered Paris and France, especially in the 1880s. This period has been described as the 
heyday of Finnish women artists. At the same time, the career choices of women artists from 
earlier times has gained less attention, and the role of Düsseldorf and other German cities has 
largely been ignored or undervalued. As for Düsseldorf, a considerable amount of research 
into its Art Academy has been carried out in connection with different exhibitions, and yet 
women artists’ studies and networks in the city have largely escaped closer examination. 

Fanny Churberg, Self-Portrait, 1870–79,  
pencil on paper, 21cm x 12.5cm  
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Kirsi Halkola
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However, the city played an important role in the art education of several Nordic women 
artists before Paris. The first women travelled from Norway and Sweden in the 1840s. They 
were followed by the Finns in the 1850s. To name a few, there was Amalia Lindegren (1814–
91) from Sweden, Aasta Hansteen (1824–1908) from Norway, and Fanny Churberg (1845–92) 
and Victoria Åberg (1824–92) from Finland. Prior to this, for instance, Dresden had attracted 
women artists during the first decades of the century. We also know that there were several 
women studying art in Munich and in Karlsruhe. 

Previous academic research and exhibitions on women artists

It was still the accepted truth in the 1940s in Finland that the status of women artists had 
been exceptionally good, although, as late as the early 1980s writers and exhibitors were 
interested only in the work of a few women artists. However, the situation started to change 
in the 1980s when a group of researchers studied women artists at the University of Helsinki. 
The research was funded by the Academy of Finland and the group was active in 1985–86. 
This work was followed by the Kristiina Institute, which was founded at the University of 
Helsinki in 1991 and focused on gender studies. In addition, several museums in Finland, 
including the Ateneum Art Museum, have organised a wide range of exhibitions on Finnish 
women artists. Consequently, a considerable amount of research has been carried out to bring 
more and more forgotten or neglected women artists into the limelight.

Internationally, the volume of research on women artists has increased considerably, 
since Linda Nochlin published her groundbreaking article in ArtNews ‘Why there have been no 
great women artists’, in 1971. It was followed by the exhibition ‘Women Artists 1550–1950’ at 
the Los Angeles County Museum in 1976, which inspired museums to search their collections 
for forgotten women artists and their works. Interestingly, a year before that, in 1975, the 
Nationalgalerie in East Berlin had organised an exhibition on German women artists under the 
title ‘Deutsche bildende Künstlerinnen von der Goethezeit bis zur Gegenwart’ (German Women 
Artists from the Age of Goethe to the Present), which remained unnoticed in the West due 

Victoria Åberg, Landscape in Moonlight, 1872, oil on canvas, 76.5cm x 123cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen
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to the political situation at the time. Moreover, in 1982, Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock 
introduced a more radical approach in their groundbreaking book Old Mistresses: Women, 
Art and Ideology. At the same time women’s studies in France focussed more closely on 
language and literature. Recently, the exhibition ‘Fighting for Visibility. Women Artists of the 
Nationalgalerie before 1919’, organised in Berlin in 2019, shed light on how women’s artworks 
made it into the museum’s collections. At the same time, the exhibition also celebrated the 
centenary of women’s right to start regular studies at the Berlin Art Academy and elsewhere 
in Germany.

How to participate

We now invite international scholars and museum professionals to participate in the 
research group. To begin with, the objective is to chart the artists of the period, their works 
and networks, and to present new, lesser-known artists and their works. Another aim is to 
compare the education and status of women artists in different countries in the period being 
studied. We are planning to hold the first international Knowledge Sharing Workshop in the 
autumn of 2021. The research project is led by Ateneum Art Museum Curator, Dr Anne-Maria 
Pennonen. For more information, please contact her, anne-maria.pennonen@ateneum.fi.

Keywords: women artists, pioneering, education, networks, travelling, movement,  
Nordic countries, Germany, centre, periphery 
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